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As an Integrated Annual Report prepared for the purpose of reporting the annual performance 

to the investors and stakeholders, this Report comprises not only the financial performance 

records of SK Telecom, but also comprehensive information on value creation including non-

financial performance, future prospects and efforts to improve company value (Value Creation 

Story). The BOD gave the final approval for this Report in July of 2016.

 

Integrated Reporting under International Guidelines

The International Integrated Reporting Council provides the International Integrated Reporting 

(IR) Framework, a standard framework for the Integrated Reporting (IR) of both financial and 

non-financial performances. This Report was prepared in accordance with the guiding principles 

and report content suggested in the IR Framework, and the comprehensive requirements of 

the GRI G4 Guideline, a standards guideline for sustainability reports provided by the Global 

Reporting Initiative (GRI). As one of the UN Global Compact (UNGC) LEAD companies, SK Telecom 

has been undertaking management activities conforming to the 10 principles of UNGC, and 

this Report was prepared in accordance with the documentation principles prescribed in the 

Communication on Progress (COP) of UNGC.

Scope and Boundary of the Report

In this Report, the terms, “SK Telecom” and “the company,” refer to SK Telecom, excluding its 

subsidiaries that are subject to consolidated financial statements in accordance with the Korean 

version of International Financial Reporting Standards (K-IFRS). The financial data is based on 

consolidated financials, while the non-financial data on the environmental performance and 

fulfillment of the corporate social responsibility is based on a non-consolidated basis. The data 

presented in this Report exclude those for SK Telecom’s overseas branches, subsidiaries and 

invested companies unless otherwise indicated in the general descriptions and information 

section. Such data, however, were included on a separate basis in cases in which they are likely 

to have a significant impact on the stakeholders’ decisions, in consideration of SK Telecom’s 

financial and operational control and the actual influence and effects of its business. 

As for the geographical boundaries, this Report covers data for the company’s major places of 

business where 99% of revenue is generated, which is the Republic of Korea, while the temporal 

scope is between January 1 and December 31, 2015. This Report, however, may disclose a portion 

of the qualitative data generated until April 2016. In case of any changes in the previously 

reported data requiring attention, such data were re-calculated based on the 2015 data. The 

reporting period of this Report is one fiscal year, and the preceding report was the <SK Telecom 

Annual Report 2014> issued in July 2015.

 

SK Telecom, an active member of UNGC LEAD, was listed in the Dow Jones Sustainability

Indices (DJSI) World Index for the eighth consecutive year since 2008. In addition, SK Telecom has 

been participating in the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) and the business network program of 

the International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC).
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OVERVIEW BUSINESS MODEL

SK Telecom has changed the world by leading 

the communications industry through network 

evolvement, and we are now preparing to 

launch into greater heights. We aim to grow 

from a wireless telecommunications company 

into a next-generation platform service 

provider that presents innovative values. By 

converging technology with life, we will be 

the first to achieve a brighter future. 



Tomorrow’s network
The fastest 5G mobile 
communications
SK Telecom aspires to open a new chapter in the history of mobile communications with 5G mobile 

technology. This will begin with the world’s first commercialization of 2G CDMA 1X, followed by 

the first commercialization of 3G WCDMA and 4G LTE in South Korea. We are also preparing for the 

standardization of 5G technology, targeting a fast transmission speed of the minimum 1Gbps per 

second. When the full-fledged 5G commercialization service launches in 2020, brand new next-

generation platform services will be made available. SK Telecom’s three core platform services 

― the Lifestyle Enhancement Platform, Media Platform, and IoT Platform ― will dramatically 

revolutionize communications with the ultra high-speed, and mass-storage 5G infrastructure 

environment. These platforms will make life happier, further develop industries, enrich the world 

with amazing convenience, and upgrade efficiency. SK Telecom will meet the challenge that will 

change the future for everyone with next-generation platform services and 5G networks.

Transforming into a “Next-Generation Platform Provider” 

As the first to prepare for the 5G era, SK Telecom is carrying out key 

technology development and standardization activities through  

its 5G Global Innovation Center that was established in 2015.  

We also succeeded in demonstrating our 5G system with a 20.5Gbps 

data transmission speed in real time at the Mobile World Congress 

(MWC) 2016 in Barcelona, Spain. Through active technological 

development, we plan to commercialize our 5G services  

by 2020 for the first time in the world, following  

technological standardization in 2018. 

5G is an innovative network technology that enables  

ultra-low latency and mass-storage data processing at  

an ultra-high speed of at least 1Gbps per second. SK Telecom 

will present new value and newfound excitement by offering 

unprecedented next-generation platform services based on fast and 

efficient 5G networks. These will include virtual and  

augmented realities (VR and AR), artificial intelligence (AI) robots,  

3D holograms, smart homes, and driverless vehicles. 

Lifestlye 
Enhancement 

Platform

Making life happier by 
providing 

new values in all areas 
beyond communications 

services

Media
Platform

Offering individuals optimized 
content anytime, anywhere, 

through seamless wired 
and wireless integrated 

media services

IoT
Platform

Enhancing individual convenience 
and corporate efficiency 

by connecting all “Things” 
while analyzing  collected data

Leading the “5G Network” 



SK Telecom’s Lifestyle Enhancement Platform can generate values 

that are endless. Protecting our children’s safety, sharing information 

amongst those with similar interests, and making online and offline 

payments easier and simpler will be just the beginning. 

Life is more convenient and pleasant when high-quality communications 

services are combined with new platform services. SK Telecom’s 

Lifestyle Enhancement Platform will continue to increase happiness by 

offering differentiated benefits that meet the needs and lifestyles of our 

customers of all ages.  

Delivering new value
in everyday life 

Lifestyle 
Enhancement 

Platform



Offering a personalized 
content environment 

SK Telecom’s Media Platform, which includes both wired and wireless services, allows 

users to enjoy their personalized media content anytime, anywhere. Not only do 

we provide individuals with optimized content and services in the integrated media 

platform environment, but we are also preparing to launch next-generation media 

platform services, such as AR, VR, and 3D holograms, to be enjoyed freely. 

Our Media Platform will go beyond the limits of time and space and the restraints of 

devices, and present unforgettable experiences for all users. 

Media 
Platform



SK Telecom’s IoT Platform will achieve a smart life for everyone. The “Smart 

Home” will provide solutions for people that will enable them to operate their 

home appliances with an alarm or a remote control, save energy including 

electricity and water, and safely lock their doors through smart functions.

We will continue to achieve a smart life for everyone by activating the IoT 

ecosystem with our partners in different industries. Our IoT Platform will 

provide individuals and companies with valuable services by going beyond the 

mobile device and connecting all “Things” while analyzing collected data.

Connecting all “Things” 
beyond the mobile device 

Smart 
Home



Enhancing convenience and 
efficiency with innovation 
and connectivity 
SK Telecom’s IoT Platform that connects all “Things” is also leading in the 

development of infrastructures for driverless vehicles. These vehicles of the 

future start the engines on their own, self-drive in line with road situations, 

and are connected to relevant infrastructures in real time, and therefore 

require the integration of cutting-edge ICT technologies including 5G.  

SK Telecom continues to implement innovations into cars of the future 

by leading the development of key infrastructures for driverless vehicles, 

including the Vehicle to Infra (V2I) technology and the cordless electric 

vehicle charging technology. SK Telecom’s advanced IoT platform will 

change the future by enhancing everyday convenience and the efficiency 

of industries.  

IoT 
Platform



Pursuing sustainable
growth for all

SK Telecom will secure full-fledged future growth potential by evolving 

into a next-generation platform service provider. In addition to this bold 

vision, we will continue to take into consideration the economic, social 

and environmental values while seeking harmonious growth with our 

stakeholders.  

In particular, we will also focus our efforts on further creating shared 

corporate and social values. These efforts will involve: achieving a “creative 

economy” as a new growth engine for the national economy; supporting 

ICT conversion-type venture start-ups such as “BRAVO! Restart”; reducing 

social greenhouse gases to cope with global warming and climate change; 

and advancing into new energy infrastructure industries. This will allow us 

to bring a sustainable future for all as a next-generation platform company 

and a true intelligent partner in life. 

8 years
Included in the Dow Jones Sustainability 
Index (DJSI) World for the eighth 
consecutive year, a first among 
telecommunications operators in Asia

KRW 4.1514 trillion

Ranked first among domestic service 
companies with a KRW 4.1514 brand 
value at the Best Korea Brands 2016 by 
Interbrand (ranked first among domestic 
telecommunications operators for the 
fourth consecutive year)

19 years
Ranked first in the National Customer 
Satisfaction Index (NCSI) survey by the 
Korea Productivity Center for nineteen 
straight years in in 2016, ranking first for 
the longest period of time among domestic 
companies

NO. 1
Ranked first in the Broadband LTE, LTE-A, 
3G Mobile Communications categories at 
the 2015 Communications Service Quality 
Evaluation by the Ministry of Science, ICT 
and Future Planning

34 startup teams

“BRAVO! Restart” is an ICT-based start-up 
support program, targeting young adults 
and middle-aged participants. Unlike 
conventional startup support programs, 
it offers an integrated assistance system 
from the development of startups to their 
commercialization and growth stages. 
Through this program, we have developed 
and fostered 34 teams of startup ventures 
since 2013.



About Us Inside This Year’s Report

On its foundation as a South Korean mobile telecommunications service, SK Telecom 

is evolving into a Lifestyle Enhancement, Media, and IoT platform provider. SK Tele-

com, as of December 31, 2015, accounted for about 49.4% share of domestic sub-

scribers and is leading South Korea’s ICT ecosystem through the world’s ‘best’ and ‘first’ 

technology and services.

SHAREHOLDERS RETURN (NON-CONSOLIDATED, UNIT : KRW)

Net Income                  

Earnings per Share     

Total Dividend   

Stock Buyback                             

Dividend Payout Ratio  

Dividend per Share                              

1,106.8 billion        

13,707

708.1 billion

489.3 billion

64%

10,000

 SHAREHOLDER STATUS (UNIT : %)

SK Corp. (*)

25.22%

Treasury Stock

12.55%

National Pension Fund

8.62%

Institutional Investors and 

Minority Shareholders

53.61%
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ABOUT US INSIDE THIS YEAR’S REPORT

HIGHLIGHTS OF SK TELECOM (AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2015)

Date of Establishment

Number of Subscribers

Number of Executives & Employees

Number of Subsidiary Companies

Stock Exchange Registration Status

1984.03.29

About 28.63 million

4,046

37

Korea Stock Exchange

New York Stock Exchange

London Stock Exchange

(*)Based on subscriber statistics from the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning

(*) Due to SK Corp.’s merger with its equity investment company, SK 

C&C, in 2015, the company name has been changed to SK Corp.
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Letter to Stakeholders

distinguished stakeholders,

2015 was a year in which sK telecom laid the groundwork for transformation not 
only as a mobile network operator (mnO), but also as a platform provider. 

the topics of interest in the telecommunications industry have moved beyond such quantitative 
competitions as lte speed and acquiring subscribers, and are rapidly evolving to that of qualitative 
competition regarding products and services based upon high-quality data networks, which provide 
innovative value across individuals’ daily lives as well as the industry. in 2015, while sK telecom pro-
vided the highest levels of customer value in the business through innovative products and services 
and led the data-centered market, it has also built the foundation to transform into a three platform 
business centered on lifestyle enhancement, media and iot that is based upon the capabilities and 
assets of the telecommunications business. As a result of these efforts, sK telecom demonstrated fi-
nancial results of Krw 17,136.7 billion in revenue as well as Krw 1,708 billion in operating profit on a 
consolidated basis in 2015. in addition, sK telecom received the highest levels of external assessments 
across all of its management activities, as demonstrated by its efforts as a United nation Global com-
pact (UnGc) leAd company, status as the first Asian telecommunications company to be included in 
the dow Jones sustainability index (dJsi) world for the eighth consecutive year, maintenance of the 
highest possible grade of “excellent” from the win-win index for the third consecutive year, first place 
rank in the national customer satisfaction index (ncsi) for 19 years in a row, and first place rank in the 
network quality assessment of the ministry of science, ict and Future planning.

strengthening market leadership through core competitiveness as a mobile network Operator 
sK telecom, which has avoided wasteful marketing competition and led the market by focusing on 
customer retention, took the lead in changing the mobile telecommunication market’s competitive 
paradigm to one based upon the core competitiveness of products and services, as can be seen in 
the increase of the proportion of handset upgrade customers to over 50% among new and handset 
upgrade subscribers after the second quarter of 2015. the data-centered ‘Band data rate plan’ that 
was introduced last may secured 7 million subscribers by the end of the year after its launch, and as it 
pioneered the structural change from products and services focused on voice calls to those focused 
on data, it drove the improvement of the effectiveness of data services. in addition, the success of the 
end-user device lUnA opened the way for the launch of a variety of affordable phones. the launch of 
a variety of products based on 2nd devices such as the Joon Kids phone and t pet led to an impressive 
86.6% share (according to the ministry of science, ict and Future planning) of the wearables market by 
the end of 2015, attesting to sK telecom’s differentiated competitiveness.

meanwhile, as sK telecom innovates the structure of the mobile network Operator with a focus on 
efficiency and cements its position as the market leader, it is also focusing on the company’s core 
capabilities centered on the three platform areas including the ‘lifestyle enhancement platform’ that 
improves convenience and productivity by providing distinct value to customers that go beyond 
telecommunications services; the ‘media platform’ that provides customized content and a viewing 
experience optimized to the individual; and the ‘iot platform’ that provides valuable services by ex-
panding the connectivity of all things.
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laying the foundation to become a next-generation platform provider
in 2015, sK telecom launched lifestyle enhancement platform services in 2015 that satisfy segment-
ed customer needs for a wide range of ages and lifestyles, some of which include the customized 
platform ‘club t Kids’ for parents and children and ‘petween’ for animal companions. the ‘lifestyle 
enhancement platform’ service, which delivers unprecedented value on the foundation of the core 
assets of mobile telecommunications, is henceforth expected to contribute to customer base expan-
sion in new business areas through enhanced service lineups and packages. 

At the beginning of 2016 in the media area, the successful launch of the mobile media plat-
form ‘oksusu,’ which combines ‘B tv mobile’ and ‘hoppin,’ was based upon increased cable 
iptv subscribers and the growth of paid content revenue in 2015. sK telecom is continuously 
endeavoring to build a next-generation media platform delivery environment, as demonstrated 
by the 360° virtual reality service centered on ‘oksusu,’ release of exclusive content and the 
introduction of ultra-low delay broadcasting technology that reduces the real-time broadcast 
transmission speed up to three seconds.

in the iot platform area, while completing the iot-exclusive network by building a national 
network for an iot hybrid network, sK telecom is leading the market by collaborating with var-
ious partners such as the city of daegu, KepcO and Korea University to expand open platform 
business models based upon the creation of iot ecosystems in the areas of security·energy·au-
tomobiles·cities. Additionally, by driving the ‘home’ strategy that encompasses media and iot, 
sK telecom will continue to maximize the synergy and interconnectedness at the growth stage 
of each next-generation platform.

creating integrated social-corporate value through responsibility management
sK telecom has supported the implementation of the ‘creative economy,’ which is the new 
growth driver of the national economy, and is promoting public-private cooperative businesses 
through the sejong∙daejeon center for creative economy and innovation. the ‘creative village,’ 
which was jointly founded by sK telecom and the sejong center for creative economy and 
innovation, is considered an outstanding example of effectively increasing agricultural compet-
itiveness and convenience through ict technology and smart networks. the ict convergence 
venture support project, known as the ‘BrAvO! restart’ program, has both contributed to 
the discovery of new growth drivers for sK telecom and is also an integrated value creation 
program that unites ict capabilities and plays a role in solving social problems. By the end of 
2015, a total of 34 teams received support from sK telecom and their results were evidenced 
by product releases, patent applications and expansion into global markets, leading social 
innovation through ict technology.

As international efforts to respond to climate change bore fruit with the signing of the paris 

Agreement, it is anticipated that climate change and energy issues will go beyond general 
corporate social responsibility to become new areas of opportunity. sK telecom exercises its 
environmental responsibility not only in terms of building low-power networks and reducing 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the course of business, but also by actualizing energy-re-
lated growth business models. in this regard, the ‘sK telecom-KepcO collaboration center’ in 
naju, south Jeolla province that was established through a long-term partnership with KepcO 
for new energy businesses will serve as a valuable example. Beginning with the development 
of wireless charging facilities for the automobiles of the future and services to expand ict 
infrastructure, sK telecom will not only leverage eco-friendly ict technology to reduce GHG 
and energy usage, but also has a vision to fuse such technology with the development of de-
partment stores, universities, and cities to discover growth opportunities in new dimensions.

corporate value innovation through business transformation and performance turnaround
in 2016, sK telecom steadfastly built up the appropriate capabilities for the platform businesses in 
terms of talent, infrastructure, and services. By effecting structural changes and innovation in its 
business, and having a robust organizational culture marked by speed and skill, sK telecom came to 
possess world-class efficiency and competitiveness, and is now pursuing its successful transforma-
tion into a platform provider.

sK telecom, which has pioneered Korea’s mobile telecommunications history thus far, possess-
es a sound competitive culture due to its core competitiveness and customer trust. thereby, as 
the company leads the expansion of the ict ecosystem and leads innovation that goes beyond 
competition, it will continue to advance and grow. sK telecom will effectively deliver the high-
est values to customers through its successful transformation as a ‘next-generation platform 
provider.’ Furthermore, the company will innovate its corporate value by the momentum of the 
platform businesses’ performance, while at the same time playing a pivotal role in the country’s 
future ict development.

i look forward to the unwavering interest and support of our customers, investors, and stake-
holders.
 
thank you.

d O n G - H y U n  J A n G

president and ceo sK telecom

July 2016
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expanding the Business model to lead the platform Age
For the past thirty years, sK telecom’s network has connected individuals and evolved to meet a new 
future. sK telecom, which has written the new history of mobile telecommunications for south Korea 
through unprecedented services and advanced technology, is now preparing to evolve into a next-gener-
ation platform provider. 

Going beyond the limits of the mobile telecommunications industry, sK telecom is evolving into a next-generation platform provider 
that offers innovative products and services that satisfy customers’ needs. through the lifestyle enhancement platform that provides 
new value in customers’ daily lives, the media platform that fulfills the need for individualized content, and the iot platform that con-
nects all things in the world, sK telecom will pursue its future growth.

024 025our Business Model

capital input value creation Activity Output Outcome

Financial 

capital

Human 

capital

in recognition of the fact that human capital is a piv-
otal part of sK telecom’s business model and that 
competent individuals contribute to innovation and 
excellent business performance, policies are imple-
mented to attract and retain excellent employees and 
due diligence is performed to respect and uphold the 
human rights in the business processes.

intellectual 

capital

sK telecom recognizes the importance of patented tech-
nology in the course of business and considers it to be 
a significant type of capital. policies to foster the ict 
ecosystem including open innovation, big data hubs and 
open platforms are sK telecom’s approach to sharing its 
strengths and enhancing the value and efficiency of the 
use of joint intellectual properties of society.

manufac-

tured 

capital

sK telecom’s businesses are dependent on physical 
infrastructural assets such as networks, the stability 
and sustainability of which are maintained through 
efficient investment.

social & 

network 

capital

while establishing cooperative relationships with var-
ious stakeholders including business partners and the 
government based on customer trust, sK telecom is 
striving to earn more trust and respect by fulfilling its 
csr and making efforts to contribute to society and 
create shared value.

natural 

capital

the operation of nationwide networks and data cen-
ters requires large amounts of electric power, and 
such use of energy leads to indirect GHG emissions. 
Accordingly, efforts are being made to improve the en-
vironmental capital through use of ict solutions and 
research to reduce social GHG emissions.

sK telecom is listed on the Korea stock exchange, new 
york stock exchange and london stock exchange. As 
sK telecom’s business relies upon the financial capi-
tal provided by shareholders and investors, it strives 
to maximize shareholder value through dividends and 
the shareholder return policy.

unprecedented products 
and services

·  High-quality audio and data 
services

·  service platforms for lifestyle 
enhancement through diverse 
needs

·  experience the highest level 
of media content

· innovative iot solutions

innovative customer 
experience

· responsible marketing
·  personal information pro-

tection
· content responsibility
· promoting healthy ict

implementing social re-
sponsibility and promoting 
national growth

·  Fostering and supporting the 
ict ecosystem

·  mutual growth with partner 
companies

·  social innovation through ict 
and promoting the creative 
economy

social & network capital

·  improving social capital 
through increasing access to 
internet

·  enhancing lifestyle value 
through communication

Human capital

·   direct and indirect job creation
·   Fostering ict talents and 

improving human capital

manufactured capital

·  it infrastructure that contrib-
utes to personal lives and 
business productivity (lte- & 
iot-exclusive networks)

intellectual capital

·  technological development 
through innovative ict tech-
nology, products, services and 
solutions

·  contribution to a social innova-
tive technology

natural capital

·   reducing social GHG through 
ict

·  contribution to the climate 
change response and adapta-
tion through technology

· commerce businesses including 11th st, syrup, shopkick
·  Healthcare businesses including non-invasive diagnostic 

devices and healthcare solutions
·  lifewear including high-end audio, smart beams, robots and 

app accessories

mnO Business

platform Business

Lifestyle enhancement Platform
providing differentiated value that fulfills individuals’  
segmented needs across all lifestyles and ages

· club t Kids - customized platform for parents and children
· t pay - make payments and get discounts with one app

Media Platform
provide customized content optimized to the individual and  
a next-generation media viewing experience

·  oksusu - individualized mobile media service, provides a 
differentiated viewing experience linked to Ar/vr

·  evolve into a platform service for next-generation video 

through multi network channels

iot Platform
improved convenience and productivity with big data analysis 
and iot

· iot solution service, iot-exclusive network and platform
·  expand the automobile, rental, energy, security, city infra-

structure and data solution areas

Growth Business & etc.

products & services

community & society

customer & consumer

 Financial capital

·  creating profit and returns
·  shareholder returns
·   contributing to Gdp growth 

(indirect economic value)

· 2G/3G/4G lte
·  5G (currently seeking technology 

standardization)
· iot-exclusive network
·  High-speed internet networks 

such as giga internet

· smartphones
· wearable devices 
·  Home appliances and home 

control devices linked with smart 
Home 

·  devices to provide rental, securi-
ty, smart Farm and smart Factory 
services

·  App development through 
customer segment analysis 

·  investment in and coopera-
tion with content startups

· multi channel network(mcn)
·  cable broadcasting content 

provider/individual media 
cooperation

·  provide a great develop-
ment environment for app 
developers and support 
commercialization

network

Bu
ild
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mnO 
Business

platform 
Business

Growth Business 
& etc.

* the six capitals and business model concepts of the international integrated reporting council (iirc) have been applied

Business porfoliova
lu

e 
ch

ai
n

Providing fixed and wireless voice and data services
· providing voice and data services
·  Fixed-line calls and international calls (sK Broadband, sK telink)
· internet and iptv (sK Broadband)



Sk telecom is on a journey to become a next-generation platform 

company from the firm foundation of its telecommunications ca-

pabilities.

2015 Key perFOrmAnce 

laying the Groundwork for change in platforms, not Just mobile telecommunications
in 2015, sK telecom provided the framework for change not only in terms of mnO, but also in platforms. 
sK telecom reported an average monthly churn rate of 1.5% as of the end of 2015, notable for being the 
lowest since the introduction of the mobile number portability system in 2004. since the second quarter 
of 2015, sK telecom successfully changed the telecommunication industry’s competitive paradigm to one 
focused on customer retention, as demonstrated by the rate of handset upgrade subscribers increasing 
to over 50% among all new subscribers.

the data-centered Band data rate plan, which was released in may 2015 and added industry-leading 
data capacity and benefits along with unlimited wireless and fixed-line voice calls, had a record 7 million 
subscribers by year-end and drove an increase in data usage. the success of the end-user device lUnA, 
which inspired a variety of subsequent low-cost devices, was a prime example of targeting niche markets.  
in this way, sK telecom has further burnished its reputation as a market leader while innovating the 
primary  structure of its mnO business. 

Also, along with strengthening the life style enhancement platform that increases new experiences and value 
for customers across their daily lives, sK telecom is making mid- to long-term moves to demonstrate results in 
the three platform areas that it has emphasized since last year, this includes the company’s concentration in 
media capabilities in order to make the leap as a next-generation media platform provider and the smart Home 
service based on iot.

looking for turnaround: Overcoming Growth limits in the telecommunications market
in 2015, sK telecom achieved Krw 17.1367 trillion in annual revenue and Krw 1.708 trillion in operating 
profit according to the consolidated financial statements of the Korean international Financial reporting 
standards (K-iFrs). despite growth limits in the domestic telecommunications market, sK telecom main-
tained revenue volume at last year’s level, but operating profit decreased 6.4% compared to last year due 
to increased personnel expenses and the rising expenses of subsidiaries’ business activities. An annual 
net profit of Krw 1.5159 trillion was recorded, a 15.8% decrease compared to last year due to influences 
such as a decrease in profits in the equity method company sK Hynix.

sK telecom made Krw 1.8913 trillion in capital expenditures (cApex) on a non-consolidated basis, a 
reduction of more than Krw 100 billion compared to guidance criteria. in terms of cApex, sK telecom 
seeks to maintain stabilization in the mid- to long-term, following efforts to improve network operating 
technology advancement and investment efficiency. 
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Business transformation and Performance 
turnaround

perFOrmAnce BAsed On cOnsOlidAted FinAnciAl stAtements

(Unit: Krw billion)

perFOrmAnce BAsed On nOn- cOnsOlidAted FinAnciAl stAtements

(Unit: Krw billion)
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2016 FUtUre plAns And OUtlOOK 

maximizing corporate value is a top priority of sK telecom and to this end the company will strengthen the 
fundamentals of the mobile telecommunications market as well as develop a variety of platform businesses for 
future growth. in 2016, sK telecom plans to achieve a goal of Krw 17.6 trillion in revenue, a 2.7% growth com-
pared to last year through business transformation and performance turnaround.

-   set a goal of achieving Krw 17.6 trillion in revenue through a net increase in subscribers by providing 
new value, enhancing the core competitiveness of products and services and business growth

-   product differentiation through media content and strengthening of platform services that are in close 
contact with one’s lifestyle, which utilize mnO assets

-  ensuring network quality competitiveness by acquiring optimal frequencies that comprehensively con-
sider demand and cost efficiency

-  present tangible results from the three major platform businesses, lifestyle enhancement, media and iot 

strengthening the Fundamentals through core competitiveness
Although there were factors, such as contract discounts that caused declining revenue in the mobile 
telecommunications sector in 2016, sK telecom plans to realize revenue growth through the launch of 
new products and services to increase the value of data usage. in order to strengthen competitiveness in 
the mobile telecommunications market, sK telecom will solidify market leadership through the launch of 
special offer products, such as end-user devices, rate plans, and alliances and bundled services, accord-
ing to customer needs from the first quarter. market competition stabilized after the introduction of the 
mobile device distribution improvement Act and sK telecom took the lead in launching key products and 
services in this new environment. the company will reinforce the fundamentals of its telecommunications 
business by growing the proportion of lte subscribers and promoting data usage. 

transformation through platform Businesses
while sK telecom will initiate a turnaround by improving its core competitiveness in mobile telecommu-
nications together with the cost reduction, it is a challenge to continue meaningful growth in a saturated 
market. considering this situation, the company seeks to overcome the current growth limits in the mar-
ket through its transformation into a platform provider.

sK telecom is initiating three platform businesses centered on lifestyle enhancement, media and iot, as they are 
areas of future opportunities. each platform business is expected to increase mutual connectivity in the growth 
stage. For instance, as the home-based competitiveness is gained through enhanced media, synergy will be 
maximized by expanding this competitiveness to the iot and lifestyle enhancement platforms.

Building the Foundation for the three platform Businesses
through the lifestyle enhancement platform, sK telecom will provide unprecedented value to customers and 
prepare for monetization with a diverse service lineup that leverages the strengths of the mobile telecommu-
nications market such as rates, devices and affiliated services. the life style enhancement platform enhances 
the competitiveness of the mobile telecommunications business while simultaneously aiming to reach a level 
of competitiveness at which it is possible for the platform service to scale  up and generate profits on its own. 
the company seeks to create future value by providing content, community and commerce features as well as 
differentiated benefits that suit the needs that subscriber segments have in common.

in the media platform area, sK telecom secured a total of 7.57 million wireless tv subscribers including 
4.08 million B tv subscribers by year end. in 2016, sK telecom will emerge as a total media platform pro-
vider by expanding its media outward and developing new business models, a prime example of which is 
the recent success of the integrated mobile channel.

during the period that sK telecom focused on extending an open-source ecosystem in the iot platform 
area, it has initiated market entry in the core areas of manufacturing, public services and smartphones. 
in particular, the smart Home service was commercialized in may 2015 and formed 50 alliances and 70 
linked products, with expectations to lead the iot market by continually expanding that foundation. By 
integrating the home appliance category through more alliances, sK telecom will analyze customers’ 

lifestyle patterns and offer them new value. By completing the exclusive networks with an iot Hybrid net-
work along with alliances with more partners in the automobile, energy, security and city infrastructure 
businesses, sK telecom plans to fuse iot technology to expand the ecosystem and pioneer a new market.

in terms of sK planet, sK telecom has implemented structural reorganization that divides the business 
into areas such as commerce and platform so that each area can have a structure that is flexible for suc-
cess. First, on the basis of its steady success in the domestic market, the commerce company has plans 
to further solidify its position in global operations in countries such as turkey, indonesia and malaysia. sK 
planet will strengthen its existing competitive services such as syrup and OK cashbag, further solidifying 
the foundation of next commerce, both domestically and internationally.

in 2015, sK telecom strengthened its core competitiveness in the mobile telecommunications service and 
platform business divisions with innovative products and services, once again demonstrating its sus-
tainable growth potential. indeed, in 2016, sK telecom will build leadership that pioneers the data age 
through differentiated network competitiveness and customer value-oriented services while developing 
into a next-generation platform provider that fulfills customers’ in-depth needs and provides new value.

Active shareholder return policy 
sK telecom made company innovation a top priority in 2015 and strove to improve shareholder value. 
indirect shareholder return was achieved through the repurchase of shares on five occasions in the past 9 
years. in 2015, sK telecom raised annual dividends to Krw 10,000 dividend per shares (dps) including an 
interim dividend of Krw 1000. efforts will be made to increase corporate value by maintaining a balance 
between investment and shareholder returns. 
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AnnUAl scAle OF sHAreHOlder retUrns

(Unit: Krw billion)

cash dividends repurchase of shares payout ratio (%)
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sK Hynix
sK telecom is discovering new growth opportunities through the convergence of telecommunications and 
other industries due to sK Hynix, its global semiconductor subsidiary. Following the acquisition, sK Hynix 
recorded Krw 18.798 trillion in revenue (9.7% year-over-year growth) and Krw 5.3336 trillion in operating 
profit (4.4% growth year-over-year growth, 28.4% increase in operating margin) during 2015, again achiev-
ing the highest performance since its establishment for three consecutive years.
 
in the terms of drAm, a main revenue source, the storage capacity per device was increased and follow-
ing the product expansion of ddr4 (double data rate 4th Generation sd rAm), a 20% annual increase 
in demand is expected. despite a slowdown in demand for mobile products, the demand for nand Flash 
is forecast to grow about 30% owing to the strength of the ssd (solid state disk) market’s expansion.  

On the one hand, as sK Hynix mass-produces the early-class 20 nano drAm, it course of action is to 
strengthen its competitiveness by focusing on the development of the 10 nano-class drAm. in addition, 
it plans to improve profitability by operating a flexible product portfolio that is responsive to market de-
mand.in order to overcome anticipated difficulties in the semiconductor industry such as slowed demand 
growth and intensifying competition, sK Hynix will become more competitive by making about Krw 6 
trillion in investments in 2016 as well as pushing to improve cost competitiveness, investment efficiency 
and intensively reducing costs.
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OperAtiOnAl review

lte subscribers and data usage per person
due to sK telecom’s differentiated services and core competitiveness, the number of lte subscribers and monthly lte data usage 
per person has increased. Accordingly, the billing-based ArpU has increased 1.3% (yOy) to Krw 36,700. (please refer to the billing 
ArpU on p.84). 

1Q'13 1Q'14 1Q'152Q'13 2Q'14 2Q'153Q'13 3Q'14 3Q'154Q'13 4Q'14 4Q'15

mOntHly lte dAtA UsAGe per persOn (Unit: GB)lte sUBscriBers

2013 1Q'15 2Q'15 3Q'15 4Q'15
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.5
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19
.053.7%

59.2%
62.3% 63.4% 64.8%

66.3%

market size (monthly average no. of new and 
handset upgrade subscribers, in thousands=)

Handset upgrade proportion*(%)

penetration rateno. of lte subscribers 
(Unit: million)

Handset Upgrade proportion and churn rate
the stabilization of the market and a change to a paradigm focused on handset upgrades have emerged and accordingly, the 
churn rate has been maintained at the lowest level since the start of mobile number portability.

*  the proportion of handset upgrade (excluding mvnO) in the monthly market 
size (new +  handset upgrade)

launch of in-net-
work unlimited 
voice calls rate 
plan (march 2013)

launch of lte 
unlimited data 
rate plan (April 
2014)

launch of Band 
data rate plan 
(may 2015)

*excluding one-time involuntary cancellations

*K-iFrs consolidated Basis
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marketing expenses and cApex
At 23%, marketing expenses are on a downward trend compared to revenue due to the easing of the overheated competition 
after market stabilization. Furthermore, the cApex has been reduced compared to guidance.

marketing expenses

23.0%23.8%23.5%

27.0%
25.7%25.2%

proportion compared to operating profit
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sK planet
sK planet is a company that specializes in integrated & personalized commerce, seeking to bring more 
delight and convenience to customers’ lives through innovative and creative services. it connects the 
online and offline worlds and opens up new possibilities in mobile. 
 
sK planet provides diverse O2O (Online to Offline) services that deliver an optimized mobile commerce expe-
rience for the digital age and surpasses the competition in marketplace services and on-offline shopping as it 
leads the next commerce age. in 2015, sK planet enhanced its market influence through the continuous growth 
of the mobile-focused 11th st, and strengthening existing services OK cashbag and syrup as well as expanding 
the vertical service. sK planet also demonstrated tangible results through 11th st’s global expansion in turkey, 
indonesia and malaysia.
 
in February 2016, the commerce and platform businesses were restructured into commerce-centered 
business. in order to gain market leadership in e-commerce and create new growth drivers, sK telecom 
acquired commerce planet and is in the process of creating business synergies. sK planet’s platform 
business was established as a separate corporation and as a growth driver for sK telecom’s lifestyle 
enhancement platform, it is expected to enhance synergy. 
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sK Broadband
As the company that commercialized services such as the world’s first Adsl service, first domestic 
high-speed wireless internet service and first domestic pre-iptv service, sK Broadband is writing south 
Korea’s high-speed internet and iptv history. sK Broadband seeks to become a company specializing in 
media and B2B that offers new value and delight in the media and B2B sectors. 
 
sK Broadband secured 5.04 million B internet subscribers by the end of 2015 due to the expansion of the 
iptv subscriber base and broadband’s continuous growth. Although the usage and subscribers of home 
phone lines are continuously decreasing due to the substitution effect, iptv subscribers are continuously 
increasing, and 3.74 million users were secured, a year-over-year growth of 31.9%.
 
sK Broadband will play a major role in improving quality and service through efforts such as providing 
differentiated services as well as enhancing the convenience of subscribing through an expanded sales 
network, thus evolving the subsidy-focused competition for customers to a quality-focused competition. 

*K-iFrs consolidated basis, increments stemming from the merger with sK m&c in Feb. 2013 have been added
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sK plAnet perFOrmAnce

(Unit: Krw billion)

sK BrOAdBAnd perFOrmAnce

(Unit: Krw billion)

nUmBer OF sUBscriBers

(Unit: thousand, cumulative)
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034 035Material issue Management for Mid- to 
Long-term value creation

Business Strategies  
and risk issues 3)

Stakeholder-proposed issues industry context analysis
(general industry Level)

cost impact assessment

company context analysis
(Specific company Level)

revenue impact 
assessment

risk impact assessment

material  

issues
issue pool

Business 

relevance 

Analysis 4)

impact 

Assessment 5)

relevance impact

valuation

approval

review by Bod

mAteriAl issUes
the material issues that sK telecom selected in 2015 are as follows. 

international Standard review 2)

·sdGs 
·unGc principles
·oecd mne Guideline 
·Gri Guideline 
·sAsB matrix 
·iso26000 

1) refer to the stakeholder engagement channels in the    

    Governance section on p.62

2) refer to the non-Financial md&A section on p.91  

    for detailed engagement guidelines

3)  Business strategy issues - refer to the business 

performance and analysis section on pp.26-30

    risk issues - refer to the risk management report  

    section on pp.64-67

4) refer to the context on material issues section  

    on pp.36-37

5) reflects the research and expert opinions of a 3rd  

    party expert institution (Korea productivity center)

cost

 

 

 

revenue

 

 

 

risk

 

 

 

level

core

moderate

relevant 

impact

material issues

ict convergence

network Quality & risk mgt

customer retention & responsible 

marketing

social & Business innovation

climate change & paris Agreement

data privacy

supply chain Assessment & Assurance  

Business partner mutual Growth

Human capital development

mAteriAl issUes

High

High

High 

moderate

moderate

High

relevant 

relevant

relevant 

Gri Aspect

economic performance

non-Gri

marketing communications

product & service labeling

indirect economic impact

energy / emissions 

customer privacy

supplier Assessment 

non-Gri

employment 

training & education

relevance 
page

pp.42-44

pp.97-98

p.45 

pp.46-48

pp.49-51

pp.98-99

pp.121-125 

p.99

pp.94-95 

Sk telecom considers the diverse economic, environmental and so-

cial changes that may impact future value creation and sustainabil-

ity to discern material issues. the company discloses its responses 

and performance regarding each issue on an annual basis.

sK telecom considers a wide range of economic, social and environmental issues, identifies the material issues 
that may impact the company’s mid- to long-term development, and ensures that they are reflected in man-
agement decisions. By material issues, sK telecom refers to those issues that are relevant to the impact on the 
business and stakeholders as well as the actual level of impact that it has on the company’s ability to create 
sustainable value. After the material issues have gone through the technical analysis process, sK telecom’s cor-
porate citizenship committee under the Board decides upon the priority of the issues.

the economic, environmental and social issues refer to global political-social issues including the Un 
sustainable development Goals (sdGs), global regulations, mid- to long-term social trends, issues raised 
by international organizations and non-governmental organizations (nGOs) as well as externalities that 
became known in the company’s business process. these issues are managed in an issue pool and on the 
basis of the annual stakeholder participation process, the results of the relevance assessment and results 
of assessing the financial impact from the cost, revenue and risk perspectives are integrated through the 
industry level (analysis of similar businesses) and individual company level (collection of internal opin-
ions) and the priorities are identifed. in 2015, sK telecom selected nine material issues and among these, 
the company discloses the management methods, results and goals regarding ict convergence, social & 
Business innovation, climate change & paris Agreement in part 2 ‘Business cases,’ and regarding the re-
maining material issues in part 4 ‘non Financial statements.’ please refer to the next page for information 
regarding the material issue assessment and background.

relevance

mAteriAlit y Assessment

impact

eMerging reLevant Moderate corehigh

low

low high

Network Quality & Risk Mgt

Social & Business 

Innovation

Supply Chain  

Assessment & Assurance 

Corporate 

Philanthropy

Human Rights, Labor,  

and Diversity 

Resource Efficiency 

and Responsibility

ComplianceHealth & Safety

Electromagnetic Fields

Biodiversity

Supply Chain Diversity 

Data Privacy

Business Partner  

Mutual Growth

Climate Change & Paris Agreement

Human Capital 

Development

ICT Convergence

Customer Retention 

& Responsible 

Marketing
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cOntext On mAteriAl issUes

ict convergence
the acceleration of second devices, wearable devices and iot has led to the emergence of new hardware that 
have merged with services and a rapidly increasing volume of data production and consumption. these de-
velopments will soon connect with ict convergence, which will bring about revolutionary changes across the 
industry. long-term trends such as these are connected to changes in sK telecom’s mid- to long-term business 
model and value creation model, and will also lead to extensive economic and social impacts stemming from 
ict technology. sK telecom is approaching this issue through the next generation lifestyle enhancement plat-
form, media platform and the iot platform strategies.please refer to pp.42-44 for a more detailed business case, 
performance and outlook.

Quality network infrastructure
sK telecom’s core service competitiveness rests on its telecommunications infrastructure and quality including 
the completion of the 5G mobile telecommunications network that followed the 4G network. Furthermore, 
considering that network infrastructure failures may lead to the collapse of economic and social systems, this 
constitutes business continuity risks for individual companies. According to higher frequency and scale of nat-
ural disasters resulting from climate change, it is expected that sK telecom will face more physical threats to its 
network infrastructure. if it fails to build reliable and resilient infrastructure, it may encounter effects such as de-
clining revenue resulting from large-scale network failures and unexpected capital expenses for repairs. while 
sK telecom is continually investing to build a next-generation network infrastructure and network quality, it 
also has a systematic risk management system to respond to telecommunications failures and technical risks. 
please refer to pp.98-99 for a more detailed business case, performance and outlook. 

competitive paradigm Focused on customer retention
in October 2014, the mobile device distribution improvement Act came into effect in order to resolve the 
overheated subsidy competition in the mobile telecommunications market and establish transparent and 
orderly distribution.  the mobile device distribution improvement Act prohibits subsidy discrimination 
and introduced strengthened regulation of details with the aim of creating a sound distribution structure. 
As such, market competition is changing through the expansion of user protection, a more transparent 
distribution structure and a change to the competitive structure based on handset upgrades. sK telecom 
rose above the wasteful marketing competition over subscribers and has instead improved customer 
value on the strength of its products and services. through its core competitiveness, the company has 
shifted to a retention-centered policy and is striving to enhance marketing efficiency. As a result, in 2015, 
sK telecom continued the trend in reducing the average churn rate achieved a monthly churn rate of 1.5%, 
the lowest recorded since the mobile number portability policy began. please refer to p.45 for a more 
detailed business case, performance and outlook.

social & Business innovation
ict enables economic actors to connect with one another and it leads the sharing of knowledge and technolo-
gy, paving the way for greater cooperation in society and business. in contrast with research and development, 
which require large investments, ict plays a meaningful role in both the implementation of creative ideas as 
well as commercialization and entrepreneurship. ict can also serve as a springboard for the implementation of 
the creative economy, which is based on innovation and creativity, not growth dependent on labor and capital.  
in order to become a contact point between the implementation of the creative economy, which is the govern-
ment’s priority, and the economic value of ict, sK telecom has been making efforts to create open innovation 
by enhancing the ict ecosystem and creating shared values between the company and society. please refer to 
pp.46-48 for a more detailed business case, performance and outlook.

climate change and paris Agreement  
in contrast with the Kyoto protocol, by which only developed countries were obliged to reduce green-
house gases, the paris Agreement that was reached in 2015 is considered a new climate regime as it 
is the first binding agreement that 195 countries must uphold.  south Korea, where sK telecom’s main 
business is located, presented a 37% reduction goal compared to business as usual (BAU) by 2030. prior 
to this, south Korea had implemented the emissions trading system (ets). the ets, as a regulation that 
responds to climate change by regulating the total quantity of emissions rights, allocated emissions rights 
to target companies and is a system that allows companies to freely trade with one another through 
market mechanisms. the increasing cost of complying with the increased energy and environmental regu-
lations stemming from climate change may have a financial impact on sK telecom, which relies on power 
production in order to maintain the reliability of networks and data centers. As the sources of energy 
consumption shift to clean and renewable energy sources across industries and society, sK telecom may 
also be able to reap new business opportunities. please refer to pp.49-51 for a more detailed business 
case, performance and outlook.

data privacy
As the use of mobile phones, internet and email services grow, customer privacy issues are being high-
lighted as an area of keen interest. the need for strong policy guidelines to safeguard information and 
the implementation of privacy protection measures has never been greater. in particular, the importance 
of issues related to the specific information that telecommunications companies save, such as location 
based services (lBs) and demographical statistical data that are utilized by third-parties and directly 
linked to revenue, is expected to rise. Along with data privacy, the use of personal information that 
uses ict technology is evolving into a human rights problem. sK telecom is endeavoring to prevent data 
privacy violations across all services through the human rights due diligence process based upon the 
companywide human rights policy. please refer to pp.98-99 for a more detailed business case, perfor-
mance and outlook. 
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overview overview

Progress on Material issues

proGress on mAteriAl issues proGress on mAteriAl issues

the lifestyle enhancement platform is 
expanding the business model by 1) 
creating more value with a platform 
that meets segmented needs with a 
focus on existing subscribers and 2nd 
device subscribers, and 2) developing 
a new platform that offers new life-
style enhancement in the Ott area.

in 2015, the number of 2nd device (t 
Outdoor, t Kids, t pocket-Fi, t pet) 
subscribers stood at 5.99 billion. the 
share of ‘wearable device’ subscribers 
according to the ministry of science, 
itc and Future planning was 86.6%.

-  securing 1.6 million cumulative 2nd 
device users (by 2016).

-  securing 10 million lifestyle enhance-
ment platform service subscribers by 

expanding subscribers and services 
that provide direct value to custom-
er’s lives in the future (by 2018)

progress number of 2nd device Users long-term target

5.99 billion’15

lifestyle enhancement platform   

iot platform   

the iot platform is expanding  
linked devices and the alliance  
ecosystem with a focus on the lpwA 
(low power wide Area)  based net-
work and is developing  
services that are competitive in the 
B2B/B2c area.  

the iot area revenue consists of the line 
charges and platform usage fee in the 
data rate plan as well as revenue from  
area-specific devices, and equipment 
payment solutions. 

-  continually expand the iot platform 
business model and achieve Krw 1.1 
trillion in revenue (by 2018).

progress iot platform Area revenue* long-term target

Krw 733.3 billion’15

media platform   

the media platform seeks to secure all 
screens including cable iptv, cable and 
wireless Ott, evolve into a total media 
platform that breaks away from the 
limits of time and space to establish 
itself as Korea’s number one media 
business.

-  expand the subscriber base and content 
competitiveness, secure 15 million me-
dia subscribers and Krw 1.2 trillion in 
annual revenue by enhancing the value 
chain with the oksusu service (by 2018).

progress number of B tv + B tv mobile  
subscribers (cumulative) 

long-term target

’13

’14

3.55 million

5.2 million

7.57 million’15

cHAnGinG tHe mArKet pArAdiGm tO cUstOmer retentiOn-FOcUsed cOmmUnicAtiOns

2.3%’13

2.0%’14

1.5%’15

sK telecom has continuously 
reduced the average monthly churn 
rate through policies focused on 
active maintenance and service 
differentiation.

-  completing the change to a cus-
tomer retention-focused telecom-
munications market paradigm by 
achieving a monthly average churn 
rate at the 1% level (by 2018).

progress Average monthly churn rate long-term target

expanding customer value through core service competitiveness   

sK telecom
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sOciAl & BUsiness innOvAtiOn

10 teams’13

23 teams’14

34 teams’15

As the representative entrepreneurial 
program that a large company has 
initiated, while BrAvO! restart sup-
ports startups through a substantial 
support system, it is also strength-
ening its role as a platform that 
discovers growth business models.

-  supporting the development of 65  
startup teams through the startup 
support program (by 2018).

progress number of startups supported by 
BrAvO! restart (cumulative)

long-term target

BrAvO! restart   

QUAlity netwOrK inFrAstrUctUre

sK telecom maintains a higher qual-
ity of data and voice calls compared 
to other companies, as can be seen 
in its selection as the provider of the 
fastest lte service in the ministry of 
science, ict and Future planning’s 
telecommunications service Quality 
Assessment in 2015.

Quality through investment and operational risk management   

-  Achieving zero (0) network failures 
and losses by carrying out long-
term investment and operational 
risk management (by 2018).

progress significant cases of 
‘service failures’

long-term target

1 case’13

1 case’14

1 case’15

climAte cHAnGe And pAris AGreement

the GHG intensity rose slightly after 
the acceleration of the lte and 5G 
networks, but by integrating network 
equipment such as base stations and 
relay stations in addition to reducing 
energy use at company buildings, GHG 
intensity decreased. sK telecom will 
strive to lower GHG intensity through 
carbon offsetting, switching to renew-
able energy and introducing low-power 
networks.

-  reach a 2% annual reduction com-
pared to the average GHG intensity 
from 2013~2015 (by 2020).

progress GHG intensity Long-term Target

55.05 tcO2e / 
Krw billion’13

57.09 tcO2e /  
Krw billion’14

54.64 tcO2e /  
Krw billion’15

54.48 tcO2e / 
Krw billion’18

53.39 tcO2e /  
Krw billion

’19

52.32 tcO2e /  
Krw billion’20

expand energy/GHG operational efficiency   

dAtA privAcy

protecting customer information and privacy   

sK telecom has implemented on-
site surveys at field organizations, 
business partners and distribution 
networks for customer information 
protection and has discovered, taken 
measures, and taken actions regard-
ing key privacy issues.

-  maintaining serious customer 
information leakages at zero (0), and 
maintaing the rate of annual on-site 
audits for stores at 100% (all stores) 
(by 206~2018).

progress Auditing distribution networks’ 
customer information protection

long-term target

’13

 New On Track Need for Improvement

 1,800 sotres (41.9%)

4,700 stores (100%)

’14

’15

 n/A

* sum of revenues from line charges and solutions including core solution Business (csB): retail, energy, smart work, big data and iot.

’16

’18

Krw 828 billion

Krw 1,100 billion
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sK telecom is becoming a platform provid-
er in order to surpass the limits of the mobile 
telecommunications market and sufficiently 
prepare for and respond to the new possibili-
ties and opportunities of the future. As a rep-
resentative ict provider, sK telecom plans to 
foster openness and cooperation to overcome 
competition between industries and boldly 
develop a portfolio of growth businesses. in 
particular, through the three platforms, life-
style enhancement, media and iot, sK telecom 
plans to overcome the growth limitations of 
telecommunications by maximizing synergy 
between each business. Also, by driving the 
‘home’ strategy that encompasses media and 
iot, sK telecom will continue to maximize the 
synergy and interconnectedness at the growth 
stage of each platform. sK telecom is connect-
ing the three platforms with the earlier growth 
businesses of healthcare and solutions while 
continuing to seek out business opportunities 
with inherent growth potential.

As sK telecom makes considerations from 
the user’s perspective rather than that of the 
provider, it will become a platform provider 
that cooperates with diverse partners such 

proximately 50 services and 10 million subscrib-
ers by 2018, and on this basis it plans to create 
meaningful results.

media platform – providing customized con-
tent Optimized to the individual
the second next-generation platform strate-
gy is the ‘media platform.’ while continuing its 
wireless media competitiveness that maximiz-
es customers’ ease of use, sK telecom seeks to 
provide an media platform that offers a seam-
less integrated experience. the media platform 
provides customized content and a viewing ex-
perience optimized to the individual based on 
customer analysis that allows the enjoyment of 
desired content anytime and anywhere. sK tele-
com seeks to establish itself as a global media 
provider by securing multi-channels including 
cable iptv, cable and wireless Ott as well as 
evolving into a total media platform that sheds 

with the spread of diverse mobile devices, 
companies such as sK telecom that provide 
robust platforms are emerging as leaders in 
the ict market. due to the quantitative and 
qualitative growth of data, the importance 
of differentiated competitiveness by creating 
platforms based on big data is being high-
lighted. As an intermediary that promotes 
business between diverse customer groups 
and creates new value on the platform, sK 
telecom is forming an ecosystem that at-
tracts and locks-in subscribers and users. 
the platforms exist in diverse forms such as 
technological operating standards (iOs, And-
riod Os, etc.), subscriber-based service sys-
tems (Facebook, twitter, etc.) and markets 
(Amazon, Google store, etc.) and as plat-
forms expand globally through increasing 
openness, their form and scale are further 
evolving. 

considering that platform businesses can be 
linked to a variety of adjoining services and 
are expanding into global markets, such busi-
nesses possess very high growth potential. 
platform businesses also have databases 
with which purchasing behaviors and pattern 
recognition data can be analyzed across the 
entire range of consumer life. the creation of 
a big-data platform that leverages such da-
tabases and which can provide differentiated 
services is emerging as a major competitive 
factor for the future.

Following the evolution of the network 
through lte, there exist diverse opportuni-
ties in the platform business such as mass 
storage multimedia streaming including 
personal broadcasting as well as high-defi-
nition location-based services including the 
cloud-based n-screen service. considering 
the nature of the platform business, which 
realizes profit by connecting advertising and 
commerce after first building a subscriber 
base and traffic, it can be determined that 
the recent growth trends of the commerce 
and advertisement markets will bring about 
new opportunities for platform businesses. 

as startups and smes without reservations 
and upon the principles of openness and 
sharing.

lifestyle enhancement platform  
– providing new value in customers’ 
daily lives beyond telecommunica-
tions
sK telecom’s first next-generation innovation 
strategy is to develop a lifestyle enhancement 
platform that provides unprecedented new val-
ue to customers throughout their daily lives. the 
lifestyle enhancement platform is a platform 
business that offers diverse value and enhanc-
es convenience and productivity, going beyond 
a telecommunications service for customers in 
every area of inconvenience and inefficiency in 
daily life. On the lifestyle enhancement plat-
form, there are plans to discover a new micro 
segment market based on existing mnO com-

transforming to the Platform Provider

Becoming a Platform 
Provider for future 
growth

sK Telecom will overcome the mo-

bile telecommunications industry’s 

limitations by becoming a platform 

provider that offers innovative value 

and services that surpass customer 

expectations and also ensures future 

growth potential. 

what are the issues?

-  Following the acceleration of communications tech-

nology and networks, as well as the convergence 

of ict technology, innovative changes are emerging 

across society, leading to changes in sK telecom’s 

business model and value creation model

-  response necessary for the extensive social-eco-

nomical influences of ict technology 

what is sK telecom’s strategic approach?

-  On the basis of mnO infrastructure and subscribers, 

provide the three next-generation platform services, 

lifestyle enhancement platform, media platform, iot 

platform and change the business model to an integrat-

ed platform service 

-  lead value innovation across society on the basis of 

platform services

How is success measured?

-  launch 50 services and secure 10 million subscrib-

ers on the lifestyle enhancement platform by 2018

-  Achieve 15 million media platform subscribers and 

annual sales of Krw 1.2 trillion by 2018

-  Achieve revenues of Krw 1.1 trillion from the iot 

platform by 2018

sK TELEcOm
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‘petween,’ a customized lifestyle enhancement platform for 

animal companions.

petitiveness including subscriber-based, big 
data, rate plans, devices, alliances and member-
ships, and for it to consist of a diverse service 
portfolio that delivers new value. sK telecom 
seeks to provide customized content, commu-
nity and commerce features for each segment 
by analyzing life cycles and lifestyles, and create 
a business model by service characteristic in-
cluding fixed monthly charges, commerce, ad-
vertisements and fees. to this end, sK telecom 
launched products associated with 2nd devices 
such as t Kids, t Outdoor and t pet. Henceforth, 
while it builds a product portfolio with poten-
tial to evolve into a platform, it is in the process 
of executing a two-track field for securing new 
customers through Ott-area products that go 
beyond the subscriber base. Going forward, the 
company will expand the number of subscribers 
as well as services that provide direct value to 
customers’ lives, and has a goal of securing ap-

Next Generation Platforms Strategy

customer

growth Business
mno infra.

customer  
(telecommunications + Platform)

next-generation 

Platform

Provider 

mno

intelligent

life

Partner

discovery of Additional mNO-centered  

growth Businesses

Providing diverse On/Offline convergence 

service in a Platform Type

Pefectly Personalized service Across All 

Areas Through Artificial intelligence

Rate service feeservice
Telecommunication  
+ convergence service

3 Platforms

Transformation

Lifestyle
Enhancement

media ioT



linK to finAnciAl mAteriAlity 2

the financial impact of focusing on customer retention

linK to finAnciAl mAteriAlity 1

creating long-term Profit By leading the 2nd device market

As diverse products such as smartwatches and smartbands 
emerged, 2015 was the first year that 2nd devices gained wide 
popularity. with about 363,000 domestic wearable device sub-
scribers by the end of 2015 according to the ministry of science, 
ict and Future planning’s criteria, sK telecom is successfully 
expanding the subscriber base in the 2nd device market, as can 
be seen in the high market share of 86.6% that was recorded. 
According to forecasts by the international data corporation 
(idc), shipments of wearable devices worldwide will increase by 
42.6% on average annually until 2019.

sK telecom is leading the 2nd device market’s growth with a 
focus on its lifestyle enhancement platform services such as t 
Kids, t Outdoor, t pet and t pocket-Fi. the lifestyle enhance-
ment platform will go beyond launching device linked products 
to henceforth select target segments with lifestyle focuses and 
high growth possibilities and expand services.

sK telecom plans to secure 1.4 million 2nd device subscribers by 
the end of 2016.  with 1.4 million 2nd device subscribers and their 
ArpU at Krw 10,308, it is estimated that this will lead to calculated 
annual revenue of about Krw 173.2 billion.
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the constraints of time and space. 

iot platform – Going Beyond mobile 
devices to connect All Objects
sK telecom’s third next-generation platform 
strategy is fostering the iot platform. sK tele-
com will enhance the competitiveness of its 
ecosystem by spreading the open iot plat-
form and cooperating with other providers, 
with plans to henceforth transform its busi-
ness model through operating solutions and 
subscription services. the iot platform offers 
valuable services to individual and corporate 
customers alike by connecting all objects and 
collecting and analyzing the data produced 
in the process. through the iot-exclusive net-
work including the iot Hybrid network, sK 
telecom has undertaken cooperative projects 
to bring smart city to the cities of Busan and 
daegu, smart campus to Korea University and 
to co-develop driverless car infrastructure in 
the naju energy valley with KepcO. Hence-
forth, sK telecom plans to build the ecosystem 

through not only home appliances and goods, 
but continued alliances with other industries 
such as construction, energy, security, automo-
biles and city infrastructure. through this, it will 
complete the highest-level iot platform ecosys-
tem by 2018 and on this basis, enter global mar-
kets through efforts such as cooperation with 
overseas providers.

1.  the t kids phone that can be used without regard to the 
parents’ mobile carrier.

2.  the t care service for the safety of individuals with Alzheimer’s 
disease who are vulnerable to the risk of becoming missing.

1

2
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the overheated competition from the mobile num-
ber portability system has led to accelerated sub-
scriber churn and long-term customer churn, which 
may have a negative impact on sK telecom’s profit 
structure. Following the introduction of the mobile 
device distribution improvement Act, the size of 
the wasteful mobile number portability market de-
creased and stabilization centered on handset up-
grades became the trend.

sK telecom has escaped the constraints of the 
competition to win new subscribers with wasteful 
subsidies and it is changing the marketing par-
adigm in the mid- to long-term to be oriented 
toward core product and service competition. in 
addition, by sustaining the handset upgrade-cen-
tered trend it has maintained cost effective mar-
ket operations. market operations focused on 
handset upgrades contributes to improved cus-
tomer loyalty in the mid- to long-term and helps 
to prevent customer churn, which is expected to 
help maintain a stable customer base and qual-
itative improvements. Henceforth, a stable sub-
scriber base will also play a pivotal role in the 

successful growth of new businesses such as the 
lifestyle enhancement platform.

As a result of such efforts, sK telecom’s performance 
demonstrates a high level of customer retention. 
in terms of the churn rate, a key indicator, the total 
monthly average churn rate declined 0.5% com-
pared to last year to 1.5%, the lowest churn rate re-
corded since 2004. sK telecom’s marketing costs for 
new subscriber acquisition in 2015 was at the level 
of Krw 1.1708 trillion, according to the acquisition 
fee, and the acquisition cost per new subscriber was 
Krw 244,000. in 2015, the 0.5% decline in the month-
ly churn rate can be converted to more than 1.55 mil-
lion customers retained, and this can be converted 
into a reduction of approximately Krw 379.2 billion 
in subscriber retention costs.

*excluding involuntary one-time cancellations

2013 2014 2015

2.3%
2.0%

1.5%

mOntHly cHUrn rAte

About  1.55 million people

customers retained due to a 
lower churn rate

About KRW  379.2 billion

savings realized due to 
reduced subscriber acquisition 
costs

with its customer experience management (cem) processes, sK telecom seeks to make decisions that 
will provide the best experience for customers and demonstrate empathy with them. during the monthly 
customer-oriented management meeting, the company’s executives, including the ceO, gather to listen 
to the ‘voice of customers’ and determine the company’s direction. Accordingly, as the company’s lead-
ers carry out decision-making from the perspective of the customer, they set the example and tone for 
the entire company. sK telecom has been consistently recognized as the longest-running no. 1 company 
for customer satisfaction in Korea’s three major customer satisfaction surveys (ncsi, Kcsi, Ks-sQi). 

sK telecom company A company B

cUstOmer service index resUlts

2013 20152014

72

74

73

75

73

76  

ncsi 

 

Kcsi 

Ks-sQi 

supervising 

Organization

Korea productivity 

center  

Korea management 

Association 

Korean standards 

Association 

 

2015

76 

(no. 1 for 19 consecutive years, 

as of 2016)

75.7 

(no. 1 for 18 consecutive years)

74.5 

(no. 1 for 16 consecutive years)

OUtside cUstOmer sAtisFAc tiOn 

sUrvey resUlts 

*  According to the national customer satisfaction index (ncsi)

(Unit: points)

2016 target for 2nd device 
subscribers

About 173.2 KRW billion

Projected Annual revenue 
when target met

* estimate based on sK telecom’s monthly ArpU of 2nd 
device subscribers at Krw 10,308 (weighted average 
of t Outdoor, t Kids, t pocket-Fi and t pet), as of the 
end of 2015.

About  1.4 million 

no. of subscribers (thousand)2nd device sUBscriBers (sK telecom)

4Q’14 2Q'15 3Q'15 4Q'15 1Q'16

37
0

1Q’15

26
0 49

60

15
0

77
0

1Q'16 1Q'16 1Q'16

1,
40

0

cAse: sK telecom, no. 1 in customer sAtisfAction

for 19 yeArs
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‘Braille smartwatch’ for the blind.

sharing the innovation

sK TELEcOm
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1

2

1.  ��sK telecom received the ‘wi-fi industry Award’ in the 
best network infrastructure category.

2.  sK telecom co-developed a group communications 
technology with nokia that enables real-time sharing of 
the disaster area situation through public broadcasting 
channels when large-scale disasters occur.

the centers for creative economy and 
innovation
to help foster the creative economy, the new 
growth driver of the national economy, sK 
telecom has engaged in cooperative projects 
through public-private collaboration with a fo-
cus on the sejong and daejeon centers for cre-
ative economy and innovation. in particular, sK 
telecom collaborated with the sejong center 
for creative economy and innovation to create 
a ‘creative village,’ whereby ict was introduced 
to a rural area with smart networks, improving 
agricultural competitiveness and convenience 
through an unattended sales system for agri-
cultural products and processed goods, cold 
storage monitoring and smart Farm. As an 
ict-type role model for farming villages, the 
‘creative village’ has been opened in three lo-
cations in december 2015 including Gyechon 
village in pyeongchang (unmanned stalls), 
the mungyeong Omija Zone (smart Farm) and 
nokhyang wolchon in Gangjin (tourism infor-
mation), and starting in 2016 there are plans to 
expand nationwide.

leading technological social innova-
tion with ‘BrAvO! restart’
‘BrAvO! restart’ combines sK telecom’s 

differentiated ict capabilities with existing 
startup support systems to discover startups 
and support commercialization through the 
program’s integrated support system that 
extends to growth support. the program 
also fosters ict startups, which is an integral 
aspect of the creative economy. the most 
significant achievement from the 3rd class 
of BrAvO! restart is that some participating 
businesses expanded to the global stage. Jd 
sound and visualcamp succeeded in global 
expansion and attracting overseas investors 
and in 2015 magnalAB’s application was rec-
ommended in Google play’s recommended 
apps worldwide. 2015 was also an excellent 
year for the startup dOt, which experienced 
the honor of winning the itU telecom world 
entrepreneurship Award at the ‘itU telecom 
world 2015’ in Budapest, Hungary in October. 
since 2013, a total of 34 teams participated 
in BrAvO! restart, and as befitting its status 
as the highest-level startup support program 
in south Korea’s ict sector, 759 teams partic-
ipated in the contest for the 4th class.

‘Braille smartwatch’ for the blind
dOt, a member of BrAvO! restart’s 3rd class, 
first debuted its finished product the braille 
‘smartwatch’ at the mobile world congress 
(mwc). through BrAvO! restart, sK telecom 
supported dOt over the course of one year 
with plan consulting, development funds 
and office space so that it could complete 
its product, and also introduced the com-
pany at mwc as a representative company 
of the creative economy, lending its whole-
hearted support. dOt’s braille smartwatch, 
with a total of 30 small built-in pins, is the 
world’s first wearable device for the blind. 
this device expresses text from smartphone 
texts and social media into braille by trans-
forming the shape of the built-in pins in the 
smartwatch. currently, because the text-to-
speech (tts) service that blind individuals 
mainly use converts text into sound, there 
are concerns of privacy exposure in public 
places. However, the braille smartwatch is 
considered an innovative idea because only 

the customer wearing the device can check 
the content with a finger.

Building the world’s first iot-exclusive 
national network
As a member company of the lorA Alliance, an 
iot telecommunications technology alliance, 
sK telecom commercialized the lte-m national 
network in march 2016 and went on to build 
Korea’s first lorA national network in the first 
half of 2016. with the completion of the lte-m 
+ lorA Hybrid type iot national network, and 
through a completely different approach from 
the existing telecommunications industry’s di-
rection, the company is planning bold invest-
ments that will provide a new turning point to 
the iot industry’s development together with 
ventures and startups. consequently, along 
with an administrative notice to increase the 
900mHz band iot frequency output standard,  
it is expected to bring a fresh wind to new iot 
businesses in Korea. 
 
in contrast with existing networks, which 
assure fast speeds but have high expenses, 
sK telecom will build an iot-exclusive na-
tional network that employs low-capacity, 
low-power technology. this will also enable a 
wide variety of future iot devices to be used 
in an efficient manner.  secondly, in order to 
find and nurture promising iot ventures and 
startups and enable them to be principal iot 
services, the company plans to create and 
operate an ‘iot service vitalization support 
Fund.’ A characteristic of iot services is that 
due to low customer willingness to spend, 
it is difficult to operate alone on a business 
model (Bm) in which a network is offered 
and a monthly fee is collected. in order to 
provide a service that is innovative and cre-
ative in both daily life and across the indus-
try, sK telecom will provide a ‘playground’ 
where ideas from ventures and startups can 
be implemented. By thinking beyond a sim-
ple monthly payment model and enabling 
ventures and startups to choose diverse 
business models, such as a new business 
model in which suppliers such as device 

manufacturers and service providers can re-
ceive fees, benefits will flow to users and 
suppliers thus, it is anticipated that ventures 
and startups will enjoy a greater likelihood 
of success.

sK telecom’s efforts to create the iot 
eco-system go beyond the fragmentary ap-
proaches that the telecommunications in-
dustry of the past took towards home iot 
and healthcare iot encompassing content 
that includes exclusive networks, devices 
and platform. these efforts are expected to 
bring about great changes to not only the 
existing mobile telecommunications compet-
itive structure, but also the entire industry’s 
related technology, services, ventures and 
startups.

the global telecommunications-mobile 
service alliance ‘tip’ with Facebook 
in 2016, sK telecom jointly established the 
global alliance telecom infra project (tip) for 
infrastructure acceleration and mobile ser-
vice innovation. tip includes sK telecom and 
major  telecommunications companies from 
various countries such as Germany’s deut-
sche telekom and global it companies such 
as Facebook, nokia and intel. tip members 
plan to build a hotline between providers, 
share key telecommunications infrastructure 
technology and take part in joint research & 
development. 
 
tip was established with the goal of spur-
ring the development of services for emerg-
ing markets and developing 5G technology 
for advanced markets. since last January, 
sK telecom has already been participating 
as a main member of the ‘Ocp teleco proj-
ect,’ which is part of the data processing 
system innovation project that Facebook es-
tablished, the Open compute project (Ocp). 
tip continues to revitalize the ecosystem and 
it is configured to reflect the requirements 
of companies that are researching and de-
veloping telecommunications infrastructure. 
through tip and Ocp, sK telecom plans to 

what are the issues?

-  As a technology that connects economic agents, leads 

the sharing of knowledge and technology and stim-

ulates cooperation, ict technology has a significant 

impact on entrepreneurship and job creation

- sK telecom seeks to increase its social role through its   

   telecommunications technology and the assets of an  

   ict company’s value chain. 

what is sK telecom’s strategic approach?

-  expanding social innovation through ict with the 

‘BrAvO! restart’ program

-  Building an ict-exclusive network and ecosystem, 

and creating infrastructure for social-business inno-

vation such as open data centers

-  scale innovation through global business alliances

How is success measured?

-  revitalize the startup ecosystem by supporting the 

founding of more than 65 startups (cumulative) by 

2018

-  continue to lead the ict innovation platform with 

global participatory it companies by 2020

-  succeed in commercializing 5G as an international 

standard and launching a pilot service by 2020

the Present and future 
of ict-based social  
innovation

sK Telecom will lead transformation 

through icT technology while promot-

ing societal change with open innova-

tion that engages diverse entities. 
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the Global innovation center for the 5G revolution.
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the third round of the planning period it allo-
cated paid and unpaid emissions rights until 
2025, companies can transact with each oth-
er through market mechanisms, and seeks 
to achieve optimal social and environmental 
efficiency. Korea enacted the low carbon 
Green Growth Act in 2010, implemented the 
GHG and energy target management scheme 
(tms) in 2011, and through the enactment 
of laws for the allocation and transaction of 
GHG emissions rights in 2012, it has consis-
tently carried out legislation, and in January 
of 2015, ets opened in earnest.
 
the way emissions rights are traded in Ko-
rea is that Korean Allowance Units (KAU) 
are allocated annually to companies by the 
government, an outside reduction agency 
approves the KAUs, and through outside re-
duction agency investments, companies can 
directly trade ‘credits’ for future anticipat-
ed emissions with one another. if there is 
non-compliance, a fine of up to three times 
the market price of the emissions right can 
be levied. 

sK telecom and ets
in sK telecom’s case, during the implementa-
tion period of the first stage of the ets (2015 
to 2017), its expected cumulative emissions 
is 2.43 million tons, the government alloca-
tion amount is 1.991 million tons, and it is 
expected to lack about 352,000 tons of GHG 
emissions rights. in addition, when the com-
panies participating in ets after 2016 begin 
purchasing emissions rights in earnest, pric-
es are expected to rise. in order to respond 
efficiently to the regulations and market 
environment resulting from the adoption of 
ets, sK telecom has established the creation 
of an amicable ets environment, effective re-
sponse to ets and building an eco-friendly 
management system as its three strategic 
measures. 

to create an amicable ets environment, secur-
ing emissions rights through eco-friendly ict 
solutions is recognized as a priority task. the 

the establishment of a new climate
regime following the paris Agreement 
there was consistent controversy regarding 
the practicality of the Kyoto system that was 
adopted at the 1997 3rd conference of the 
parties (cOp3) due to reasons including that 
the obligation to reduce GHG was limited to 
some developed nations and that china and 
the United states, which emitted more than 
40% of the world’s GHG emissions did not 
have reduction obligations. Hence, the par-
is Agreement focused on leading the com-
prehensive participation of developed and 
developing nations alike and achieved the 
participation of a total of 195 countries that 
are responsible for about 90% of the world’s 
GHG emissions.
 
According to the paris Agreement, each 
participating country will take the intended 
nationally determined contributions (indc), 
increase the reduction target every five years 
and submit it, and to improve the realization 
and transparency of the new climate change 
regime, a global stocktaking regarding the 
implementation of the paris Agreement will 
take place every 5 years starting in 2023. 
the top seven GHG emitting countries glob-
ally have received  global pressure to reduce 
GHG and in June 2015 they submitted an 
indc of a high level that commits them to re-
ducing 37% of emissions compared to busi-
ness-as-usual (BAU) levels by 2030. current-
ly, close to 70% of Korea’s power generation 
relies on fossil fuels and in order to achieve 
the country’s emissions target amount, the 
low-carbonization of the structure of the en-
ergy industry must be promoted and indeed 
following the strengthening of the regulation 
of companies’ GHG emissions, henceforth 
it is expected to have a major influence on 
companies’ business environment. 

implementing a domestic emissions
trading system 
ets, which began in 2015, is a climate change 
response regulation that trades emission 
rights by regulating the total amount, during 

new certainty: 
Paris Agreement & climate change

NEW cERTAiNTy: PARis PAcT & cLimATE chANgE

share research development results with 
global mobile telecommunications compa-
nies and contribute to the creation of the 5G 
ecosystem. 

imagining a 5G future at the Global in-
novation center
in order to build up 5G-related technical com-
petence, which is a cross-national agenda, 
and to enhance its tech leadership, sK tele-
com founded the 5G tech lab, affiliated with 
the institute of technology, in 2015, and it is 
in the process of co-developing key 5G tech-
nology with the manufacturers of major equip-
ment as well as carrying out standardization 
activities. in addition, as the chair company 
of Korea’s 5G forum, along with leading the 
domestic 5G ecosystem, through the institute 
of technology’s 5G test-Bed, it is providing 
an experiential environment to smes and new 
startups, and is co-developing new services. 

in October of 2015, sK telecom built a 5G in-
novation center that includes a test bed and 

a virtual experience space for experiencing 
future services in which global it companies 
leading the 5G technological innovation such 
as samsung electronics, ericsson, nokia, intel 
and rohde & schwarz, can jointly participate. 
sK telecom made the 5G Global innovation 
center an advance base and plans to stan-
dardize the technology by 2018 as well as be 
the first to start a 5G pilot service in 2020. 
through a fast transmission speed of a mini-
mum 1Gbps per second, 5G is a service based 
on high-capacity data and it is expected to 
deliver unprecedented value and innovation 
in people’s lives. Henceforth, the 5G innova-
tion center will play a key infrastructure role 
in connecting and evolving the services that 
will be actualized in the near future such as 
autonomous cars, artificial intelligence, video/
gesture recognition, drones, robots and vr/Ar.

what are the issues?

-  the 2015 paris Agreement is the first influential 

climate change response agreement between 

countries, with 195 countries having adopted the 

Agreement

-  south Korea has submitted a 37% reduction target 

compared to BAU by 2030

what is sK telecom’s strategic approach?

-  create an amicable emissions trading system (ets) 

environment through active engagement in govern-

mental policies

-  effective ets response

-  enhancing eco-friendly management maintenance 

system

How is success measured?

-  Achieve GHG reduction targets in operations by 

2017 (3% annually in networks, 1.2% annually in 

company building management)

-  Achieve 2.40 million tcO2e in ict solution-based GHG 

reductions by 2020

the Paris Agreement 
on climate change and 
response to the new 
climate regime

sK Telecom is actively joining in the 

climate change agreement that is 

emerging as a main global agenda 

and it will create innovative new op-

portunities through efforts to prevent 

climate change with icT technology 

platforms. 

According to findings of the domestically conducted digital di-
vide survey (2015), the digital inclusion of Korean senior citizens 
stood at a very low rate of 56.3%. not only do senior citizens ex-
perience a low rate of digital inclusion, but they are also particu-
larly vulnerable to crimes such as voice phising. For those senior 
citizens who have difficulty accessing the silver rate plan and us-
ing smartphones, sK telecom has provided a variety of services 
to increase digital inclusion including the t silver service. At the 
same time, the company offers smartphone education for senior 
citizens and is proactively responding to the digital divide issue. 
such digital inclusion efforts have indirectly led to an increased 
rate of customers over the age of 60 (a 1.3% increase over three 
years) as well as a long-term increase in the rate of smartphone 
subscribers (a 23% increase over three years).

sK telecom’s digital inclusion efforts for senior citizens not only 
helps to resolve the social issue of the digital divide, they will also 
contribute to expanding long-term profits and the growth base as 
senior citizen customers switch over to smartphones and increase 
their data usage.  As a result of sK telecom’s efforts, after 2013 the                            
proportion of smartphone subscribers over 60 years of age has 
been increasing 11.5%p annually on average. if this trend contin-
ues, it is estimated that the proportion of smartphone customers 
over 60 years of age will exceed 90%. Accordingly, at least 1.2 
million feature phone users will switch to smartphones and this 
is predicted to lead  to  an  estimated  Krw  194.4  billion  profit  in-
crease annually. 
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seeking long-term Growth through 
digital inclusion for senior citizens

* smartphone use education for those over 60 years of age
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telecommunications industry is one in which 
the measurement, reporting and verification 
of the reduced GHG amounts are possible, 
and the company will create opportunities to 
secure emissions rights in the telecommunica-
tions industry through the revitalization of GHG 
reduction research for ict solutions such as Un-
itU and business expansion. Along with this, sK 
telecom will implement joint private-public 
research regarding the characteristics of the 
telecommunications business’s emissions and 
potential reductions that consider such differ-
ences, creating a discussion about the telecom-
munications business’s optimal level of GHG 
emissions. 

to respond effectively to ets, sK telecom 
will discover an internal GHG reduction busi-
ness in  the GHG network and company build-
ing management and also achieve its GHG 
emissions allocation targets through diverse 
methods of purchasing GHG emissions rights 
and carbon credits. in terms of networks, a 
GHG reduction goal of 3% annually by 2017 
has been set and a variety of reduction plans 
such as increasing the efficiency of relay bas-
es, extended application of natural air-condi-
tioning and integrating the wcdmA network 
with the 2.1G lte network are being consid-
ered. in terms of company building manage-
ment, it is expected that GHG emissions can 
be reduced 1.2% annually by making existing 
equipment high efficiency, decreasing the 
lamp load and changing the air conditioning 
and heating. regarding the  emission reduc-
tions that were not satisfied through internal 
reduction activities, the company plans to 
secure emissions rights through multi-facet-
ed transaction methods.

in addition, in order to build an eco-friend-
ly management system by enhancing in-
ternal operational capacity, the company 
is strengthening the system for collecting, 
calculating and reporting internal GHG emis-
sions as well as building a response system 
for ets. while sK telecom is improving the 
features such as changing the calculation 
factors, algorithms and data log manage-
ment to enable the GHG inventory, which is 
centered around the GHG and energy tms, to 
be applied in the GHG ets. it is also planning 
to further strengthen internal capabilities by 
training for individuals in charge of collect-

ing and calculating GHG emissions quantities 
and recruiting talent with climate change ex-
pertise.

new ict convergence energy businesses
Following the paris Agreement, in order to ful-
fill the national task of reducing GHG emissions 
by 37% by 2030, the Korean government is ac-
tively promoting new energy businesses with 
the goal of creating a Krw 100 trillion new mar-
ket by 2030. to satisfy the government’s policy 
to foster new energy businesses, sK telecom 
concluded a memorandum of Understanding 
(mOU) with KepcO (Korean electric power cor-
poration) for cooperating in the area of new 
energy businesses. sK telecom and KepcO will 
concentrate an investment of a total of Krw 
500 billion (sK telecom Krw 200 billion, KepcO 
Krw 300 billion) in new energy businesses by 
2020 and seek to show tangible success early 
on. it plans to actively develop business models 
in the area of energy business where electric 
power and ict technology have converged, 
strengthening of investment cooperation as 
well as expansion into overseas markets. 

in order to develop technology related to new 
energy businesses and business models in 
earnest, the ‘sK telecom-KepcO collaboration 
center’ was opened in the naju Bitgaram ener-

1.  development of a smart energy management 
service for unmanned stores.

2.  the smart Home service, which creates a home 
that is safe and also saves energy.

1

2

sK TELEcOm
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051 gy valley last April with a focus on developing 
businesses for smart grids, cars of the future 
and electric charging infrastructure.

in terms of smart grid, with a goal of reducing 
GHG and improving energy efficiency through 
the convergence of cutting edge electric power 
and ict technology, sK telecom and KepcO will 
first build an iot-exclusive network and are pro-
pelling the telecommunications building busi-
ness that develops related services and perfor-
mance verification of the Advanced metering 
infrastructure (Ami) that uses the iot-exclusive 
network.

in terms of the cars of the future, sK telecom 
and KepcO will develop vehicle to infra (v2i) 
technology that recognizes unexpected situa-
tions in advance by receiving information about 
transportation, road and weather conditions 
from road facilities and communicate them to 
cars. the companies will also develop electric 

sK telecom’s representative energy efficiency solution, the ‘energy management system (ems),’ is a business 
that idenifies facility management improvements and optimized management directions for buildings, factories, 
public institutions, vehicles and facilities. sK telecom identifies the optimal energy reduction measures for a 
building or factory’s characteristics, and sK telecom provides a business model in which after it invests in advance 
and builds the ems solution and high-efficiency equipment, it assures the reduction results and during the length 
of the contract, the company collects operation expenses based on the amount saved. sK telecom’s cloud ems 
is a solution that collects the energy usage status of large buildings, department stores and hospitals in real-time, 
and enables the analyzed data to be checked and managed at any time and any location through smartphones 
and tablets.

the companies that use sK telecom’s ems solution have demonstrated energy saving results including about 
Krw 170 million at the Hyundai department store in Ulsan and Krw 160 million at the Jeju Halla Hospital.

in 2016, sK telecom has plans to oversee the sophistification of the energy solutions business through the 
improvement of the competitiveness of ems products by analyzing energy optimized data, launch of new ems 
products in freezing and cooling logistics category as well as promoting demand management admnistration. 
in the smart Grid area, it plans to initiate businesses for the spread of smart Grids at a scale of Krw 49 billion in 
Jeju island, changwon and Busan, and it plans to implement the businesses in earnest on the basis of the business 
regions. in addition, it plans to launch new products for energy efficiency businesses in the area of transportation.

cArBOn neUtrAlit y plAn

20162015 2017(E)

GHG emissions credit

50

60

70

80

‘15~’17 cumulative emissions

shortfall 

352,000
tons

‘15~’17 cumulative 
Allocated Amounts

90

Achieve carbon neutrality by 
reducing GHG and buying 

credits for the shortfall

car wireless charging technology that automat-
ically charges the car without a charging cable 
when it parks in the charging location.

in terms of electric charging infrastructure, 
sK telecom and KepcO plan to discover re-
lated business models in the future through 
the development of electric car charging 
technology and test operations such as the 
development of travel route recommenda-
tions that reflect electric car charging station 
information including t map charging station 
locations, types of chargers and rates and 
the development of connection technology 
between the electric car charging system and 
accounting system.

K telecom and K-water signed an smart water 

management mOU.

About 34 billion KRW

2015 energy solution* revenue

*Energy solution: includes BEms, fEms, TEms, 

smart grid and Advanced metering infra (Ami) 

solutions
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GOvERNANcE GOvERNANcEBOARd Of diREcTORS BOARd Of diREcTORS

Jay-Young chung

chairman of the Board

independent director

(march 2008)

Honorary professor at sungkyunkwan University

(2010-present)

chairman of Asia pacific economic Association

(2013-2014)

vice president of sungkyunkwan University

Humanities & social science campus

(2003-2006)

member of the corporate citizenship committee

member of the compensation committee

member of the independent director

recommendation committee

member of the cApex review committee

Jae-Hoon Lee

independent director

(march 2014)

president of Korea polytechnic University

(2014-present)

second vice minister of Knowledge economy

(2008-2009)

second vice minister of trade, industry & energy

(2007-2008)

member of the Audit committee

member of the corporate citizenship committee

member of the cApex review committee

dong-Hyun Jang  

President & cEO

(march 2015)

president & ceO of sK telecom (2015-present)

cOO of sK planet (2013-2014)

cmO of sK telecom (2011-2013)

member of the independent director

recommendation committee

Jae-Hyeon Ahn

independent director

(march 2014)

Head of KAist Advanced innovation  

management program (2015-present)

dean of the external Affairs dept. at KAist

college of Business (2013-2015)

dean of KAist Graduate school of information &

media management (2011-2013)

member of the Audit committee

member of corporate citizenship committee

member of the compensation committee

member of the cApex review committee

dae-Shick Oh

independent director

(march 2013)

president of Jeil t&m (2016-present)

Advisor for BKl llc (2008-2016)

commissioner of the seoul regional tax Office

(2007-2008)

member of the Audit committee

member of the compensation committee

member of the independent director

recommendation committee

member of the cApex review committee

dae-Sik cho

Executive director

(march 2013)

president & ceO of sK Holdings (2013-present)

Head of Business support division and Autonomous 

responsible management support team  

at sK Holdings (2011-2012) 

Head of lnG Business tF at sK Holdings (2011)

to secure transparency in the decision-making process and achieve efficiency in everyday business operations 
via checks and balances, sK telecom has established an independent corporate governance structure. sK tele-
com’s Board of directors (BOd) consists of two executive directors and four independent directors for a total 
of six directors. All independent directors satisfy sK telecom’s requirements for ‘independence and expertise.’ 
to achieve transparency in management decisions, the positions of the chairman of the Board and the ceO are 
assumed by different individuals.
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establishment of a Governance Model 
Based on independence, transparency and 
expertise

056 057

independence and expertise of the Board
since 2009, sK telecom has separated the chairman of 
the Board and ceO positions to strengthen the indepen-
dence of the governance structure and since in 2012, an 
independent director that satisfies all independence 
requirements has assumed the responsibility of chair-
man of the Board.
the statement for the independence of independent 
directors is in accordance with the Korean commercial 
Act, Fair trade law and other laws as stipulated in the 
Board’s Articles of incorporation. in addition, in order to 
prevent conflicts of interest, directors are restricted from 
engaging in transactions pertaining to the company’s 
business interests without prior approval or becoming 
a general partner or director of a company within the 
industry.  in the nomination and selection process for 
directors, sK telecom has an election process in which 
the Board can reflect opinions from diverse perspec-

tives including the level of independence and expertise 
such as industry experience & tenure in the industry, as 
well as educational background and gender. through 
this, along with the candidate’s individual competence, 
sK telecom focuses on securing skill balance & diversity 
in the Board. in terms of the requirements for electing 
directors, sK telecom nominates and elects director 
candidates who have expertise and deep experience in 
the areas of economics, management, accounting, law 
and telecommunications, and must contribute to the 
company’s development, risk management and protec-
tion of the rights and interests of shareholders through 
accurate decision-making on this basis. this is stipulat-
ed through sK telecom’s corporate Articles of incorpo-
ration, and the company is nominating and electing di-
rector candidates, those who are experts who can meet 
the skill gap in comparison with the company’s goals for 
the Board’s expertise.

the Board’s efficiency and committees 
sK telecom enhanced the operational efficiency of the 
Board and in order to strengthen the transparency of 
the independent director-focused Board’s operation, 
through the General shareholders’ meeting in march 
2015, it was voted to reduce the Board size from 8 mem-
bers (5 independent directors and 3 executive directors) 
to 6 members (4 independent directors and 2 executive 
directors), increasing the percentage of independent di-
rectors. currently, the percentage of independent direc-
tors is 66.7%, which is higher than that of the listed large 
corporations on average (49.5%; Fair trade commission 
data reported in dec. 2015). in addition, independent 
directors and auditors are limited to holding only two 
concurrent positions. in 2015, a total of 13 Board meet-
ings were held, and the attendance rate was 99%. sK 
telecom operates five committees: the independent di-
rector recommendation committee, Audit committee, 
compensation committee, cApex review committee 
and corporate citizenship committee. to ensure fair-
ness and transparency, all of the committees, except 
for the independent director recommendation com-
mittee, are entirely comprised of independent directors. 

independence of the Audit committee
At sK telecom, the organization, operation, authority 
and responsibility of the Audit committee, comprised 
entirely of independent directors, conform to the com-
mercial Act, other applicable laws related to capital 
market and financial investment, and the Articles of 
incorporation of sK telecom. the Audit committee 
overseas accounting and audits the financial state-
ments and supplementary schedules (the procedure 
and results of the audits performed by independent 
accounting firms), reviews company’s major issues 
and the operating status of the company’s internal ac-
counting system as reported by an internal accounting 

manager and an external auditor.

the Board’s responsibility and role in risk 
management 
the sK telecom Board mediates diverse stakeholders 
including shareholders, approves management de-
cisions and holds the responsibility and role as the 
highest decision-making body. As such, the Board 
undertakes the deliberation and approval of matters 
such as of conflicts of interest including those related 
the company’s investment plans and internal trans-
actions as well as transparent compensation, and it 
also reviews and undertakes responsibility for the 
company’s risk management including tax risks, fi-
nancial risks and environmental and social risks. in 
particular, in order to protect long-term corporate val-
ue, the Board holds responsibility for independently 
reviewing the positive and negative impacts that the 
company’s decisions may have on its stakeholders.

Board Activities and evaluation
sK telecom evaluates the directors’ long-term per-
formance and evaluations are considered during 
re-nomination after the end of his/her term, and the 
remuneration and severance pay for directors is deter-
mined by vote at a General shareholders’ meeting and 
paid in a fair, transparent manner. this evaluation of 
directors covers their expertise in the company’s busi-
nesses and technologies, responsibilities and roles on 
the Board and an evaluation of their Board activities 
and the results are discussed at a Board meeting. in 
addition, when a director is re-nominated by the in-
dependent director recommendation committee after 
the end of his/her term, his/her previous performance 
as a Board member is considered. 
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disqualification 
criteria

conflict of interest

1.  current executives, executive officers and employees involved in the business affairs of criteria the company, or former executives, 
executive officers and employees who were involved in the business affairs of the company in the past 2 years

2. the largest shareholder of the company, and his/her spouse and lineal descendants and ascendants
3. in case the largest shareholder is a corporate body, its directors, auditors, executive officers and employees
4.  spouses and lineal descendants and ascendants of the directors, auditors and executive officers of the company
5. the directors, auditors, executive officers and employees of the parent company or subsidiaries
6. the directors, auditors, executive officers and employees of corporate bodies that are major stakeholders
7.  the directors, auditors, executive officers and employees of other companies at which a director, executive officer or employee of 

the company is serving as a director or executive officer 

1.  person who controls a company having competitive relationship with the company, as of interest specified in the monopoly 
regulation and Fair trade law(Ftl) or any person relating to such a person

2.  person who is, or has been within last two years, an officer or an employee of a company having competitive relationship with the 
company, or a company which belongs to the same enterprise group as such competitor under the Fair trade law(Ftl)

3.  person who is, or has been within last two years, an officer or an employee of a corporation which is the largest shareholder or the 
2nd largest shareholder of a company having competitive relationship with the company, or a company which belongs to the 
same enterprise group as such corporation under the Fair trade law(Ftl) 
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Independence and Conflict of Interest Statement of SK Telecom

committee
independent director 

recommendation 
committee

Audit committee

 

compensation  
committee

cApex review committee

 

corporate citizenship 
committee 

composition and responsibilities of the committees within the Board

composition
executive director 1

independent directors 2

independent directors 3

independent directors 3

independent directors 4

 

independent directors 3 
 

Authority and responsibility
recommend candidates for independent directors for the General shareholders’ meeting 
for appointment purposes

· inspect and audit the directors’ job execution, work performance, and financial status
·  investigation of the Board, injunction of violated actions, and convene an extraordinary 
shareholders’ meeting in accordance with the commercial Act

·  review and approve the transactions of affiliates including private contracts for transactions 
that are above a certain amount

review the remuneration system and level for the ceO

·  review the cApex plan for the following year and review the business plan cApex plan when 
comprehensively changing the business plan for the current year

·  change the major cApex (exceeding 10% of cApex) / review the quarterly or semi-annual 
cApex execution performance

· set and review the csr initiative direction / report csr initiatives to the Board
· Handle stakeholder communication and resolve their difficulties
· comprehensive review of the company’s social and environmental risks

*  the cApex review committee and the corporate citizenship committee began to be entirely comprised of independent directors in 2015. 

director election process

expertise

independence

industry experience 
tenure in the industry

individuals who do not fall under 
conditions for independence 
disqualification or conflicts of 
interest (individuals falling under 
Article 32 (3) of sK telecom’s 
articles of incorporation) 

-  the majority of the Board 
members attending and ap-
pointment by a majority vote

-  directors with special 
interests are prohibited from 
exercising their voting rights

nomination of 

candidates by the 

independent director 

recommendation 

committee

resolution on 

the appointment 

at the General 

shareholders’ 

Meeting

pool of

outside

experts
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Board Activities (2015)

session

371st

372nd

373rd 

374th 

375th 

376th 

377th 

378th 

379th

380th

381st 

382nd 

383rd 

main Agendas

31st fiscal year financial statements / 31st fiscal year business report

Bond issuance 

namsan Office Building sublease deal with sK Broadband

Operating status of the internal accounting management system

2014 Q4 follow-up report

convoking the 31st General shareholders’ meeting

results of evaluating the operating status of the internal accounting management 

system

Appointment of the ceO / Appointment of the chairman of the Board

re-appointment of the committee members

Fund management deal with the affiliated financial firm , sK securities

comprehensive stock exchange with sK Broadband / selling treasury stock

investment to promote growth at neos networks

Appointment of the compliance officer

payment for the operating expenses of the sUpex pursuance Association for 2015  

/ 2015 Q1 follow-up report

Approval of stock exchange with sK Broadband

sK Broadband stock purchase

report related to the sK planet and cloud streaming business equity spinoff

2015 Q3 transaction with sK c&c / 2015 Q3 transaction with infosec

Bond issuance / company bond transactions with the affiliated financial firm, sK 

securities

Fund management deal with the affiliated financial firm, sK securities

service deal with sK china investment management company limited

investment to promote growth at intrix / 

promote Korea it Fund (Kit) extension of expiry

promote sK telecom cvc extension

promote next-generation it / 2015 Q4 transaction with infosec

2015 Q4 transaction with sK / securities transaction with sK planet

Acquire treasury stock

company bond transactions with the affiliated financial firm, sK securities

Fund management deal with the affiliated financial firm, sK securities

plan to participate in internet specialty bank consortium

Bond issuance / 2015 Q3 follow-up report

cJ Hellovision equity acquisition

transaction with sK Forest for 2016

2016 business aircraft co-management agreement

Approval of short-term electronic bond issuance limits

maintenance and repair service for base stations in 2016

results of law-abidance and effectiveness evaluation

2016 management plan

2016 Q1 transaction with sK

2016 transaction with infosec

2016 re-sale of cable product with sK Broadband

company bond transactions with the affiliated financial firm, sK securities

Fund management deal with the affiliated financial firm, sK securities

2016 purchase of ps&m customer terminal bonds

2016 operation service of customer contact channels

date

Feb. 5, 2015

Feb. 24, 2015

march 20, 2015

April 23, 2015

may 6, 2015

may 29, 2015

June 25, 2015

July 23, 2015

sept. 24, 2015

Oct. 19, 2015

nov. 2, 2015

nov. 26, 2015

dec. 18, 2015

director Attendance rate

87.5%

100%

100%

 

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Activities of independent director recommendation committee (2015)

committee

independent director 

recommendation 

committee 

members

dong-Hyun Jang

Jae-Hoon lee

Jae-Hyeon Ahn

main Agendas

chairman appointment – dong-Hyun 

Jang

date

April 23, 2015

director Attendance rate

100%

committee

cApex review 

committee

members

Jay-Young chung 

dae-shick Oh 

Jae-Hoon lee 

Jae-Hyeon Ahn

main Agendas

chairman appointment – Jae-Hoon lee

report on the status of major investee companies

report on the status of major investee companies

2016 cApex plan

date

April 22, 2015

sept. 23, 2015

nov. 25, 2015

dec. 17, 2015

director Attendance rate

100%

Activities of cApex review committee (2015)

Activities of Audit committee (2015)

committee

Audit 

committee

members

dae-shick Oh 

Hyun-chin lim 

Jae-Hyeon Ahn

main Agendas

· evaluation of the operating status of the internal accounting

· management system

·  2014 second-half management diagnosis and audit results/2015 manage-

ment diagnosis and audit plan

· Auditor’s opinion on the internal monitoring system

· sKtcH service agreement

· 2016 Q1 transaction with infosec

· nomination of outside auditors from 2015 ~ 2017

· results of the accounting audit for the 2014 fiscal year

·  results of reviewing the internal accounting management system for the 

2014 fiscal year

·  evaluation of the operating status of the internal accounting management 

system 

·  confirmation of the bill for the 31st General shareholders’ meeting and the 

opinion on the document examination

· 31st audit report

· construction of fixed and wireless communications network in 2015

· 2015 contract for customer gift provision

·  2015 Q2 transaction with sK c&c

·  2015 Q2 transaction with infosec

·  2015 transaction for sK planet’s vip program

· Appointment of the chairman of the committee

· purchase of consumable materials from Happynarae

· remuneration for outside auditors in 2015

· comprehensive approval of service provision by outside auditors in 2015

· 2015 accounting audit plan

·  construction of fixed and wireless communications network in 2015

·  increase in remuneration for outside auditors in 2015

·  results of the half-yearly review of outside auditors for the 2015 fiscal year

·  2015 first-half management diagnosis and audit results, and plan for the 

second-half of the year

·  2016 exchanger maintenance service

·  2016 transmission equipment/optical cable maintenance service

·  lease transaction for electrical communication equipment for 2016

·  commissioned fixed-line communication services for 2016

·  construction of fixed and wireless communications network in 2015

·  2016 accounts receivables collection delegation

·  service transaction with sKY wyverns in 2016

date

Feb. 4, 2015

Feb. 23, 2015

march 19, 2015

April 22, 2015

may 29, 2015

July 22, 2015

nov. 25, 2015

dec. 17, 2015

director Atten-

dance rate

100%
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committee

corporate 

citizenship 

committee

 

 

members

Jay-Young chung

dae-shick Oh

Jae-Hyeon Ahn

 

main Agendas

chairman appointment – Jay-Hyeon Ahn

measures to reinforce performance and promote  

“BrAvO! start Up”

Key issues of the 2014 comprehensive report

ethical management initiative performance / plan in 2015

2015 mutual growth initiative plan and key performance

customer empathy cem initiative activities

corresponding measures for emissions trading plan

date

April 22, 2015 

 

June 24, 2015

sept. 23, 2015

nov. 25, 2015

director Attendance rate

100%

 

committee

compensation 

committee 

members

Jay-Young chung

dae-shick Oh

Jae-Hoon lee

main Agendas

chairman appointment – Jay-Young chung

date

April 22, 2015

director Attendance rate

100%

Activities of compensation committee (2015)

Activities of corporate citizenship committee (2015)
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seong-min 

Ha 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

dong-seob 

Jee

 

 

 

 

 

 

position

executive 

director 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

executive 

director

 

 

 

 

 

remuneration calculation standard and method

○ remuneration that is not included in the total remuneration amount: retirement benefits

○ the total remuneration amount of Krw 716 million is the sum of earned income, other income and retirement income 

    -  earned income: consists of the pay of Krw 163 million (2015 salary. determined according to the position Grade that reflects the value of the 

work within the range of director remuneration limits. One-twelfth of the total amount of annual pay was paid equally each month and the Krw 

163 million is the calculated working amount that reflects the tenure as director), incentive pay of Krw 553 million (the management incentive 

for the 2014 performance was paid at the start of 2015 and consists of the target incentive and profit sharing. the payment of the director’s 

performance-based compensation of 0~200% of the annual salary is determined by a comprehensive evaluation of measurable indices such as 

financial performances including revenue and operating profit and the non-measurable indices such as leadership, achievement of strategic 

goals, expertise, and contribution to the company’s management performance. with an operating revenue of Krw 17.16 trillion in 2014 and 

operating profit of Krw 1.825 trillion [consolidated basis], the results were achieved from the measurable indices perspective, and despite the 

overheated market, through the strengthening of core competitiveness, market leadership was solidified [no. 1 in ncsi for 17 consecutive 

years, world’s first commercialization of l2, etc.] and considering that long-term sustainability was strengthened by providing the basis for 

creating results in growth businesses such as strengthening the solution, ictv and Healthcare business foundations, the performance-based 

pay of Krw 553 million was paid.)

    - no remarks regarding other income and retirement income

○ remuneration that is not included in the total remuneration amount: retirement benefits

○ the total remuneration amount of Krw 527 million is the sum of earned income, other income and retirement income

    -  earned income: consists of the pay of Krw 82 million (2015 salary. determined according to the position Grade that reflects the value of the 

work within the range of director remuneration limits. One-twelfth of the total amount of annual pay was paid equally each month and the Krw 

82 million is the calculated working amount that reflects the tenure as director), incentive pay of Krw 441 million (the management incentive 

for the 2014 performance was paid at the start of 2015 and consists of the target incentive and profit sharing. the payment of the director’s 

performance-based compensation of 0~200% of the annual salary is determined by a comprehensive evaluation of measurable indices such as 

financial performances including revenue and operating profit and the non-measurable indices such as leadership, achievement of strategic 

goals, expertise, and contribution to the company’s management performance. in 2014 as the Head of the strategic planning division, he 

contributed to the results were achieved from the measurable indices perspective including an operating revenue of Krw 17.16 trillion in 2014 

and operating profit of Krw 1.825 trillion [consolidated basis], and despite the overheated market, and considering the contributions made to 

lead the increase in corporate value by changing sKt’s market perception into a positive one, the performance-based pay of Krw 441 million 

was paid.)

    -  Other income: Krw 4 million (about Krw 4 million was paid according to the company medical expenses and educational expenses 

support criteria)

    - no remarks regarding retirement income

individual remuneration payments for directors/executives

total payment 

Amount

Krw 716 

million 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Krw 527 million

 

 

 

 

 

*According to the directors/executives whose remunerations were above Krw 500 million in 2015, includes the directors/executives who retired 

remuneration payments 
since 2014, in the case of directors and auditors 
whose remunerations were above Krw 500 million, 
sK telecom has disclosed their individual remuner-
ations in the business reports. the salaries for di-
rectors are calculated according to the value of their 
duties, and the salary must be within the limits set 
at the General shareholders’ meeting. performance- 
based compensation of up to 200% of the annual 
salary is determined by a comprehensive evaluation 
of measurable indices such as financial performances 
including revenue, operating profit and evA and the 
non-measurable indices such as leadership, achieve-
ment of strategic goals, expertise, and contribution 
to the company’s management performance. For the 
management, external perception indices including 
the 3 major customer satisfaction survey results and 
dJsi evaluation results along with environmental and 
social indices including reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions, revenue from environmental solutions and 
corporate revenue from social contribution solutions 
are reflected in the performance evaluation.

     

          

                      

executive director

independent director

Audit committee 

member or auditor

total

number of 

directors

4

2

3

9

Average remu-

neration (Unit: 

Krw million)

567

66

-

remuneration payments for directors

total pay-

ment(Unit: 

Krw million)

2,266

132

199

2,598

*includes the directors/auditors who retired in 2016
*As of the 2016 reporting date, the total number of people is 6 (2 executive 
directors, 4 independent directors and 3 Audit committee members or 
auditors among the independent directors)

the ratio of the Highest remuneration to 

the mean employee remuneration

employee remu-

neration (mean)*

Krw 101 million

YOY increase rate

-50.4%*

ratio

7.09

*the calculated value of the increased ratio of 7.09 based 
on the 2014 ratio of 14.29

ceO remuneration 

(total)*

Krw 716 million

Board-centered responsibility 
Management and propelling stakeholder 
engagement
corporate sustainabiltiy Governance
in order to fulfill its social responsibility as a global 
company, sK telecom established and began to oper-
ate the corporate citizenship committee in may 2008 
with the aim of making it a part of core management 
activities. As the top decision-making body for respon-
sibility management under the Board, the corporate 
citizenship committee sets forth the mid- to long-
term implementation strategies for sK telecom’s re-
sponsibility management activities and evaluates the 
outcomes thereof. the corporate citizenship commit-
tee consists of 3 independent directors, whose roles 
include setting the direction of implementation in 
the 5 major sustainable management areas including 
customer-centered management, mutual growth, csv 
and social contribution, transparent ethical manage-
ment and eco-friendly management as well as advising 
on csr and csv initiative activities and monitoring the 
key issues and outcomes.

in accordance with the continuously increasing de-
mand to strengthen the top decision-making body’s 
role and participation regarding corporate sustain-
ability management by the Gri Guidelines (Gri G4), 
Un Global compact (UnGc) and communication on 
progress (cOp), sK telecom is further strengthening the 
role of the corporate citizenship committee including 
through the operation of a consultative body that can 
support the corporate citizenship committee’s activi-
ties, and expanded the Board’s sustainability manage-
ment responsibility and role. Furthermore, in order 
to enhance the expertise of the Board, sK telecom 
implemented csr education for the Board including 
the implementation of a UnGc leAd Board program 
for the corporate citizenship committee. sK telecom 

will continuously implement activities to strengthen 
the csr competency of the company’s highest deci-
sion-making body through efforts such as providing 
csr education to the corporate citizenship committee 
and performance evaluations.

stakeholder engagement policy
sK telecom has operated distinct communication 
channels for 6 different types of stakeholders, which 
include customers, business partners, employees, lo-
cal communities, nGOs, shareholders and the govern-
ment and is implementing communication-oriented 
management practices. sK telecom is making efforts 
to understand and meet the expectations and needs 
of diverse stakeholders, so that the company’s subsis-
tence and development can be a foundation for value 
creation for stakeholders, the development of society 
and the economy as well as for the happiness of man-
kind. 

in 2013, sK telecom established and disclosed its stake-
holder engagement policies and revealed its commit-
ment regarding its stakeholder engagement policies 
internally and externally. Based upon this, the compa-
ny further improved the transparency and efficiency 
of its management through stakeholder engagement 
and seeks to acquire stakeholders’ support and trust. 
sK telecom’s stakeholder engagement policies define 
the minimum requirements for internal and exter-
nal stakeholders to participate in all of sK telecom’s 
management activities, provide guidelines from the 
companywide perspective related to stakeholder com-
munication to the related company organizations, and 
these policies apply to all of sK telecom’s management 
activities including overseas operations.

sK telecom sustainabiltiy system

Board of directors

social contribution
eco-friendly 

management
Mutual growth

transparent ethical 
management

customer-centered 
management

corporate citizen-

ship committee
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stakeholder communication
in order for individual departments to be able to man-
age and process each of sK telecom’s stakeholder 
communication channels according to the stakehold-
er management policy, the responsible organization 
and individuals in charge are designated and operate 
according to a responsibility system. Of the feedback 
and complaints received through each stakeholder 
communication channel, those that are deemed to 
have a substantial impact or are considered important 
are reported to the corporate citizenship committee 
under the Board.

customer Grievances and complaints
regarding the social responsibility promises that sK 
telecom made to stakeholders, if there are opinions, 
cases of going against social responsibility in the busi-
ness process, or grievances and complaints about 
damage cases, sK telecom seeks to understand the 
grievances and complaints and actively resolve csr 
issues. sK telecom operates an integrated channel on 
the company’s website that collects stakeholders’ csr 
complaints and grievances related to labor, human 
rights, environmental and ethical management prac-
tices. After verifying the content of the feedback and 

stakeholder engagement and communication channels

-  policy proposal by participating in meetings and 
discussions supervised by the government

- public-private project participation
- ministry of science, ict and Future planning
- Korea communications comission
- Fair trade commission
- Korea commission for corporate partnership

-  voc collection channels such as On/offline 
customer center, “t world”

- customer interaction within distribution 
network through stores/branches
- crm questionnaires
- customer satisfaction survey
- sK telecom homepage
-  social media pages such as blog, Facebook, etc.
- customer advisory board
- meetings and events across the year

- vop reception channel
- portal site for business partners (Open2U)
- win-win conference
- partner’s day
- One-on-One meeting
- win-win innovation center website
- win-win Growth satisfaction survey
- t Open lab, Open innovation center

online csr
Grievances/
complaints

channel

Governments customers Business partners

- investor meetings (conferences, ndr, etc.)
- seminars on business status
- information to investors (homepage)
- public disclosure (Fss, Krx, sec, lse, etc.)
- shareholders’ meeting

- semi-annual meetings with nGOs 
- Online volunteer platform
- Online donation platform
-  local residents’ council (participating in 

community development)
- social contribution programs 
- csv Advisory Body

- labor union (labor union website)
- labor-management council
- letter to the Hr (intranet)
-  company newsletter and in-house broad-

casting, and communication media

csr Grievances / complaints channel
the resolution process of grievances/complaints on human rights, labor, social and environmental , customer information protection issues.

shareholders employeescommunities

01
Fact check

with due diligence
by relevant

department(s)

02
take action

issues and actively
resolve them

03
report major measures

taken to corporate  
citizenship committee

under the Board

04
drive

improvement
to prevent

similar issues

05
disclose major

issues measures
taken, and external

information

grievances received through the csr grievance chan-
nel, sK telecom actively resolves them through the 
operating department’s monitoring and due diligence. 
in addition, the content and handling process of csr is-
sue-related cases that were judged and acted upon as 
critical issues are reported to the corporate citizenship 
committee under the Board, and actively reflected in 
management activities and improvement efforts are 
being developed to prevent similar cases from occur-
ring. 

Un Global compact
As the first among Korea’s top four companies to 
join the Un Global compact (UnGc) in 2007, sK 
telecom participated as a founding member and 
steering committee member of UnGc Korea, a local 
association of UnGc, undertaking a variety of activ-
ities in an effort to solve domestic and international 
social issues and to spread global csr trends. sK 
telecom is adhering to the 10 principles in 4 sectors 
including human rights, environment, labor and an-
ti-corruption, and advocating for a wide range of the 
Un’s development plans including the sustainable 
development Goals, and it became the first Korean 
company to be designated as a UnGc leAd in Janu-

economic value distributed> economic value retained

in 2015, sK telecom has generated a total economic value of Krw 18.478 trillion, consisting of financial invest-
ment returns that includes operating revenues of Krw 17.137 trillion, revenue from asset disposals and other 
revenue. Among the total value created, Krw 17.847 trillion has been distributed reasonably to stakeholders, 
considering the future value of the company and investment efficiency, and after the distribution, the total 
retained economic value of Krw 631 billion has been added to the total equity. On the other hand, a total 
of Krw 27 billion in governmental tax deductions were received in 2015 for investing in the development of 
research personnel, productivity improvement and energy saving.

creation and distriBution of econoMic value

(Unit: Krw billion)

72

KRW 631 billion
945

6
8

6

1,894

14,250

krW 
17.847 

trillion 

Business partner & Other
executive & employee
shareholder & investor

Government
community

distribution to Business partners and Other Operating expenses: 
economic value distribution to business partners and other op-
erating expenses such as cost of goods sold, commissions paid, 
r&d and network investment.
distribution to executives and employees: executive and employ-
ee wages, benefits and welfare as well as the reserve for retire-
ment allowances.
distribution to shareholders and investors: dividends and in in-
terest payments.
distribution to the Government: payment of corporate taxes 
among other taxes and frequency usage fees applied.
distribution to the local communities: pure donations to local 
communities, not including indirect impact resulting from busi-
ness investments and infrastructure support.

ary 2011. As Korea’s first company to participate in 
leAd, sK telecom has offered the Board program (a 
csr education program for board members) to the 
corporate citizenship committee and took the initia-
tive to apply the global csr best practices to Korea. 
in particular, sK telecom declared its support for 
the Universal declaration of Human rights and the 
human rights principles in the Un Guiding principles 
on Business and Human rights: ruggie Framework, 
and sK telecom’s ceO affirmed that the company 
would fulfill its responsibility related to respect for 
human rights. 

participation in sustainability initiatives
sK telecom is actively participating in diverse global 
initiatives for the improvement of sustainability. the 
company complies with isO 26000, the standard for 
corporate social responsibility management system, 
and also participates in the carbon disclosure project 
(cdp) and the integrated reporting (ir) Business net-
work. Gaining recognition for its efforts to improve sus-
tainability at home and abroad, sK telecom has been 
included in the dow Jones sustainability indices (dJsi) 
world index for eight consecutive years since 2008.
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operation of a specialized risk 
Management Governance

independent risk management Governance
sK telecom’s Board defines the companywide risk 
profile and threshold levels by risk and holds the 
top responsibility for overall risk management de-
cision-making. in the decision-making process for 
management issues by major issue, the Board con-
ducts decision-making regarding potential risks by 
issue and risk management. namely, the Board rec-
ognizes the risks that the company may face and 
conducts the ultimate decision-making regarding 
the company’s tolerance to exposure and response 
strategy regarding all of the risks including strategic 
risk, financial risk, investment risk, operational risk 
and reputational risk. monitoring of and response 
to companywide risks occurs centrally through the 
management support Office, which is directly un-
der the ceO. the management support Office is in 
charge of managing the risk profile, mapping the 
responsible department regarding key risks, defin-
ing the response by risk, and implementing moni-

toring, the spread of risk awareness and responses 
according to the defined risk levels through close 
cooperation with the business departments. if an 
urgent risk occurs, the management support Office 
reports to the ceO and has the authority to summon 
the personnel of the companywide crisis response 
situation room, supervised by the relevant cOO, to 
take the necessary response measures

managed risks
the range of sK telecom’s companywide risk man-
agement covers financial and non-financial risks 
including the business risk area such as strategic 
risks, financial risks (market, interest rates, foreign 
exchange, taxation) and regulatory risks; business 
operation risks such as large-scale customer com-
plaints, customer information leakages and network 
failures; and reputational (social responsibility) 
risks that can impact the company’s reputation such 
as unfair trade, bribery and treats.

risk management Areas and Factors

Business risks

employees

customer values

Business partner 

Governance 
relationship

·    strategy – predict customer needs and demands, business decision-making, changes in technology and 
industry environment

·  regulation risk – sudden changes in related systems and policies
·  Financial – exchange rate, changes in interest rate, liquidity, credit, assets, debt management
·  Operation process – Appropriateness of organization design, performing incorrect processes

·  individual corruption – leaking company information, financial dealings with employees and stakeholders, illicit 
profits/usage, embezzlement of public funds, violation of prohibition on concurrent positions/outside work

· sexual ethics – sexual harassment, gender discrimination
· employee conflict – conflicts between employees, leaders, or the company
·  employee incidents/accidents – death from negligence or serious injuries from accidents, job-related accidents, 
public criticism (e.g. assault)

· company losses due to job-related negligence – neglectful sales, asset management

· (collective) customer actions
· large customer complaints – service failures, computational errors
· customer information leaks – leak of subscribers’ personal data, leak of terminal information and call records
· spread of negative press through media press and social media

·   Unfair transactions – transaction with relatives/paper company, unfair transactions, giving a favor to a specific 
enterprise or overlooking faults

· Giving/receiving money and valuables or special treatment
·  Business partners violating data privacy – Business partners leaking trade secrets externally, business partners 
wrongfully using company information

· Business partners’ illegal actions – customer fraud at authorized dealerships/stores

· Fair trade violations – illegal subsidies, violation of protection of communications secret Act, collusion
· inappropriate entertainment – Offering bribes/other special treatment
· Accounting fraud – creating slush funds, fraudulent accounting, disclosure violations
·   search/investigation by state institutions – violation of laws, search/investigations such as investigation of the 

company’s business policies

crisis response process 
since 2014, sK telecom has been strengthening its 
risk management system to operate a companywide 
crisis response center to respond promptly to serious 
crisis situations. the companywide crisis response 
situation room is called upon during serious crisis sit-
uations necessitating urgent responses such as when 
the risk may affect various organizations within the 
company or may have a serious impact on business 
operations, including a dramatic increase or spread of 
traditional and social media reports of a certain situa-
tion and drastic increases in reports of the same type 
of customer complaints (e.g. voice of customer com-
plaints) in a short period of time. such companywide 
crisis situations include a nationwide network failure 
(incl. failures caused by natural disasters), leakage of 
customer information, as well as investigations and 
media coverage of unethical behaviors of executives 
and employees of the company.  

expanding the scope of risk Awareness and 
strengthening standards 
in 2015, sK telecom strengthened risk awareness 
and risk awareness dissemination systems so that 
when a risk occurs, the relevant business department 
can respond promptly. in particular, the internal risk 
awareness standard related to network failures was 
strengthened, and while compared to the past even 
a low number of customer vocs received will be rec-
ognized as a risk situation and it will be preemptively 
dealt with, the awareness level of things such as the 
malfunction of important equipment, checking whether 
there are real-time trending searches on the main por-
tals, online articles and issues spreading on sns has 
been expanded on a national level. the management 

standard has been strengthened so that the company 
can respond promptly to the awareness standards of 
information security, business risks, reputational risks 
as well as customers’ and the public’s awareness level 
by monitoring the trend of public opinion through the 
main portals and terrestrial broadcasting, daily news-
paper reports, online and sns. the strengthening of 
risk awareness standards such as these are also ap-
plied to invested companies. in the first half of 2016, 
autonomous risk management systems by area were 
established and each business area’s autonomous risk 
response systems were strengthened, thus solidifying 
the advance checking systems by business area re-
garding potential risks.

support the risk management systems of sub-
sidiaries  
sK telecom has built a companywide risk manage-
ment system that includes primary subsidiaries. the 
company has clarified the inter-company situation re-
porting standards for each major risk type, and has 
established an organic risk responding system for 
subsidiaries to share information in the event of unex-
pected emergency situations and to cope with crises 
through prompt decision-making. 

in particular, in order to enhance the management sta-
bility within the even more organic cooperative system, 
sK telecom is operating a companywide risk manage-
ment working group, and has also formalized   risk 
management meetings, in which subsidiaries are to par-
ticipate, in order to continually seek out potential risks 
going forward. in the future, sK telecom will continue to 
ensure the stability of business operates through thor-
ough oversight of its risk management system.

Business risksBusiness risks

risk management responsibility

department/
Headquarters investment 

companies

Head of division, Head 
of department/director 

of the Headquarters, 
nvestment company 

representative

Management 
support office

Business risks

companywide crisis 
response center

ceo

Board

risk management 

responsibility

Monitoring & auditing risk 

management

risk 
perceived/
occurred

3 7

4 5

4
2

1

6

situation report: the executives of sK telecom and 
investment companies
post-examination: regulation risk – related manage-
ment support Office and individuals in charge of risk 
management at investment companies

perceive 
situation

report

crisis 
response

spread of 
situation

cooperative 
response

spread of 
situation

determine 
whether 

to call

determine 
whether 
to call

report to ceo
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long-term risks & Opportunities By thoroughly analyzing the newly emerging risks in the company’s management environment and categorizing 
risks and initiating strategic responses according to short-, mid- to long-term impacts, sK telecom is implementing 
a strengthened risk management that considers the company’s future risks.

067

risk

 

 

 

 

context

·   there exists a possibility that competition between companies may erupt due to the trend of policies 

for market overheating prevention and stabilization including governmental subsidy regulations 

and the mobile device distribution improvement Act, or due to the limits of the market size.

·   there is a need to secure and maintain frequencies and network capacity following the surge in data 

traffic.

·   Failure to respond to the development and introduction of new telecommunications networks and 

network technology can lead to a long-term drop in competitiveness.

 

 

·   As telecommunications companies’ networks are public goods by nature, personal information 

protection of telecommunication companies is not only the foundation of customer trust, but also 

a fundamental obligation of an operator.

·   personal information protection is part of basic rights and is protected by laws such as the 

protection of communications secrets Act, however, it can also be restricted for the public interest 

in cases of certain criminal suspects as well as terror and national security.

 

·   risks associated with climate change have emerged as a major agenda in global governance: as 

a result, related regulations such as GHG target management and emissions trading systems, etc. 

have been changing with increasing uncertainty.

·   the Korean government began to implement the emissions trading system in January of 2015, and 

following the completion of the post-Kyoto protocol at the cOp21 (paris Agreement) at the end of 2015, 

the government set a national target of reducing GHG emissions by 37% compared to BAU by 2030, and is 

strengthening market and non-market regulations.

potential impacts on sK telecom

·   there are 40 million smartphone users in Korea, which is a penetration rate of over 

110%, and in the mature market there is a possibility that subscriber growth may 

experience long-term stagnation. 77% of sK telecom’s operating profit depends on the 

mobile telecommunications revenue, so it is possible that limits to market expansion 

may lead to limits to growth.

·   it is necessary to discover new revenue sources by delivering new added value such as 

data- and media-centered services, iot services and wearable devices.

·   the mobile telecommunications business has a critical dependence upon network 

technology’s continual development. After the successful commercialization of lte-A in 

2013, sK telecom recognizes that the mnO business’s core competitiveness in the long-

term involves gaining the highest-level network quality competitiveness by preemptively 

introducing technology related to network investment. such technology includes the 

introduction of carrier aggregation (cA), commercialization of 3-Band lte-A in 2014 

and efforts to reach over 50% regional coverage for the 3-Band lte-A service in 2015. 

possessing a competitive edge in network quality has a significant impact on ensuring 

subscriber base and market competitiveness, financial performance such as revenue, 

public recognition and securing the fundamental technology for future growth technology.

·  if the development and execution of next-generation network technology such as 5G is 

not successfully achieved, sK telecom’s long-term competitiveness may be negatively 

impacted.

·  securing optimal frequencies, continually investing in networks and developing technology 

requires a high level of capital expenditures, and this may have mid- to long-term financial 

impacts.

·  if a personal information leakage occurs, an mnO may face serious financial risk 

from subscriber churn, fines and orders to temporarily suspend operations levied by 

governmental and regulatory agencies

·  mobile telecommunications companies have an obligation to not only prevent tangible 

damage to subscribers including hacking, viruses and spam, but also to protect equal 

information access rights to the internet and protect secrets regarding personal 

telecommunication information. Accordingly, they must establish clear and balanced 

positions and policies between requests from the government or the political sphere to 

provide personal information and customers’ protection.

·  the three largest Korean telecommunications companies according to mobile phones 

received about 86,000 requests for communication verification documents from national 

organizations in the first half of 2014, 104,000 requests in the first half of 2015, and provided 

about 370,000 communications documents in the first half of 2014, and this increased to 

about 440,000 documents provided in the first half of 2015, leading to expectations that 

the importance of the use of personal information including for public safety and crimes 

will further increase.

·  in order for sK telecom to secure the best network quality through network acceleration, a 

large amount of electric power is consumed by the operation of data centers and networks, 

so there is a limit to the reduction of GHG emissions for business operations. According 

to the introduction of the emissions trading system and national GHG emission reduction 

targets, there is an increasing need to manage the financial impact of GHG emissions.

·  in particular, along with sK telecom’s financial burden including a lower allocation of GHG 

emission rights compared to forecasted GHG emissions, long-term uncertainty in the 

emissions trading market and the occurrence of environmental debt, it is judged that there 

will be a negative impact on future business operations.

what are we doing about it?

·  Along with efforts to improve profits through improved retention and strengthened market 

efficiency through core competitiveness, and in the saturated market, the company is 

seeking to raise the net increase of new subscribers such as 2nd device users, young targets 

and foreigners.

·  the company is establishing mid- to long-term strategies and reorganizing the business 

structure to go from being a traditional mobile telecommunications company to a next-

generation platform provider in order to deliver new value to customers and create new 

profits based on value.

·  Using sK telecom’s subscriber-based, big data assets in its existing telecommunications 

business, the company will overcome the growth limits of telecommunications by maximizing 

synergy between businesses on the three platforms of lifestyle enhancement, media and iot, 

and discover a new business portfolio for new profit creation.

·  Alongside making appropriate investments to develop leading network technology in order 

to secure competitiveness to provide the best quality, efforts are being made for continuous 

technological development in order to increase network efficiency.

·  while sK telecom is making efforts to minimize the expense of securing optimal frequencies 

by establishing plans to secure optimal frequencies through efforts such as subscriber 

analysis and forecasting data network demand and operating auction strategies, it is also 

doing its best to operate cost-effective networks by executing cApex at a reasonable level 

annually. 

·  while sK telecom is leading participation in domestic and international 5G technological 

standardization initiatives in order to secure 5G technology leadership, it is also providing a 

5G testing environment for small and medium equipment developers and startups in order to 

create the ecosystem as well as initiating co-development of new services.

·  in addition, the company is operating a contingency plan in order to prevent serious 

network breakdowns such as from natural disasters as well as network failures. 

 

·     Along with publicly supporting the ‘Un’s Universal declaration of Human rights’ and the 

Un Human rights committee’s ‘Guiding principles on Business and Human rights,’ sK 

telecom established human rights principles regarding freedom of expression and misuse 

of technology through a formalized corporate human rights policy, and is doing its best 

to protect users’ rights and interests as well as human rights.

·  cooperation regarding ‘communications documents,’ ‘communications verification 

documents,’ and ‘communications restrictions’ are carried out according to the strict 

procedures and limitations specified in current law, and along with continuous diagnostic 

activities to check for elements of potential violations of users’ rights, the company provides 

only the minimum practical information through customer data segmentation and big data 

analysis if necessary for the public interest, thereby doing its best to protect human rights.

·  Along with sK telecom’s pursuit of the achievement of its goal of zero (0) cases of customer 

information leakages by providing customer information protection using ict technology, 

infringement blocking technology and safety services centered around the information 

protection planning team, it is also making efforts to improve customer satisfaction. 

·   the amount of energy consumption and GHG emissions are managed as major indicators 

and efforts to reduce GHG through the development of high-efficiency telecommunications 

equipment such as low-power relay bases and increase of application are included in 

business planning.

·   the GHG emissions reduction calculation method using t map navigation was recognized as 

an international standard, and this resulted from the company’s efforts to conduct research 

on reducing social GHG emissions using ict and providing infrastructure to minimize risks 

in the future.
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Building a culture for ethical and 
transparent company Management 

enhancing prevention 
sK telecom is practicing ethical management on 
the basis of prevention – detection – response. 
in particular, the company placed a priority on en-
hancing the area of prevention in 2015. sK telecom 
examined the practical diagnostic topic of sKms, 
sK Group’s management system, and created new 
topics including ethics awareness, measures to take 
in the event of occurrence and reporting obligations, 
and confirmed potential ethical management risks 
by implementing an internal survey. the 2015 survey 
results showed that the main ethical management 
risks included information protection ethics regard-
ing company information leak risks, male/female 
sexual harassment and internal/external abusive 
practices. through prevention inspections and ed-
ucation regarding the assessed potential risks, sK 
telecom is implementing proactive prevention and 
employee protection activities regarding case occur-
rences, such as the implementation of the code of 
ethics practice pledge and ethical education for all 
employees.

code of conduct and practice Guidelines
through the code of conduct, sK telecom declared 
its responsibility to stakeholders including employ-
ees, partner companies, customers, shareholders 
and the local community, and clearly presented a 
direction regarding the companay’s comprehensive 
ethical management such as the application stan-
dards and attitude of the code of ethics that em-
ployees must keep, and is applying a Zero-tolerance 
policy regarding compliance with the code of ethics. 
Based on the standards in the code of conduct, the 
detailed ethical implementation status was estab-
lished in the code of ethics and practice Guidelines, 

efforts to internalize ethical management practice 
among employees
in order to instill ethical awareness among employees 
and business partners and to promote the internal-
ization of ethical management practice, sK telecom 
conducts ethical management education annually on 
a long-term basis. in addition, in order to promote and 
ethical management culture, sK telecom has expand-
ed the scope of targets for ethical management educa-
tion to business partners and the distribution network, 
and is providing ethical management education at the 
same level as the ethical management education con-
ducted for sK telecom’s employees.

in order to prevent any confusion that may arise 
from discrepant interpretation from individual to 
individual regarding sK telecom’s code of conduct 
and ethical standards. 

in addition, in order to present understanding of and 
response standards regarding diverse situations in 
which ethical issues may occur, the practice Guidelines 
for code of ethics (FAQ) is provided to employees, as 
sK telecom seeks to further increase the guideline’s 
concreteness and adherence through a revision of the 
practice Guidelines for code of ethics (FAQ) in 2015.
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ethical management prevention – detection – response process

GOvERNANcE GOvERNANcE

prevention detection response

examination of  
education/prevention

reflected in prevention

Regular Monitoring 

Diagnosis and 

Audit 

Information 

Channel
Disciplinary Action

Follow-up

- information dissemination 

- system improvement

- Follow-up education

individual Organization

survey

Feedback

type

entertainment and other special treatment

False reporting and budget abuse

misappropriation of company money

reputation damage

excessive loans

sexual harassment

violation of the work policy

management responsibility

Breaches on Antitrust policy

total

Action

dismissal / pay cut

dismissal / suspension / pay cut / reprimand 

Actions taken Against violations of the code of ethics in 2015

cases

2

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

6
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sK telecom’s code of conduct Framework

SKT Statement on Human Rights (2013)

Universal declaration of Human Rights (2004)

UNGc 10 Principles (2008)

Ruggie Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights (2012)

employees employees employees employees employees

· code of ethics
· practice guidelines
·   ethical management-
practice guide

· practice pledge

·  Anti-bribery and customer 
information protection

·  compliance with sK 
telecom’s standard 
social and environmental 
responsibilities 

·  detailed pledge for 
customer information 
protection and practice-
guidelines

·  personal information 
protection policy

·    employment, evaluation 
and compensation 
regulations

·  detailed regulations on 
anti-discrimination

· prevention of money 
laundering and insider 
trading

·  Anti-monopoly and an-
ti-competition behavior 
prevention

code of ethics Hr policy
customer

information
protection policy

autonomous fair
trade compliance

Guidelines

fair trade consent 
form

and csr Guidelines
for partners

2013 20152014

16

7

6

number of measures taken regarding

ethics regulation violations



070 ethics counseling and reporting
sK telecom operates an ethics counseling center to 
enable regular reporting of ethical management is-
sues and counseling. sK telecom has opened chan-
nels such as the corporate website, interviews and 
mail correspondence to make ethics counseling and 
reporting services freely available to all stakehold-
ers including employees, customers and business 
partners. these channels not only enable reporting 
of wrongful conduct and corruption, but also con-
sultation on diverse ethical issues that stakeholders 
may face. the counseling and reporter protection 
program is operated in conjunction with these chan-
nels in order to protect the identities of service us-
ers and consulted matters; the related content is 
kept confidential to prevent it from becoming public 
against the service users’ wishes. 

Additionally, sK telecom operates diverse internal eth-
ics counseling and reporting channels for employees. 
if direct reporting is desired, there is a direct reporting 
channel connected to the chairman of the Audit com-
mittee with efforts being made to support internal 
employees’ ethics and grievance consulting and reso-
lution including through multifaceted methods such 
as ‘my counselor’,’ ‘letter to the Hr,’ the availability of 
female counselors for sexual harassment cases as well 
as the intranet.

strengthened protection of internal reporters
since september 2015, sK telecom strengthened the 
policy of protecting internal reporters and stipulat-
ed a provision for protecting the internal reporter’s 
identity and content of the counseling and report-
ing, and introduced a disciplinary action system re-
garding the leakage of the reporter’s identity.

Fair competition, transparent transaction 
culture
in order to improve the practice of fair competition 
and transparent transactions among its business 
partners, sK telecom is conducting the Autonomous 
Fair trade compliance program and included a fair 
and transparent trade category in the ethics practice 
pledge and making fair trade compliance mandato-
ry. the fair trade compliance standards for business 
partners are applied equally without regard to coun-
try or region, and compliance to the standard are 
firmly carried out including the fact that failure to 
provide consent or comply with matters will result 
in non-approval for registration or termination of ex-
isting contracts.

Anti-trust compliance
sK Group, which sK telecom is part of, enacted the 
‘sK compliance system Guidelines’ starting in 2008 
and is strengthening fair trade systems by dissemi-
nating these guidelines. 

in 2015, sK telecom was not involved in any anti-trust 
investigations, nor did it pay any fines for violations re-
lated to fair trade. sK telecom was not involved in any 
anti-trust investigations or paid a fine for a violation re-
lated to fair trade in 2014. sK telecom will continue to 
endeavor to spread the fair trade culture while simulta-
neously leading ict industry growth through collabo-
ration with its partners. 

public policy cooperation
sK telecom abides by Korea’s political Fund Act, 
which prohibits companies from making political 
contributions. the company is also in full cooper-
ation with the public policies implemented by the 
government such as job creation, gender equality 
and creative economy and attempts to meet the so-
cial demands such as anti-corruption and fair com-
petition.
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cONSOLidATEd fiNANciAL & 

NON fiNANciAL STATEmENT

cONSOLidATEd fiNANciAL & 

NON fiNANciAL STATEmENT

fiNANciAL STATEmENTS fiNANciAL STATEmENTS

financial statements

the 32nd  As of 2015.12.31

the 31st  As of 2014.12.31

the 30th  As of 2013.12.31

Assets

 current Assets

  cash and cash equivalents

  short-term financial instruments

  short-term investment securities

  Accounts receivable—trade, net

  short-term loans, net

  Accounts receivable—other, net

  Accrued revenue

  Advance payment

  prepaid expenses

  derivative financial assets

  inventories, net

  Advanced payments and other

  Assets classified as held for sale

 non-current Assets

  long-term financial instruments

  long-term investment securities

   investments in associates and joint ventures

  property and equipment, net

  investment property, net

  Goodwill

  intangible assets, net

  long-term loans, net

  long-term account receivable

  long-term prepaid expenses

  Guarantee deposits

   long-term derivative financial assets

  deferred tax assets

  Other non-current assets

 total Assets

32nd

5,160,242

768,922

691,090

92,262

2,344,867

53,895

673,739

10,753

96,570

151,978

0

273,556

0

2,610

23,421,145

10,623

1,207,226

6,896,293

10,371,256

15,071

1,908,590

2,304,784

62,454

2,420

76,034

297,281

166,399

17,257

85,457

28,581,387

31st

5,083,148

834,429

313,068

280,161

2,392,150

74,512

690,527

10,134

70,772

134,404

0

267,667

10,510

4,814

22,858,085

631

956,280

6,298,088

10,567,701

14,997

1,917,595

2,483,994

55,728

3,596

51,961

285,144

70,035

25,083

127,252

27,941,233

30th

5,123,415

1,398,639

311,474

106,068

2,257,316

79,395

643,603

11,941

20,966

108,909

10

177,120

3,667

4,307

21,453,100

8,142

968,527

5,325,297

10,196,607

15,811

1,733,261

2,750,782

57,442

0

32,008

249,600

41,712

26,322

47,589

26,576,515

liabilities and equity

 current liabilities

  Accounts payable—trade

  Accrued payables—other

  Unearned revenue

  withholdings

  Accrued expenses

  income tax payable

  Unearned income

  derivative financial liabilities

  current liabilities

  short-term borrowings

   current portion of bonds payable and long-

term borrowings

  current portion of capital lease liabilities 

  long-term non-trade payable

  Other current liabilities

  liabilities classified as held for sale

 non-current liabilities

  debentures

  long-term borrowings

  long-term payables—other

  long-term unearned revenue

  Finance lease liabilities

  defined benefit obligations

  derivative financial liabilities

  Other non-current liabilities

  deferred tax liabilities

  Other non-current liabilities

 total liabilities

equity

  equity attributable to owners of the parent 

company

 share capital

 Other paid up capital

 retained earnings

 reserves

 non-controlling interests

 total equity

 total liabilities and equity

32nd

5,256,493

279,782

1,323,434

136,844

865,327

920,739

381,794

224,233

0

40,988

260,000

703,087

26

120,185

0

54

7,950,798

6,439,147

121,553

581,697

2,842

0

98,856

89,296

29,217

538,114

50,076

13,207,291

 

15,251,079

44,639

189,510

15,007,627

9,303

123,017

15,374,096

28,581,387

31st

5,420,310

275,495

1,381,850

129,255

1,053,063

952,418

99,236

327,003

0

51,075

366,600

590,714

3,804

189,389

408

0

7,272,653

5,649,158

149,720

684,567

19,659

26

91,587

130,889

36,013

444,211

66,823

12,692,963

14,506,739

44,639

277,998

14,188,591

(4,489)

741,531

15,248,270

27,941,233

30th

6,069,220

214,716

1,864,024

102,931

728,936

988,193

112,316

441,731

21,171

66,775

260,000

1,042,276

19,351

206,800

0

0

6,340,738

4,905,579

104,808

838,585

50,894

3,867

74,201

103,168

28,106

168,825

62,705

12,409,958

13,452,372

44,639

317,508

13,102,495

(12,270)

714,185

14,166,557

26,576,515

 consolidated statements of Financial position
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Operating revenue

 revenue

Operating expense

 labor cost

 commissions paid

 depreciation and amortization

 network interconnection

 leased line

 Advertising

 rent

 cost of products that have been resold

 Other operating expense

Operating income

 Finance income

 Finance cost

  Gain (losses) related to investments in subsidiar-

ies, associates and joint ventures, net

 Other non-operating income

 Other non-operating expense

profit before income tax

income tax expense from continuing operations

profit from continuing operations

discontinued operation income

net of income continued operations

Attributable to

 Owners of the parent company

 non-controlling interests

earnings per share

 Basic earnings per share (in won)

 diluted earnings per share (in won)

net of income continued operations

Other continued comprehensive income

  items that will not be reclassified to profit or loss:

  remeasurement of defined benefit obligations 

after income tax

  items that maybe be reclassified to profit or loss:

  net change in unrealized fair value of available-

for-sale financial assets

  net change in other comprehensive income of 

investments in associates and joint ventures

  net change in unrealized fair value or derivatives

  Foreign currency translation differences for 

foreign operations

 total comprehensive income

total comprehensive income attributable to

Owners of the parent company

non-controlling interests

32nd

17,136,734

17,136,734

(15,428,728)

1,893,745

5,206,951

2,845,295

957,605

389,819

405,005

493,586

1,955,861

1,280,861

1,708,006

103,900

350,100

786,140

30,910

243,491

2,035,365

519,480

1,515,885

0

1,515,885

1,518,604

(2,719)

 

20,988

20,988

32nd

1,515,885

1,835

(14,489)

(14,489)

16,324

(3,661)

(5,709)

(1,271)

26,965

1,517,720

1,522,280

(4,560)

31st

17,163,798

17,163,798

(15,338,693)

1,659,777

5,692,680

2,714,730

997,319

399,014

415,857

460,309

1,680,110

1,318,897

1,825,105

126,337

386,673

906,338

56,279

273,558

2,253,828

454,508

1,799,320

0

1,799,320

1,801,178

(1,858)

25,154

25,154

31st

1,799,320

(28,486)

(32,942)

(32,942)

4,456

27,267

8,187

(45,942)

14,944

1,770,834

1,777,519

(6,685)

30th

16,602,054

16,602,054

(14,590,945)

1,561,358

5,498,695

2,661,623

1,043,733

448,833

394,066

443,639

1,300,375

1,238,623

2,011,109

113,392

571,203

706,509

74,467

507,173

1,827,101

400,797

1,426,304

183,245

1,609,549

1,638,964

(29,415)

23,211

23,211

30th

1,609,549

18,497

5,946

5,946

12,551

2,009

3,034

11,222

(3,714)

1,628,046

1,655,570

(27,524)

consolidated statements of income consolidated statements of comprehensive income(Unit: Krw million) (Unit: Krw million)
the 32nd  2015.01.01 to 2015.12.31

the 31st  2014.01.01 to 2014.12.31

the 30th  2013.01.01 to 2013.12.31

the 32nd  2015.01.01 to 2015.12.31

the 31st  2014.01.01 to 2014.12.31

the 30th  2013.01.01 to 2013.12.31
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the 32nd  2015.01.01 to 2015.12.31

the 31st  2014.01.01 to 2014.12.31

the 30th  2013.01.01 to 2013.12.31

2013.01.01 (Basic capital)

total comprehensive 

profit

dividends paid

issuance of hybrid bond

interest on hybrid bond

Acquisition of treasury stock

proceeds from treasury stock

changes in the scope of consolidation

Business combination under common control 

changes in equity of subsidiaries

2013.12.31 (end of term capital)

2014.01.01 (Basic capital)

total comprehensive 

profit

dividends paid

issuance of hybrid bond

interest on hybrid bond

Acquisition of treasury stock

proceeds from treasury stock

changes in the scope of consolidation

Business combination under common control

changes in equity of subsidiaries

2014.12.31 (end of term capital)

2015.01.01 (Basic capital)

total comprehensive 

profit

dividends paid

issuance of hybrid bond

interest on hybrid bond

Acquisition of treasury stock

proceeds from treasury stock

changes in the scope of consolidation

Business combination under common control

changes in equity of subsidiaries

2015.12.31 (end of term capital)

share capital

44,639

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

44,639

44,639

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

44,639

share capital

44,639

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

44,639

equity equity

controlling interest of parent company controlling interest of parent company
non-controlling 

interest

non-controlling 

interest
total equity total equity

reserves

(25,636)

0

13,366

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(12,270)

(12,270)

0

7,781

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(4,489)

reserves

(4,489)

0

17,078

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(3,286)

9,303

 Other paid up 

capital

(288,883)

0

0

0

398,518

0

0

271,536

0

(61,854)

(1,809)

317,508

317,508

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(28,641)

(10,869)

277,998

 Other paid up 

capital

277,998

0

0

0

0

0

(490,192)

425,744

0

0

(24,040)

189,510

elements of parent 

company

11,854,777

1,638,964

16,606

(655,946)

398,518

(8,420)

0

271,536

0

(61,854)

(1,809)

13,452,372

13,452,372

1,801,178

(23,659)

(666,802)

0

(16,840)

0

0

0

(28,641)

(10,869)

14,506,739

elements of parent 

company

14,506,739

1,518,604

3,676

(668,494)

0

(16,840)

(490,192)

425,744

0

0

(28,158)

15,251,079

retained earning

12,124,657

1,638,964

3,240

(655,946)

0

(8,420)

0

0

0

0

0

13,102,495

13,102,495

1,801,178

(31,440)

(666,802)

0

(16,840)

0

0

0

0

0

14,188,591

retained earning

14,188,591

1,518,604

(13,402)

(668,494)

0

(16,840)

0

0

0

0

(832)

15,007,627

1,000,005

(29,415)

1,891

(2,242)

0

0

0

0

0

0

(256,054)

714,185

714,185

(1,858)

(4,827)

(170)

0

0

0

0

23,667

0

10,534

741,531

741,531

(2,719)

(1,841)

(143)

0

0

0

0

(5,226)

0

(608,585)

123,017

12,854,782

1,609,549

18,497

(658,188)

398,518

(8,420)

0

271,536

0

(61,854)

(257,863)

14,166,557

14,166,557

1,799,320

(28,486)

(666,972)

0

(16,840)

0

0

23,667

(28,641)

(335)

15,248,270

15,248,270

1,515,885

1,835

(668,637)

0

(16,840)

(490,192)

425,744

(5,226)

0

(636,743)

15,374,096

consolidated statements of changes in equity
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(Unit: Krw million)

net of income continued 

operations

Other continued compre-

hensive income

net of income continued 

operations

Other continued compre-

hensive income

net of income continued 

operations

Other continued compre-

hensive income
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cash flows from operating activities

 cash generated from operating activities

  net income of continued operation

  Adjustment for income and expenses

   changes in assets and liabilities related to operating activi-

ties

 interest received

 dividends received

 interest paid

 income tax paid

cash flows from investing activities

 cash inflows from investing activities

  decrease in short-term financial instruments, net

  decrease in short-term investment securities, net

  collection of short-term loans

  decrease in long-term financial instruments

  proceeds from disposal of long-term investment securities

   proceeds from disposal of investments in associates and 

joint ventures

  proceeds from disposal of property and equipment

  proceeds from disposal of intangible assets

   net proceeds from the disposition of non-current assets held 

for sale

  collection of long-term loans

  decrease of deposits

  proceeds from disposal of other non-current assets 

  increase in cash due to acquisition of a subsidiary

  proceeds from disposal of subsidiaries 

 cash outflows for investing activities

  increase in short-term loans 

  increase in short-term investment securities, net 

  increase in short-term loans 

  increase in long-term loans 

  increase in long-term financial instruments

  Acquisition of long-term investment securities 

  Acquisition of investments in associates and joint ventures

  Acquisition of property and equipment 

  Acquisition of intangible assets

  increase in assets held for sale 

  increase in deposits 

  increase in other non-current assets 

  cash outflows due to business overtake

  Acquisition of subsidiary business, net of cash acquired

32nd

3,778,129

4,080,294

1,515,885

3,250,143

(685,734)

43,400

62,973

(275,796)

(132,742)

(2,880,499)

914,542

0

105,158

398,308

7,424

149,310

185,094

36,586

3,769

1,009

2,132

14,635

607

10,355

155

(3,795,041)

385,612

0

370,378

16,701

10,008

312,261

65,080

2,478,778

127,948

0

12,536

2,542

13,197

0

31st

3,677,385

4,070,982

1,799,320

2,978,995

(707,333)

56,706

13,048

(280,847)

(182,504)

(3,683,165)

341,387

5,627

0

207,439

2,535

65,287

7,333

25,143

10,917

3,667

4,454

8,891

94

0

0

(4,024,552)

0

174,209

202,501

4,341

2,522

41,305

60,020

3,008,026

130,667

552

6,903

18,233

124,486

250,787

30th

3,558,570

3,915,055

1,609,549

3,275,376

(969,870)

64,078

10,197

(300,104)

(130,656)

(2,506,477)

1,251,786

186,425

0

290,856

16

287,777

43,249

12,579

2,256

190,393

13,104

8,509

683

0

215,939

(3,758,263)

0

45,032

279,926

4,050

7,510

22,141

97,366

2,879,126

243,163

0

83,314

1,830

0

94,805

cash flows from financing activities

 cash inflows from financing activities

  proceeds from short-term borrowings

  issuance of debentures

  proceeds from long-term borrowings

  issuance of hybrid bond

 cash inflows from derivative transactions

  cash outflows for financing activities

  repayment in short-term borrowings, net 

  repayment of long-term non-trade payables 

  repayment of debentures

  repayment of long-term borrowings 

  cash outflows from derivative transactions

  decrease in finance lease liabilities

  payment of dividends 

  interest on hybrid bond

  Acquisition of treasury stock

  decrease in cash from the consolidated capital transaction

net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

cash and cash equivalent at beginning of the year

effects of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents

cash and cash equivalents at end of the year 

32nd

(964,583)

1,375,206

0

1,375,031

0

0

175

(2,339,789)

106,600

191,436

620,000

21,924

655

3,206

668,494

16,840

490,192

220,442

(66,953)

834,429

1,446

768,922

31st

(559,399)

1,421,088

102,868

1,255,468

62,552

0

200

(1,980,487)

0

207,791

1,039,938

23,284

6,444

19,388

666,802

16,840

0

0

(565,179)

1,398,639

969

834,429

30th

(573,157)

1,852,237

0

1,328,694

105,055

398,518

19,970

(2,425,394)

340,245

161,575

771,976

467,217

0

20,342

655,946

0

0

8,093

478,936

920,125

(422)

1,398,639

consolidated statements of cash Flows (Unit: Krw million)
the 32nd  2015.01.01 to 2015.12.31

the 31st  2014.01.01 to 2014.12.31

the 30th  2013.01.01 to 2013.12.31
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Md&a on financial statements

Basis of preparation

this management’s discussion & Analysis (md&A) 
is provided to enable readers to assess our results 
of operations and financial condition for the fiscal 
year ended december 31, 2015, compared to the pre-
ceding year.  this md&A section should be read in 
conjunction with our audited consolidated financial 
statements included in this annual report. Unless 
otherwise specified, all amounts are presented on 
a consolidated basis and are based on our audit-
ed consolidated financial statements prepared in 
accordance with international Financial reporting 
standards, as adopted by Korea. All amounts are 
in Korean won (Krw).  All references to “we,” “us” 
or “our” shall mean sK telecom co., ltd. and, un-
less the context otherwise requires, its consolidated 
subsidiaries. references to “sK telecom” shall mean 
sK telecom co., ltd., but shall not include its con-
solidated subsidiaries.

this md&A section contains “forward-looking state-
ments,” as defined in the U.s securities exchange Act 
of 1934, as amended, that are based on our current 
expectations, assumptions, estimates and projections 
about us and our industry. the forward-looking state-
ments are subject to various risks and uncertainties. 
we caution you that reliance on any forward-looking 
statement involves risks and uncertainties, and that al-
though we believe that the assumptions on which our 
forward-looking statements are based are reasonable, 
any of those assumptions could prove to be inaccurate, 
and, as a result, the forward-looking statements based 
on those assumptions could be incorrect. risks and un-
certainties associated with our business are more ful-
ly described in our latest annual report on Form 20-F 
and other filings with the U.s. securities and exchange 
commission. in light of these and other uncertain-
ties, you should not conclude that we will necessarily 
achieve any plans and objectives or projected financial 
results referred to in any of the forward-looking state-
ments. we do not undertake to release the results of 
any revisions of these forward-looking statements to 
reflect future events or circumstances. 

1. 2015 Overview 

in the midst of an industry environment defined by fast-
paced changes centered around lte network-based 
data in the wireless telecommunications industry, we 
have strengthened the competitiveness of its tele-
communications business and pursued a shift in the 
competitive paradigm by launching innovative prod-
ucts and services. As part of this effort, we enhanced 
customer value by launching new services to meet the 
needs of its customers by introducing, among others, 
“Band data” plans, which are data-centric rate plans, 
the luna phone. we are also further developing its 
three next-generation growth platforms, iot, lifestyle 
enhancement and media. Our operations are reported 
in three segments: (1) cellular services, (2) fixed-line 
telecommunication services and (3) other businesses. 

cellular services
we offer wireless voice and data transmission services, 
sell wireless devices and provide iot and lifestyle en-
hancement platform services through our cellular 
services segment. Our wireless voice and data trans-
mission services are offered through our backbone 
networks that collectively can be accessed by approxi-
mately 99.0% of the Korean population. we maintained 
our leadership position in the wireless business in 2015 
with 28.6 million subscribers (including subscribers of 
mobile virtual network operators (mvnOs) that lease 
our networks) as of december 31, 2015, of which 19.0 
million subscribed to our lte service and 20.6 million 
used smartphones. Our share of the Korean wireless 
market based on the number of subscribers (including 
subscribers of mvnOs) was approximately 49.4% as of 
december 31, 2015 compared to 50.0% as of december 
31, 2014, a 0.6% decrease.

the Korean wireless telecommunication industry is 
considered to have reached its maturation stage with 
more than a 100% penetration rate. However, with con-
tinued advancements in network-related technology, 
we are able to increase the quality of cellular services 

we provide to our subscribers. By continuing to be in-
novative in developing core competencies, we have 
firmly established our position as the market leader in 
wireless telecommunications. 
 
we developed various rate plans that are tailored to 
meet our customers’ needs according to the trend of 
increased data usage. in 2015, we develped the “Brand 
play pack” plan, which offers  exclusive access to the 
mobile iptv service “oksusu” that was created for the 
video content age. we also offered “t data coupons,” 
through wich subscribers can make data calls up to 
the fixed amount of data. we continue to endeavor to 
strengthen our customer relationships by engaging 
our subscribers to integrate our service offerings in 
various aspects of their daily lives such as “t map,” our 
interactive navigation service which we provide to our 
wireless subscribers free of charge, “club t Kids,” and 
“smart Home,” a home monitoring service platform for 
residential customers. in addition, we developed the 
luna phone, a high-quality device with convenient fea-
tures at a reasonable price point that runs exclusively 
on our networks. 

in 2015, our cellular services segment revenue was Krw 
13.27 trillion, representing 77.4% of our consolidated 
operating revenue. 

Fixed-line telecommunication services
we offer fixed-line telephone, broadband internet and  
media platform services (including iptv) and business 
communications services through our fixed-line tele-
communication services segment. Our fixed-line tele-
communication services are provided by our subsid-
iaries, sK Broadband and sK telink. As of december 31, 
2015, we had approximately 4.7 million fixed-line 
telephone subscribers (including subscribers to voip 
services of sK Broadband and sK telink), approximate-
ly 5.0  million broadband internet access subscribers 
and approximately 3.5 million iptv subscribers, with 
market shares of 16.2%, 25.1% and 12.1%, respectively, 
based on the number of subscribers.  

As part of our initiative to be the leading next-gener-
ation platform provider, we aim to provide an media 

platform with various media content and service offer-
ings. we currently offer iptv services under the brand 
name “B tv” with access to more than 130 live high defi-
nition channels as well as video-on-demand service 
providing a wide range of media content, including re-
cent box office movie releases, popular U.s. and other 
foreign tv shows and various children’s tv programs. 
we also offer “B tv UHd,” which is an ultra-high defini-
tion iptv service and has a resolution that is four times 
as high as the standard high definition broadcasting 
service in the iptv industry.  

Further, we provide mobile iptv services through 
“oksusu,” that is a combination of the services we pre-
viously provided as “B tv mobile” and “hoppin” and 
provides subscribers access to a wide variety of media 
contents, including various television programs, mov-
ies and other video contents that can be downloaded 
to wireless devices. subscribers of “oksusu” have access 
to more than 100 live tv channels, a wide range of 
sports contents and popular U.s. and other foreign tv 
shows, among other contents.   

in 2015, our fixed-line telecommunication services 
segment revenue was Krw 2.49 trillion, representing 
14.6% of our consolidated operating revenue. 
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Other Businesses
we strive to continually diversify our products and 
services and develop new growth engines that we 
believe are complementary to our existing products 
and services, such as our commerce business and 
our hardware business, which we include in our oth-
ers segment.  

Our key platform in the commerce business is “11th st” 
which is an online marketplace that offers a wide range 
of products through an online and mobile interface. 
As of december 31, 2015, the mobile version of 11th st 
was the leading mobile commerce platform in Korea in 
terms of unique visitors according to Korean click. the 
mobile version of 11th st is continuing to grow, with 
an increase in the percentage of annual gross mer-
chandise volume, which represents the total annual 
monetary value of customer purchases of goods and 
services, net of estimated refunds, to 41% in 2015 from 
28% in 2014. we have also expanded our online open 
marketplace business globally to turkey, indonesia and 
malaysia. we have also further expanded the scope 
of our online-to-offline (“O2O”) commerce businesses 
provided under the “syrup” brand name.

in our hardware business, we manufacture projection 
display devices, high-end audio devices and intelligent 
agent machines. we believe the iot business is one of 
the main features of the changing ict business envi-
ronment and with the development of our hardware 
business, we believe we have established a strong 
foundation to further engage in the smart device busi-
ness and develop products which leverage our exper-
tise in telecommunications and technology.

in 2015, our others segment revenue was Krw 1.37 tril-
lion, representing 8.0% of our consolidated operating 
revenue. 

2. executive summary

in our cellular services segment, we earn reve-
nue principally from our wireless voice and data 
transmission services through monthly plan-based 
fees, usage charges for outgoing voice calls, usage 
charges for wireless data services and value-added 
service fees paid by our wireless subscribers as well 
as interconnection fees paid to us by other telecom-
munications operators for use of our wireless net-
work by their customers and subscribers. we also 
derive revenue from sales of wireless devices by our 
subsidiary, ps&marketing.  

in our fixed-line telecommunication services seg-
ment, we earn revenue principally from our fixed-line 
telephone services and broadband internet services 
and media platform services (including iptv) through 
monthly plan-based fees and usage charges as well as 
interconnection fees paid to us by other telecommuni-
cations operators for use of our fixed-line network by 
their customers and subscribers.  

in our others segment, we earn revenue principally 
from our commerce business through third-party sell-
er fees earned (including commissions) for transactions 
in which we act as a selling agent to the “mini malls” 
on 11th st, our online open marketplace platform, as 
well as advertising revenue from 11th st and our O2O 
commerce solutions. we also earn revenue from our 
hardware businesses through sales of projection dis-
play devices, high-end audio devices and intelligent 
agent machines. 

the following selected consolidated financial infor-
mation has been derived from, and should be read in 
conjunction with, the audited consolidated financial 
statements included in this annual report.

Our operating revenue decreased by 0.2% to Krw 17.14 
trillion in 2015 from Krw 17.16 trillion in 2014 due to 
decreases in interconnection revenue and initial sub-
scription fees, among other reasons. Our operating ex-
pense in 2015 increased by 0.6% to Krw 15.43 trillion 
from 15.34 trillion in 2014, primarily due to increases in 
cost of products that have been resold, labor cost and 
depreciation and amortization. As our operating rev-
enue decreased and operating expense increased in 
2015, our operating income decreased by 6.4% to Krw 
1.71 trillion in 2015 from Krw 1.83 trillion in 2014 and 
our operating margin decreased by 0.6%p to 9.9% in 
2015 and eBitdA margin decreased by 0.1%p to 27.4% 
in 2015. Our profit for the year decreased by 15.7% to 
Krw 1.52 trillion in 2015 from Krw 1.80 trillion in 2014. 

Our total assets increased by 5.1% to Krw 28.58 trillion 
as of december 31, 2015 from Krw 27.94 trillion as of 

statement of income data

Operating revenue

eBitdA(1)

Operating expense

Operating income

profit for the year

statement of Financial position data

total assets

 cash & marketable securities(2)

total liabilities

 interest-bearing financial debt(3)

total equity

Financial ratios (%)

eBitdA margin

Operating margin 

net margin

debt-to-equity ratio(4)

2015

17,137

4,701

15,429

1,708

1,516

28,581

1,505

13,207

7,557

15,374

27.4

10.0

8.8

49.2

2014

17,164

4,717

15,339

1,825

1,799

27,941

1,298

12,693

6,792

15,248

27.5

10.6

10.5

44.5

change

-0.2%

-0.3%

0.6%

-6.4%

-15.7%

2.3%

15.9%

4.0%

11.3%

0.8%

-0.1%p

-0.6%p

-1.7%p

4.7%p

selected Financial information (consolidated basis) (Unit: Krw billion)
(1)  eBitdA = Operating income + 

depreciation and amortization + 
r&d-related depreciation within r&d 
expense

(2)  cash & marketable securities = cash 
& cash equivalents + marketable 
securities + short-term financial 
instruments  

(3)  interest-bearing financial debt = 
short-term borrowings + current por-
tion of long-term debt + debentures 
+ long-term borrowings  

(4)  debt-to-equity ratio = interest-bear-
ing financial debt/total equity

december 31, 2014, primarily due to an increase in in-
vestments in associates resulting from an increase in 
the carrying amount of our 20.1% stake in sK Hynix. to-
tal liabilities increased by 4.0% to Krw 13.21 trillion as 
of december 31, 2015 from Krw 12.69 trillion as of de-
cember 31, 2014, primarily due to an increase in deben-
tures issued during 2015. total equity increased by 0.8% 
to Krw 15.37 trillion as of december 31, 2015 from Krw 
15.25 trillion as of december 31, 2014, primarily due to 
an increase in retained earnings. Our debt-to-equity 
ratio as of december 31, 2015 was 49.2%, compared to 
44.5% as of december 31, 2014. 

md&A ON fiNANciAL STATEmENTS md&A ON fiNANciAL STATEmENTS
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3. revenue

Our operating revenue in 2015 decreased 0.2% to 
Krw 17.14 trillion from Krw 17.16 trillion in 2014.  
this decrease was primarily attributable to a de-
crease in interconnection revenue from decreases in 
interconnection rates and land-to-mobile call volume 
and a decrease in initial subscription fees which we 
ceased charging beginning november 2014. 

subscribers & market share
the total number of wireless subscribers in Korea 
was approximately 57.9 million as of december 31, 
2015 with a wireless telecommunications service 
penetration rate of 112.4%. despite the saturated 
wireless market in Korea, sK telecom continued to 
add new subscribers throughout the year, and end-
ed the year 2015 with approximately 28.6 million 
subscribers (including subscribers of mvnOs that 
lease sK telecom’s networks). sK telecom’s wireless 
market share based on the number of subscribers 
(including subscribers of mvnOs) slightly decreased 
by 0.6%p to 49.4% as of december 31, 2015 from 
50.0% as of december 31, 2014.

the number of sK telecom’s lte subscribers increased 
to 19.0 million as of december 31, 2015 from 16.7 mil-
lion as of december 31, 2014. 

ArpU 
sK telecom’s billing average monthly revenue per 
subscriber (billing ArpU) increased by 1.3% to won 
36,582 in 2015 from Krw 36,101 in 2014. this in-
crease was primarily due to the increase in lte sub-
scribers who subscribe to data plans with higher 
monthly basic charges than our other wireless tele-
communications services and greater data service 
usage attributable to increases in the number of 
smartphone users. 

sK telecom’s total average monthly revenue per sub-
scriber (total ArpU) decreased by 0.3% to Krw 43,970 
in 2015 from Krw 44,124 in 2014. this decrease was 
primarily due to decreases in initial subscription fees 
which we ceased charging beginning november 2014 
and interconnection revenue. 

subsidiaries 
the consolidated revenue of sK Broadband, which is 
mostly generated from its fixed-line telecommunica-
tion services, increased by 2.9% to Krw 2.73 trillion 
in 2015 from Krw 2.65 trillion in 2014, primarily as 
a result of an increase in revenue from iptv services 
attributable to an increase in the number of iptv 
subscribers.  

ps&marketing’s revenue, which is mostly derived from 
sales of handsets, increased by [10.1]% to Krw 1.79 
trillion in 2015 from Krw 1.63 trillion in 2014, primar-

(Unit: thousand, %)

(Unit: Krw billion)consolidated Operating revenue

2014

17
,1

64

2015

17
,1

37

(Unit: Krw)ArpU in 2015

 subscribers & market share in 2015

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q

49.7 49.7
49.6

49.4

28
,6

26

28
,4

74

28
,3

13

28
,0

26

subscriberm/s

ily due to the reflection of the full year impact of the 
acquisition by ps&marketing in April 2014 of the retail 
distribution business of sK networks in 2015 compared 
to 2014 in which the acquisition only impacted revenue 
for part of the year. 

sK planet’s revenue, which is mostly derived from 11th 
st and its O2O businesses, increased by [7.4]% to Krw 
1.62 trillion in 2015 from Krw 1.51 trillion in 2014, pri-
marily due to an increase in the annual gross merchan-
dise volume of 11th st through its mobile version.

4.  profitability

continuing operations

Operating revenue

Operating expense

 labor cost(1)  

 commissions paid(2) 

 depreciation and amortization(3)

 network interconnection

 leased line 

 Advertising

 rent

 cost of products that have been resold

 Other operating expenses

Operating income

 Finance income

 Finance costs

 Gain (losses) related to investments  

   in  subsidiaries and associates, net

 Other non-operating income

 Other non-operating expenses

profit before income tax

 income tax expense from  

   continuing operations

profit from continuing operations 

discontinued operations

profit (loss) from discontinued  

operations, net of income taxes

profit for the year 

eBitdA(4)

2015

17,137

15,429

1,894

5,207

2,845

958

390

405

494

1,956

1,281

1,708

104

(350)

786 

31

(243)

2,035

519 

1,516

- 

1,516

4,701

% of revenue

100.0%

90.0%

11.1%

30.4%

16.6%

6.2%

2.3%

2.4%

2.9%

11.4%

7.5%

10.0%

0.6%

(2.0%)

4.6% 

0.2%

(1.4%)

11.9%

3.0% 

8.8%

- 

8.8%

27.4%

2014

17,164

15,339

1,660 

5,693 

2,715 

997 

399 

416 

460 

1,680 

1,319 

1,825

126 

(387)

906 

56

(274)

2,254 

455 

1,799 

 

- 

1,799 

4,717

% of revenue

100.0%

89.4%

9.7%

33.2%

15.8%

6.5%

2.3%

2.4%

2.7%

9.8%

7.7%

10.6%

0.7%

(2.3%)

5.3% 

0.3%

(1.6%)

13.1%

2.6% 

10.5%

 

- 

10.5%

27.5%

statement of income data (consolidated) (Unit: Krw billion)

(1)  labor cost = salaries + provisions for 
defined benefit liabilities

(2)  includes marketing commissions and 
other commissions

(3) excludes r&d-related depreciation 
(4)  eBitdA = Operating income + depreci-

ation and amortization + r&d-related 
depreciation within r&d expense

Actions taken Against violations of the code of ethics in 2015

md&A ON fiNANciAL STATEmENTS md&A ON fiNANciAL STATEmENTS

Billing ArpUtotla ArpU

4Q

44
,2

24

2014 
Overall

44
,1

24

2015 
Overall

43
,9

70

1Q

43
,4

86

2Q

44
,0

71

3Q

44
,1

03

36
,5

82

36
,1

01

36
,3

19

36
,6

01

36
,7

29

36
,6

80
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Operating expense 
Our operating expense for 2015 amounted to Krw 
15.43 trillion, representing a 0.6% increase from 
Krw 15.34 trillion in 2014. the increase in operat-
ing expense was primarily due to a 16.4% increase 
in cost of products that have been resold, a 14.1% 
increase in labor cost and a 4.8% increase in depre-
ciation and amortization.   

Our effective tax rate in 2015 increased by 5.3%p to 
25.5% in 2015 from 20.2% in 2014. 

profit for the Year
principally as a result of the factors discussed 
above, our profit for the year decreased by 15.7% 
to Krw 1.52 trillion in 2015 from Krw 1.80 trillion 
in 2014. net margin was 8.8% in 2015 compared to 
10.5% in 2014

5. FinAnciAl strUctUre

current Assets
we had current assets of Krw 5.16 trillion as of de-
cember 31, 2015, a 1.5% increase from Krw 5.08 
trillion as of december 31, 2014. Our cash and mar-
ketable securities (including short-term financial 
instruments) increased by 15.9% to Krw 1.51 tril-
lion as of december 31, 2015 from 1.30 trillion as 
of december 31, 2014, primarily due to an increase 
in cash and cash equivalents from increased bor-
rowings. 

non-current Assets 
we had non-current assets of Krw 23.42 trillion as 
of december 31, 2015, a 2.5% increase from Krw 
22.86 trillion as of december 31, 2014. Our invest-
ment assets, consisting of long-term financial instru-
ments, long-term investment securities and invest-
ments in associates and joint ventures, increased by 
11.8% to Krw 8.11 trillion as of december 31, 2015 
from Krw 7.26 trillion as of december 31, 2014. this 
increase was mainly attributable to an increase in 
the carrying amount of our 20.1% stake in sK Hynix.  
Our property and equipment decreased by 1.9% to 
Krw 10.37 trillion as of december 31, 2015 from Krw 
10.57 trillion as of december 31, 2014, primarily due 
to decrease in acquisition of lte related equipment.

the increase in cost of products that have been resold 
was primarily due to the reflection of the full year im-
pact of the acquisition by ps&marketing in April 2014 of 
the retail distribution business of sK networks in 2015 
compared to 2014 in which the acquisition only im-
pacted associated costs for part of the year and an in-
crease in high-end wireless device sales.  the increase 
in labor cost was primarily due to one-time severance 
payments in connection with our early retirement pro-
gram and the increase in the number of employees at 
sK Broadband to further expand our media platform 
service business and in connection with several acqui-
sitions in 2014, including the acquisition by ps&market-
ing of the retail distribution business of sK networks 
in April 2014 and the acquisition by sK planet of shop-
kick in October 2014. the increase in depreciation and 

amortization was primarily due to increased capital in-
vestments to upgrade our lte network and broadband 
internet fixed-line network and the increase in amorti-
zation of software.

Operating income and eBitdA
Our operating income decreased by 6.4% to Krw 
1.71 trillion from Krw 1.83 trillion in 2014 and our 
operating margin decreased to 10.0% in 2015 from 
10.6% in 2014 as our operating revenue decreased 
and our operating expense increased. Our eBitdA 
decreased by 0.3% to Krw 4.70 trillion in 2015 from 
Krw 4.72 trillion in 2014.

non-Operating income and expenses
Our finance income decreased by 17.8% to Krw 104 
billion in 2015 from Krw 126 billion in 2014, pri-
marily due to a decrease in interest income and a 
decrease in gain on valuation of derivatives. Our fi-
nance costs decreased by 9.5% to Krw 350 billion in 
2015 from Krw 387 billion in 2014 primarily due to a 
decrease in interest expense and a decrease in loss 
relating to financial liability at fair value through 
profit or loss. Gains related to investments in sub-
sidiaries and associates decreased 13.3% to Krw 
786 billion in 2015 from Krw 906 billion in 2014, 
primarily due to a decrease in share of profits of sK 
Hynix, in which we have a 20.1% interest. Our other 
non-operating income decreased by 45.1% to Krw 
31 billion in 2015 from Krw 56 billion in 2014, par-
tially due to a decrease in value-added tax refunds.  
Our other non-operating expenses decreased by 
11.0% to Krw 243 billion from Krw 274 billion in 
2014, primarily due to decreases in impairment loss 
on property and equipment and intangible assets 
and loss on disposal of property and equipment and 
intangible assets.

income tax
income tax expense from continuing operations in-
creased by 14.3% to Krw 519 billion in 2015 from 
Krw 455 billion in 2014 notwithstanding a 9.7% 
decrease in profit before income tax, primarily due 
to changes in unrealizable deferred taxes mainly re-
lated to the dividend in kind made by sK planet of 
sK communication’s common shares to sK telecom.  

494
460

1,956
1,680

405
416

1,281
1,319

Advertising

Rent

cost of Products that 

have been resold

Other Operating 

Expenses

Operating expense

1,894
1,660

958
997

5,693
5,207

390
399

2,845
2,715

Labor cost

commissions Paid

depreciation and 

Amortization

Network 

interconnection

Leased Line

(Unit: Krw billion)

2015 total : 15,430 2014 total : 15,339

Other Non-current 

Assets

cash & marketable 

Securities

Accounts Receivable 
(trade and other)

Short-term Loans

inventories

Other current Assets

current Assets

1,505
1,298

274
268

3,019
3,083

308
359

54
75

(Unit: Krw billion)

2015 total : 5,160 2014 total : 5,083

Property and 

Equipment

intangible Assets

investment Assets

non-current Assets

10,371
10,568

2,305
2,484

2,631
2,551

8,114
7,255

(Unit: Krw billion)

2015 total : 23,421 2014 total : 22,858
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liabilities
we had Krw 13.21 trillion of total liabilities as of decem-
ber 31, 2015, a 4.0% increase from Krw 12.69 trillion as 
of december 31, 2014, mainly due an increase in deben-
tures issued during 2015 to acquire treasury stock. Our 
total interest-bearing financial debt increased by 11.3% 
to Krw 7.56 trillion as of december 31, 2015 from Krw 
6.79 trillion as of december 31, 2014. Our debt-to-equi-
ty ratio as of december 31, 2015 was 49.2%, compared 
to 44.5% as of december 31, 2014. 

equity
Our total equity as of december 31, 2015 amounted 
to Krw 15.37 trillion, representing an increase of 
0.8% from Krw 15.25 trillion as of december 31, 
2014.  this increase was primarily attributable to an 
increase in retained earnings to Krw 15.01 trillion as 
of december 31, 2015 from Krw 14.19 trillion as of 
december 31, 2014.  

6. cApitAl expenditUres 
(sepArAte BAsis)

sK telecom spent approximately Krw 1.89 trillion for 
capital expenditures in 2015 compared to Krw 2.15 
trillion for capital expenditures in 2014, each on a sep-
arate basis. Of the amount spent in 2015, we spent 
approximately Krw 1.02 trillion, or 54.1%, on capital 
expenditures related to expanding and enhancing the 
quality of our lte network and Krw 0.45 trillion on oth-
er non-network related capital expenditures primarily 
related to developing new products and maintenance 
and upgrades to our information technology systems. 

Share capital

capital Surplus  
(deficit) and  
other capital 
Adjustments

Retained  

Earnings

Reserves

Non-controlling  

interests

equity

45
45

9
4

190
278

123
742

15,008
14,189

(Unit: Krw billion)

Long-term 
Borrowings 
(excluding 
current portion)

Short-term 

Borrowings

current Portion of 
Long-term debt

debentures 
(excluding 
current portion)

interest-Bearing Financial debt

260
367

703
591

122
150

6,439
5,649

(Unit: Krw billion)

2015 total : 7,524 2014 Total : 6,756

2015 total : 15,374 2014 total : 15,258

non-financial statements

section

Human capital

 

md&A

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

 

total employment

 total number of employees

 special employment and minority

 Overseas employees

recruitment and turnover

 total new employees

 total number of turnover employees

maternity and parental leave

 employees on maternity leave

 employees on parental leave

Human capital improvement

 Annual training Hours per employee

  rate of employees subject to performance  

evaluation (%)

labor practices, safety, and wdlfare

 labor Union membership rate (%)

 Occupational Accident rate (%)

2013

4,203

200

103

418

238

161 (male: 124)

25 (male: 2)

83.7

96 

84.2

0.02

2014

4,253

215

99

396

265

146 (male: 110)

71 (male: 9)

91

96 

83.4

0

2015

4,046

188

79

563

681

173 (male: 133)

77 (male: 7)

82

96 

85.0

0

Human capital

section

social &  

network capital

 

 

md&A

2.1

 

2.2

 

2.3 

Access to service 

 rate of lte subscribers

 Average monthly churn rate

 number of participants in the ict education program

  Amount of rate reductions for the disadvantaged 

Groups (Krw million)

network Quality and risk management

 Annual data traffic processed (GB)

  wireless communication production capacity 

(number of lines, 1,000)

 cases of serious network Failures

data privacy 

 system customer information leakages (case)

 rate of micropayment Fraud voc (%)

2013

57.0%

2.3

1,121

211,617

355,885

35,980

1

0

0.12

2014

58.5%

2.0

1,353

196,806

550,329

33,120

1

0

0.10

2015

66.3%

1.5

1,404

188,453

779,201

36,160

1

0

0.03

social & network capital

md&A ON fiNANciAL STATEmENTS
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Md&a on non-financial statements

Basis of preparation

reporting standards and principles
the non-Financial statement of social & environ-
mental performances is prepared to present our 
management’s analytical opinions on the key non-fi-
nancial performances of the company in the areas 
of human rights, labor, environment and anti-cor-
ruption among others. sK telecom is participating 
in the Un Global compact (UnGc), a voluntary pol-
icy initiative implemented by Un organizations and 
businesses for the purpose of improving the internal 
environment and social ethical practices, and is also 
participating in Gc leAd, a group for leading UnGc 
companies, which was made to develop and spread 
excellent cases that correspond with the UnGc Blue-
print for corporate sustainability leadership.  As a 
member of the Un Global compact, we submit a 
communication on progress (cOp), highlighting our 
business performance in line with the ten princi-
ples every year, and the social and environmental 
performance tables included in the non-Financial 
statement of social & environmental performances 
meets Gc Advanced level of cOp requirements. in 
addition, this statement complies with international 
reporting principles as follows:

01 _ international integrated reporting 
Framework (<ir> Framework) 
the <ir> Framework of the international integrated 
reporting council (iirc) requires a concise report 
on how an organization’s strategies, governance, 
performance and future outlook are connected to 
its short-, mid-, and long-term value creation in the 
economic, social, and environmental context. please 
refer to pp.22-26 for the capital model implemented 
to adhere to the integrated reporting principles of 
iirc, and pp.34-35 for the assessment of importance 
to define key subjects according to the impact on 
value creation.

02 _ Global reporting initiatives (Gri) sus-
tainability reporting Guidelines G4
the Gri provides information on the aspects and 
indicators of reporting from economic, social and 
environmental perspectives so that stakeholders 
can discern the organization’s performance. it de-
fines the subject according to the correlation of each 
aspect from the impact on stakeholders and from 

economic, social and environmental perspectives. 
please refer to pp.34-35 for the results of the mate-
riality Assessment conducted in accordance with the 
Gri requirements.

03 _ Accountability AA1000
the AA1000 series identifies and prioritizes sustainabil-
ity issues in relation to the organization and defines its 
framework and principles. the information in this re-
port is verified by third parties according to the Assur-
ance standard (AA1000As). please refer to pp.109-112 
for the result of the third-party assurace performed by 
an independent institute.

references
01 _ UnGc cOp (Un Global compact   
communication on progress)
A guideline for reporting compliance to the ten prin-
ciples of UnGc by a member of UnGc

02 _ isO26000
An international social responsibility standard pre-
sented in november 2010 by isO (international stan-
dard institution)

03 _ sAsB (sustainability Accounting 
standard Board) - telecommunication 
standards
core issues and key performance indicators in the 
telecommunications industry released in April 2014 
by the U.s. sAsB

scope of data
the scope of the non-Financial statement of social 
& environmental performances is limited to the data 
of sK telecom without the inclusion of the data of 
its subsidiaries and supply chain, unless stated oth-
erwise. this coincides with the scope of unclassified 
sales of sK telecom, which is a holding company 
according to K-iFrs. the environmental data on en-
ergy, greenhouse gas (GHG), waste, and water is 
estimated based on 26 domestic business sites* (in-
cluding networks and data centers). more than 95% 
of sK telecom’s sales are generated in south Korea, 
and accordingly, the data coverage meets the 95% 
requirement against the sales.

2013

707,963

55.05

14,589

46,487

2,729

1.13

683,387

53.14

1,646

0.126

69.4

8.0

987,848

-

91

184

521

6,084

18,928

2014

742,884

57.09

15,271

45,729

2,729

1.17

695,725

53.46

1,763

0.135

77.0

4.5

2,831,082

-

650

5,105

475

7,368

30,606

2015

686,118

54.64

14,081

44,731

2,729

1.12

757,658

60.34

1,928

0.154

83.9

3.6

2,894,971

1.31

947

6,051

709

8,9125

37,504

section

social &  

network capital

section

natural capital

 

 

 

 

md&A

2.4

2.5

2.6

md&A

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6 

-

3.7

3.8 

mutual Growth with partners 

 mutual Growth Agreements (company)

sustainability of supply chain

 total number of newly registered partners

  number of Human rights, environment, ethics, and 

social issues Assesssments

investment into local communities

 cumulative donations collected on Give U (Krw million)

 cumulative volunteer cases registered on with U

Greenhouse Gas emissions

 total emissions (tcO2e)

 intensity (tcO2e/Krw billion)

energy consumption

 total energy consumption (tJ)

 total electricity saved (mwh)

  new renewable energy Generation Facilities (mwh)

 intensity (tJ/Krw billion)

water consumption

 Annual water consumption (m3)

 intensity (m3/Krw billion)

waste and recycling

 total waste (ton)

 intensity (ton/Krw billion)

resources

 rate of new electronic Bill subscribers (%)

 device retrieval rate (%)

 mobile card issuance (case)

social GHG reduction

 Annual social GHG redcution(tcO2e million)

Biodiversity

 Base stations within protected Areas (number)

 relay stations within protected Areas (number)

environmental investment and cost

 total (excl. Green purchase) (Krw million)

 Green purchase cost (Krw million)

electromagnetic Fields

        number of measurements conducted at Base stations

2013

205

346

346

740

-

2014

291

712

712

890

40,755

2015

325

706

706 

1,030

67,529

social & network capital

natural capital
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*26 business sites: t-tower, namsan, Guro, Jangan, 
seoul national University, Fmi, Yongin, Boramae, 
seongsu, suyu, incheon, Bundang, dunsan (Old & 
new), Busan, cheongju, wonju, taepyeong, Bolli, 
sincheon, Buam, data center, Anrak, wusan, song-
jeong, Jeonju, Jeju

section 1. Human capital

1.1  total employment
the total number of employees includes those who are 
permanent employees, who have signed employment 
contracts directly with sK telecom, and temporary 
(contract-based) employees, and this figure does not 
include the employees and executives of its subsidiar-
ies. the total number of employees was 4,046 as of the 
end of 2015. in 2015, the company supported the vol-
untary retirement of some of the employees that con-
tributed to the company’s growth and development in 
accordance with their personal wishes, and the size of 
the workforce was reduced by 4.8%. 

the percentage of female employees decreased by 
0.5%p compared to last year to 13.4%, and a similar per-
centage is being maintained. in terms of age group, the 
percentage of employees in their 20s to 30s increased 
3.5% to 40.3% compared to 36.8% last year, recovering 
the 2013 level of 40%.

the total number of overseas personnel including ex-
patriate employees and local employees is 79, a level 
that is not high compared to the total workforce. the 
percentage of local managers at overseas business lo-
cations is 33.3%, and after rising above 30% in 2014, the 
increasing trend is being sustained.

the company plans to continue recruiting the neces-
sary personnel for sK telecom’s successful evolution as 
a platform company. while maintaining the appropri-
ate staffing level necessary for business development, 
the company plans to secure diversity in employment 
and develop a competitive human capital structure. 

expatriates employees

local employees

total number of Overseas 

employees

total number of managers 

Overseas

total number of local managers

percentage of local managers (%)

2013

31

72

103

28 

5

17.9

2014

26

73

99

19 

6

31.6

2015

20

59

79

15 

5

33.3

Overseas employment
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employment 

type

Gender

Age

total number 

of employees

permanent

temporary

male

Female

20s

30s

40s

50s and older

2013

4,081

122

3,616

587

328

1,340

2,372

163

4,203

2014

4,147

106

3,662

591

290

1,277

2,450

236

4,253

2015

3,925

121

3,504

542

326

1,304

2,229

187

4,046

total number of employment

special employment and

minority

2013

14
6

45

2014

55

15
5

2015

54

13
2

disabled veterans

total number of employees

2013 2014 2015

4,
20

3 4,
25

3

4,
04

6
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Gender

Age

total number 
of employees

male
Female
20s
30s
40s
50s and older

2013
317
101
189
161
64

4
418

2014
302

94
220

97
66
13

396

2015
421
142
296
187

72
8

563

new employees

Gender

Age

involuntary turnover 
(dismissal) 
total number of 
employees

male
Female
20s
30s
40s
50s and older

2013
141

97
116
57
52
13

6

238

2014
181

84
157

62
37

9
2

265

2015
467
213
180
121
230
149

1

681

turnover

1.3. maternity and parental leave
the number of individuals using maternity and pa-
ternal leave, which are among the key indicators 
related to women’s access to work, has been ris-
ing trend. the number of individuals using pater-
nal leave is 48 people, a large increase compared 
to the 26 people two years ago, and the rate of 
male emplyees using paternal leave is at 10%. due 
to voluntary retirements, the rate of turnover after 
returning from paternal leave temporarily increased 
in 2015, but sK telecom is continuously implement-
ing supportive maternity and childcare policies to 
reduce employees’ maternity and childcare bur-
dens. Along with maternity support systems such as 
lounges for women, nursing rooms, congratulatory 
allowances for childbirth, maternity leave systems 
and the removal of disadvantages in evaluations of 
individuals who used maternity and paternal leave, 
the company is implementing a variety of childcare 
support programs as part of supporting the raising 
and educating of employees’ children. these pro-
grams include financial assistance for personal de-
velopment, scholarships for children, operation of 

1.2. recruitment and turnover 
the total number of new employees was 563, an in-
crease of 42.2% compared to last year. in particular, 
regarding employment, a national priority, policies to 
expand diversity were considered, and the percent-
age of female employees among the new employees 
was expanded to 25.2%. the number of employees in 
their 20s who were hired, in contribution to solving 
the youth unemployment problem, was 296 (a 34.5% 
increase compared to last year), with the company 
achieving a continuous trend in increasing youth em-
ployment over the past 3 years. in terms of turnover, a 
temporary rise in turnover occurred in 2015 following 
voluntary retirements and the transfer of work tosub-
sidiaries and investment companies. 

employees on maternity leave (m)

employees on maternity leave (F)

rate of return (%)

employees on parental leave (m)

employees on parental leave (F)

rate of return (%)

rate of retirement within 12 

months after return (%)

2013

138

38

100

3

23

96

6

2014

126

35

100

5

35

98

4

2015

133

37

100

5

43

79

31

maternity leave and paternal leave

*due to changes in the criteria for calculating maternity and paternal leaves 
and a discovery of a data error in in last year’s report, this report reflects the 
amended information.

number of individuals who took paternal leavepaternal

leave

2013 2014 2015

12%
13%

48

40

26

percentage of men

10%

41
8

39
6

56
3

total new employees

2013 2014 2015

42.1% increase (YOY)

*due to changes in the internal criteria for calculating special employment 
of handicapped individuals, this report reflects the amended information. 
(2014: calculated 2 severely handicapped individuals according to national 
reporting recommendation criteria; 2015: calculated according to simply the 
number of people)
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an in-house daycare center, flexible time system and 
camps for children. maternity leaves are paid (for up 
to 90 days), and five days of paid leave are given to 
male employees upon childbirth. the option to take 
parental leave is available for both the female and 
male employees for a maximum of 1 year per child. 

1.4. Human capital improvement
through a strategy of attracting and fostering talent 
that focuses on the results of investing in those indi-
viduals, sK telecom is improving its human capital and 
building up its future growth drivers. in 2015, the total 
number of training hours invested per employee was 
82 hours, and the training expense per employee was 
Krw 2.84 million. the average annual training hours 
per employee decreased by 9 hours, with 2013 levels 
being maintained. the training expense per person 
decreased by 18%, but this was a result of improving 
training results and efficiency by using more in-house 
instructors and deepening the training’s connection 
with actual work.

As one of the central results of 2015, the team lead-
ers’ ability to execute changes and leadership ca-
pacity were strengthened in order to support the 
value creation of the organizational units. in addi-
tion, in order to improve the skills of the team lead-
ers who will advance the company’s future growth, 
education was newly implemented and the key tal-
ents who are candidates for future leadership candi-
dates were fostered in a consistent and systematic 
manner.

sK telecom seeks to both enhance its employees’ 
skills and the competitiveness of the mnO business 
by focusing on the essentials. the company also 
aims to help employees become market leaders so 
that they are able to respond with promptness and 
accuracy. Based on this, the mnO area has inten-
sively fostered skills by organization and improved 
the training system by department. the training sys-
tem was also built and implemented to allow growth 
areas to help employees gain the skills that are also 
required by the company in advance. in addition, 
the company is encouraging employees’ voluntary  
participation in training through the  the indepen-
dent development plans (idp).

Average Annual training 

Hours per employee (hours)

training expense per 

empoyee (Krw million)

2013

83.7

3.38

2014

91

3.46

 

2015

82

2.84

status of employee training

n terms of training on employee values, the com-
pany is helping employees to internalize sK values 
and carry out necessary changes. Furthermore, 
programs to energize new employees (entry-level 
and recruited managers) and help them to settle 
in promptly as well as organizational revitalization 
programs to improve team vitality were implement-
ed. during the first half of the year, change practice 
workshops were held and in the second half of the 
year, a total of 109 teams participated in organiza-
tional revitalization program workshops.

in order to measure the level of improvement of human 
capital from the rOi perspective, sK telecom is using 
Hr evA as a ratio. the training expense rOi is displayed 
as the economic value Added (evA) according to in-
herent operating activity compared to the main Hr 
capital inputs such as employees’ salary, benefits and 
training expense. in this category, the Hr evA is the 
cost calculated by subtracting the capital costs from 
the after-tax operating profit and divided into the em-
ployee expenses. in 2015, the Hr evA ratio was 75.10 
and it increased by about 28.5% compared to last year. 
whereas the increased amount of evA was maintained 
at the same level as last year, following efforts focused 
on developing key skills including the use of in-house 
instructors and skills training by each organization’s 
needs, the main cause of the increase in Hr evA was 
the increased effectiveness of the training investment. 

through employee performance evaluations based 
on regular performance management, sK telecom 
provides support so that organizational results can 
be achieved and employees’ skills can be improved. 
in 2016, the system has been improved to enable the 
improvement of the performance and compensation 
systems at the companywide level and to carry out 
optimized performance evaluations by area. in partic-
ular, besides profit sharing in the area of incentives, the 

2014

96

2015

96rate of performance evalu-

ations conducted (%)

2013

96

rate of conducting performance evaluations

sK telecom carried out disaster and emergency re-
sponse training such as regular fire drills, cpr, fire ex-
tinguisher and gas mask usage practices and is main-
taining a low accident rate. in 2014 as well as 2015, there 
were no cases of occupational accidents.

number of employees eligible for 

labor Union membership (person)

labor Union members (person)

labor Union membership rate (%)

2013

2,513

2,118

84.2

2014

2,497

2,082

83.4

2015

2,316

1,968

85.0

labor Union membership

number of Occupational Accidents 

(person)

Occupational Accident rate (%)

2013

1

0.02

2014

0

0

2015

0

0

Occupational Accidents

2015

8,629

2.133

0.0284

75.10

economic value Added 

(evA) (Krw 100 million)

evA per person  

(Krw 100 million / person)

training expense per  

person (Krw 100 million)

Hr evA (ratio)

2013

8,544

2.033

0.0338

60.14

2014

8,601

2.022

0.0346

58.43

Hr evA

* Hr evA = Financial capital Gain / Human capital input

Hr evA

2013 2014 2015

60.14 58.43 75.10

0.
02

840.
03

46

0.
03

38

Hr evA training expense per person 
(Krw 100 million)

appropriate performance systems are applied in the ar-
eas such as long-term incentives, target incentives and 
betting, and they are differentiated and adopted by 
area. the company keeps annual performance evalu-
ation results in order to add points toward promotion 
and reflect them in incentives in the long-term

1.5. labor practices, safety and welfare
sK telecom actively protects employees’ freedom of 
association based on ilO convention 87 and 98 as well 
as Korean labor laws. in accordance with freedom of 
association, sK telecom’s employees have voluntari-
ly formed a labor union and join the labor union ac-
cording to each individual’s free will. the labor union 

md&A ON NON-fiNANciAL STATEmENTS md&A ON NON-fiNANciAL STATEmENTS

membership rate is the ratio of current members of the 
labor union to total number of members eligible for 
membership.
For the purpose of desirable labor-management rela-
tions, sK telecom is making efforts to promote a mutu-
ally beneficial labor-management culture and improve 
employees’ working conditions. to this end, it resolved 
the regular wage issue, introduced the wage peak sys-
tem, reached an agreement to extend the retirement 
age in 2014, and introduced the pension support sys-
tem in 2015. to prepare for international labor conven-
tions, sK telecom is continuously monitoring domestic 
business sites’ business areas to check if there are any 
in which potential human rights risks exist, and up to 
the present, none have been found to have human 
rights-related risks at a level that require special atten-
tion.
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total subscribers (in thousands)

lte subscribers (in thousands)

lte subscribers rate (%)

2013

25,130

13,490

53.7

2014

28,610

16,740

58.5%

2015

28,626

18,980

66.3%

Access to service 

total rate reduction for disad-
vantaged Groups
rate reduction for disadvan-
taged Groups – disabled 
rate reduction for disadvan-
taged Groups – low-income 
rate reduction for disadvan-
taged Groups – veterans
rate reduction for disadvan-
taged Groups – miscellaneous

2013
211,617

138,443

62,891

10,105

178

2014
196,806

128,422

58,299

9,931

154

2015
188,453

122,462

56,058

9,800

133

strategy for Affordability

section 2. social capital

2.1 Access to service
sK telecom’s expansion of service accessibility lays 
the groundwork for providing even more convenient 
mobile telecommunications services by securing and 
maintaining the absolute number of subscribers and 
expanding telecommunications devices. it consists of 
promoting digital inclusion for disadvantaged groups 
including low-income individuals and senior citizens. 
digital inclusion efforts can potentially lead to the 
growth of the subscriber base and average revenue 
per user (ArpU). this may not only have a positive im-
pact on sK telecom’s future revenue, but from a social 
standpoint, it improves the quality of individual lives.
  
the rate of lte subscribers is an indicator for mobile 
internet access. in 2015, the ratio of sK telecom’s lte 
subscribers was recorded as 66.3%, a 7.8%p increase 
compared to 58.5% last year. As sK telecom continues 
to improve access to service by expanding the use of 
wearable and 2nd devices, the company anticipates  
that access to service will continue to grow in the future 
as well. At the end of 2015, the expansion of service ac-
cessibility on the basis of diverse devices achieved 3.21 
billion t outdoor subscribers, 2.04 billion t Kids sub-
scribers, 70,000 t pocket-Fi subscribers and 4,000 t pet 
subscribers. sK telecom achieved a 86% share (accord-
ing to the ministry of science, ict and Future planning) 
of the wearables market by the end of 2015.

in the interest of digital inclusion, sK telecom continues 
to increase access to service by offering rate reductions 

to improve access to service through education, pro-
grams to resolve the digital divide for disadvantaged 
groups, such as mobile phone education for senior cit-
izens, mobile phone usage education for north Korean 
defectors and multicultural families as well as it chal-
lenge contests for disabled youth are being carried out, 
and the number of participants increased 3.8% to 1,404 
people compared to last year.

for disadvantaged groups. in 2015, the total amount of 
rate reductions for disabled and low-income individu-
als was Krw 188,453 million, a 4.2% decrease from last 
year. reasons such as the departure of target subscrib-
ers are considered the cause of the decrease and the 
level of the total rate reduction is being maintained.

53.7%

58.5%

66.3%

rate of lte subscribers

2013 2014 2015

in 2015, to provide standard telecommunications 
services to low-income individuals and residents of 
sparsely populated areas, universal loss of services 
compensation was 18.1 billion won, a 1.1% increase 
from last year. to expand service accessibility, new 
base stations are being installed in places such as 
remote mountainous areas, hiking trails and island ar-
eas, and in 2015, the company increased the number 
of base stations in remote mountainous regions by 
about 3.3 times compared to last year. in 2015, 5,182 
base stations were installed in remote mountainous 
regions, 75 in hiking trails and 392 in island areas.

Universal loss of  service compen-

sation (Krw billion)

2013

16.9

2014

17.9

2015

18.1

strategy for remote Area

2.2 network Quality and risk management
to telecommunications companies, network infra-
structure failures may become business continuity 
risks, and if failures continue to occur, they may even 
cause a temporary collapse of economic and social 
systems. providing a high-quality network is sK tele-
com’s fundmental asset in terms of its core compet-
itiveness.

in 2015, the company’s annual wireless telecommunica-
tions wireless network capacity was 36.16 million lines 
and the total number of subscribers was 28.62 million, 
so it has 126% of retention capacity. 

the data traffic processed annually increased at a high 
level, with increases of 63.8% in 2014 and 41.6% in 
2015 compared to the previous year, and this trend is 
expected to continue in the long-term. minimizing the 
service failure rate while appropriately assimilating the 
increased data traffic at a high level and maintaining 
quality, is a major challenge for those in the telecom-

wireless network capacity  

(wireless lines in thousands)

Annual data traffic processed (GB)

2013

35,980

335,885

2014

33,120

550,329

2015

36,160

779,201

wireless network capacity and data traff ic 

processed Annually

(Unit: GB)Annual data traff ic processed

2013 2014 2015

35
5,

88
5 55

0,
32

9 77
9,

20
1

munications industry including sK telecom. in 2015, in 
order to prevent service failures, sK telecom focused 
on three areas including investment in data equipment 
expansion, development of preventative solutions and 
strengthening of response capability, thereby mitigat-
ing risk. in addition, the operational organization that 
had been dispersed to each region was reorganized 
into a focused operational system and by strengthen-
ing the cooperative system, the response capability to-
wards failures has greatly improved. 

efforts to strengthen the network infrastructure base 
through r&d have continued. with a focus on pre-
emptively securing the network’s primary compet-
itive differentiation technology and finding technol-
ogy-based future growth drivers, investment was 
expanded in evolving technology areas such as stor-
age, big data, artificial intelligence, quantum, video 
cloud, iot, lte-A and 5G, and a base was created for 
new growth businesses. 

due to the promotion of lte enhancement, strength-
ening it infrastructure and next-generation infrastruc-
ture evolution, as well as investment in new technol-
ogy development in growth businesses such as flash 
storage and big data, r&d investment expenditures 
increased 17% since 2014 to Krw 641 billion. the per-
centage of r&d investment out of the total cApex is 

number of network Failure cases

2013

1

2014

1

2015

1

network Failures

* According to the number of large-scale failures submitted to the ministry of 
science, ict and Future planning

total number of participants in the 
ict education program
smartphone Usage education for 
multicultural Families (person)
smartphone Usage education for 
sinior citizens (person)
mobile phone Usage education for 
north Korean defectors (person)
it challenge (person)

2013
1,121

47

905

48

121

2014
1,353

169

1,020

32

132

2015
1,404

334

906

50

114

Access through education

total participants in the ict education

program

2013 2014 2015

1,
12

1

1,
35

3

1,
40

4

md&A ON NON-fiNANciAL STATEmENTS md&A ON NON-fiNANciAL STATEmENTS

(Unit: Krw million)
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system customer information 

leakages 

2013

0

2014

0

2015

0

customer information leakage

2.3 data privacy
sK telecom recognizes customer information pro-
tection as a key management issue and is paying 
special attention and care to indentify and remove 
potencial risks in advance, strenthen and give train-
ing regarding information protection systems, and 
enhance inspections of stores and subsidiaries. As 
a result of making efforts to maintain a high level of 
customer information protection, there was not a sin-
gle case of customer information leakage from event 
such as hacking at sK telecom since 2012.

rate of micropayment Fraud voc

2013

0.12

2014

0.10

2015

0.03

customer safety indicator (Unit: %)

tion leakage annually. 224 audits (100%) of informa-
tion protection based on products/services have been 
implemented. From 2015 and into 2016, the company 
plans to perform customer information protection as-
sessments and audits across 100% of the distribution 
network and products/services.

2.4 mutual Growth with partners
sK telecom is contributing to the growth of a 
healthy invigorated ict industry by establishing 
mutual growth partnerships. in 2015, sK telecom 

type

Adjustment of 

unit cost

support for part-

ners to generate 

increased revenue

Funding 

(financing)

improvement of 

payment method 

and date

technical support 

and protection

education/training 

and Hr/recruit-

ment support 

Other support

Other voluntary 

practices

execution

increased the unit cost upon being requested (due to changes in prices of raw materials and other 

costs)

- 100% reflection of the requests

scale of transactions with partners increased by 1.6%

- supported revenue increase in 250 cases (exhibition support and pioneering of sales channels)

directly invested in private-government technology r&d program, operated a network loan system, and 

created a mutual Growth fund of Krw 167.5 billion

-  more than Krw 3.7 bil. invested into the private-government technology r&d program and a deposit of 

Krw 78.1 bil. in the mutual Growth fund (increase of Krw 100 mil. compared to the previous year), etc.

100% cash payments and payments are made within 10 days

-  100% cash payment policy (continuous) and payment date is within 10 days of delivery (sme payment 

priority program)

Active implementation of technical support and protection

-  technology transfers, joint r&d, open collaboration, infrastructure support, creative economy innovation 

center, technical data loans, patent application and registration assistance, etc.

A total of 10,000 entrusted people for education and training

-  training at the sK win-win Growth Academy, seminars and mBA courses for partner companies’ ceOs, 

differentiated class-based training, dispatch of specialists, and support recruitment of specialized high 

school graduates, etc.

Kpi allocated to organization specializing in mutual Growth, entrusted information notification system, 

continuous ethical management activities, autonomous fair trade compliance program, etc.

direct/indirect support related to management of partners

-  support the welfare of partners, private contracts with excellent partners, management consulting, green 

purchases, etc.

Achievement rate

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

 

100%

100%

major performances of the mutual Growth Agreements in 2015

strengthened its outreach efforts to smes by being 
the first company to conclude an agreement with 
KOtrA to create ‘Global Branch support,’ which al-
lows KOtrA’s trade centers to be utilized as over-
seas branches. sK telecom has also partnered with 
the center for creative economy and innovation 
(ccei) to assist smes in various Fair trade commis-
sion (Ftc) practices (contract conclusion, partner 
selection and management, internal review board 
establishment and management and written records 
issuance and retention) by providing smes with 
funds, increasing their revenue potential, as well as 
offering technical, educational and Hr support. 
 
sK telecom has been commended for its commitment 
to mutual growth with its partners, obtaining the top 
execellence grade in the win-win index Assessment 
(mutual growth agreement by the Korean commission 
for corporate partnership) for three consecutive years, 
and was selected as a top honors company. 

32.4%. in particular, 7.2% of the r&d expenses, Krw 
46 billion, was invested in building next-generation it 
infrastructure.

the dispersed r&d organization was integrated into 
a technology institute, synergy between diverse r&d 
areas was created and technology-based growth was  
accelerated. in 2015, the scale of the r&d personnel 
increased by 1% compared to last year and there are 
now a total of 1,165 individuals.

total r&d expenditure  

(Krw billion)

r&d personnel (person)

2013

435

1,094

2014

526

1,153

2015

614

1,165

r&d investment

cApex  

(sK telecom non-consolidated)

2013

2,316

2014

2,145

2015

1,895

cApex

(Unit: Krw billion) total r&d expenditure

2013 2014 2015

43
5 52

6 61
4

number of store Assessments on customer 

information protection in distribution network 

rate of Assessments conducted Among total 

stores (%)

number of Audits on products/services  

information protection management  

rate of Audits conducted Among total  

products/servieces (%)

2014

1,800

41.9

 -

- 

2015

4,700

100

224

100 

distribution network customer information protection 

the rate of micropayment fraud voc, which is an in-
dicator of customer safety, is the ratio of the number 
of micropayment fraud complaint voc to the number 
of received consultations. this indicator has been 
managed since 2013, and it is maintained at a low 
rate of less than 1%. in particular, in order to provide a 
safe communications environment for customers, the 
company is continuously strengthening customer safe-
ty services centered on four goals including preventing 
bill shock, personal information protection, children’s 
safety as well as eradicating illegal fraudulent messag-
es like spamming and phishing. Accordingly, the rate 
of it was markedly reduced and recorded at 0.03% in 
2015,  a 70% decrease since last year. 

sK telecom implemented personal information pro-
tection assessments of approximately 4,700 stores 
(100% compliance) in the marketing and solutions ar-
eas and remotely implemented regular assessments 
of 20,000 distribution network pcs related to informa-

md&A ON NON-fiNANciAL STATEmENTS md&A ON NON-fiNANciAL STATEmENTS

(Unit: Krw billion) 
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2.5 sustainability of supply chain
sK telecom defines the main risks that occur in the 
supply chain perspective and reflects this in the 
supply chain responsibility assurance process. the 
risk factors identified are formalized in the official 
‘supply chain csr Guidelines’ and ‘Fair trade/trans-
parent transactions csr practice Agreement’ and 
partners are notified. while sK telecom requires 
compliance with these principles in the contract 
process, through a long-term monitoring process, it 
takes diverse measures such as requiring corrective 
measures and terminating business relationships. 

please refer to pp.121-125 for sK telecom’s supply 
chain principles and information related to respon-
sibility assurance contained in the supply chain 
report. 

in 2015, of the 2,346 partner companies registered 
1,270 companies (54.1%) were subject to a written audit 
with 212 companies (9.5%) subject to an onsite audit. 
Furthermore, in 2015, additional 100 partners that were 
candidates for mutual growth cooperation participated 
in a third-party external review conducted by the Kore-
an commission on cooperative partnership. 

2.6 community investment
sK telecom’s community investment strategy prior-
itizes 1) creating ict-based sharing value, 2) pro-
viding technology-based platforms for communities, 
and 3) minimizing the digital divide.

sK telecom creates ict-based sharing value through 
the center for creative economy and innovation and 
fostering of ict social business and startups in the BrA-
vO! restart program, through wich the company sup-
ported 34 startups to date (an increase of 11 startups 
since last year).

in order to serve communities by creating technol-
ogy-based platforms, a public interest platform was 
built with mobile technology and a mobile donation 

program was operated starting in 2004, providing us-
ers with an easy way to donate and is helping to spread 
the donation and sharing culture. the donation plat-
form ‘GiveU’ and volunteer matching platform ‘withU’ 
programs are being developed and operated and by 
the end of 2015, a cumulative Krw 1.03 billion was col-
lected and a cumulative 67,529 cases of registered work 
were recorded, an increase of 15.7% and 65.6% respec-
tively since last year.

in terms of digital inclusion, the company is involved 
in investment activities to increase access to service for 
individuals vulnerable to the information divide such 
as the disabled and senor citizens. please refer to the 
2.1 Access to service category for detailed information 
on performance.

Organization

Korea differently Abled Federation

Korea Blind Union

KJchoi Foundation

sK Happiness

sesnet

Busrugy: leftover love sharing community

Korea Association of senior welfare centers

motion and sound 4 All

Korea Handball Federation

Un Global compact

Korea institute of startup & entrepreneurship development

Korean Federation of science and technology societies 

Korea Fencing Federation 

smile microcredit Bank

Korean e-sports Association

international e-sports Federation

Barun ict research center

program

Hosted the disabled Youth it challenge

Operated audio book application “Happy library”, an app for the visually impaired

scholarships for college/univ. students from low-income families

provided meals (Happy dosirak) for malnourished children during school vacations, invigorate 

the social company ecosystem and foster social entrepreneurs

Operation of a pro bono volunteer team and management system

support for english learning at regional children’s centers (challenge! english Up!)

Guide senior citizens on how to use a mobile phone

cultural art education for developmentally disabled youth

support the reinforcement of trainer and athlete competency and provided training for the 

Olympic Games

UnGc leAd annual membership fee payment and assistance in the Global csr conference

promoting sK youth businesses

science and technology silvertown construction business

support the reinforcement of trainer and athlete competency and provided training for the 

Olympic Games

support the business operation of the sK smile microcredit Bank

support the Korean e-sports Association

support the international e-sports Federation

support research related to the building of a healthy ict culture

cumulative donations collected on Give U (Krw million)
cumulative volunteer cases registered on with U

2013
740

-

2014
890

40,755

2015
1,030

67,529

donation platform status

list of main Beneficiaries of sK telecom

*subsidiaries and affiliated companies are not included in this list of the main beneficiaries of sK telecom.

md&A ON NON-fiNANciAL STATEmENTS md&A ON NON-fiNANciAL STATEmENTS

total number of registered partners
number of partners surveyed in 
writing (Audit)
number of partners surveyed On-site 
(Audit) 

number of partners surveyed by 3rd 
parties 

Average number of days to pay 
sub-suppliers
number of suppliers that improved the 
management environment through 
mutual Growth partnerships

notes

*  includes separate discussions 

with construction/equipment 

partners and 1-on-1 meetings 

* partner experience survey 
conducted by the Korean com-
mission for corporate partnership

notes
 

 
 

2013
1,496
974 

162 
 

- 
 

2013
8.7 

201 
 

2014
1,510
815 

205 
 

- 
 

2014
7.1 

291 
 

2015
2,346
1,270 

212 
 

100 
 

2015
8.7 

323 
 

2016 target
2,567

more than 1,200 

250 
 

100 
 

2016 target
8.7 

204 
 

supply chain risk Assessment (Audit)

supply chain esG performance management indicators

suppliers who received corrective 
measures
Banned temporarily 
Banned permanently

notes
reviewed by the procurement review com-
mittee 
2 year suspension
permanent suspension 

2013
2 

1
1

2014
2 

1
1

2015
2 

0
2

risk-related corrective measures for partners 

total number of newly registered 
partners
number of Human rights·environment 
· ethics · social Assessments
rate of Advance Assessments

notes
 

* service/construction/equip-
ment/Goods partners

 

2013
346 

346 

100%

2014
712 

712 

100%

2015
706 

706 

100%

2016 target
710 

710 

100%

supply chain risk Assessment (screening) (Unit: company)

(Unit: company)
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section 3. natural capital

3.1 Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions
GHG emissions are estimated based on sK telecom’s 
26 company buildings including data centers and the 
guidelines on preparing and managing the state-
ments for the emissions trading system. the scope 
of this estimation includes emissions from all of the 
network facilities (base stations and equipment), but 
it does not include emissions from subsidiaries and 
supply chains. Greenhouse gas intensity, on the oth-
er hand, is calculated by dividing the total emissions 
of greenhouse gas by sK telecom’s parent-only reve-
nues (data coverage).

in 2015, total GHG emissions of sK telecom were 
686,000 tons, a 7.6% decrease from the previous year, 
due to diverse GHG emissions reduction activities. the 
main cause of the decrease in GHG emissions, in the 
case of networks, was the integration of equipment 
such as base stations and replacement of worn-out air 
conditioners, and in company buildings, it was due to 
the energy reduction efforts including the adjustment 
of air-conditioning and heating. in the future, there are 
plans to discover and implement independent reduc-
tion activities such as the use of high-efficiency relay 
stations and iintegrating the management of base sta-
tions. in addition, by securing carbon offsets through 
cooperation with partners and smes, sK telecom will 
actively participate in the emissions trading scheme 
and achieve its targets. sK telecom plans to achieve a 
2% annual average reduction in GHG emissions com-
pared to the current intensity and achieve 52.32tcO2e 
per Krw billion in revenue by 2020.

3.2 energy consumption
sK telecom’s energy consumption is managed in 
compliance with guidelines on preparing and man-
aging the statements for the emissions trading sys-
tem, and the numerical figures are aggregated by 
entering billing invoices from energy suppliers into 
the system. the intensity of energy consumption is 
calculated by dividing the total energy consumption 
by sK telecom’s parent-only revenues (data cov-
erage). regarding energy reduction results due to 
the use of natural air-conditioning and renewable 
energy development, the estimated value measured 
data from the previous year (2012~2013) has been 
equally applied to 2015.

total energy consumption in 2015 was 14,081 tJ, was a 
7.7% decrease from the previous year, and the target of 
consuming less than 15,318 tJ was achieved. the use of 
energy sources for the heating and cooling systems of 
company buildings was reduced and energy consump-
tion was further reduced through the integration of 
network equipment such as relay stations and base sta-
tions as well as the replacement of worn-out air condi-
tioners. For sK telecom, indirect energy consumption 
resulting from the use of electricity accounts for 99.1% 
of the total consumption. Accordingly, sK telecom is 
endeavoring to achieve improved energy efficiency by 
managing company buildings with a focus on replac-
ing low-efficiency and old equipment and generating 
electricity through renewable energy facilities. sK tele-
com plans to achieve a 2% annual average energy re-
duction compared to the current intensity and achieve 
1.17 tJ per Krw billion in revenue by 2020.

direct emissions

 stationary combustion

 mobile combustion

indirect emissions

 electricity

 steam

total emissions

intensity (tcO2e/Krw billion)

2013

7,375

5,236

2,139

700,588

700,484

104

707,963

55.05

2014

7,124

4,877

2,248

735,750

735,664

86

742,859

57.08

2015

8,447

5,666

2,781

677,687

677,585

102

686,118

54.64

Greenhouse Gas emissions

total emissions (tcO2e)

intensity (tcO2e/Krw billion)

55.05
57.08

54.64

Greenhouse Gas emissions

2013 2014 2015

70
7,

96
3

74
2,

85
9

68
6,

11
8

3.3 water consumption
water consumption is estimated based on sK tele-
com’s 26 company buildings, according to invoices 
for water usage, and does not include consumption by 
subsidiaries and supply chains. the intensity of water 
consumption is calculated by dividing the total water 
consumption by sK telecom’s parent-only revenues 
(data coverage).

Following business expansion, there was an increase in 
drinking water consumption, including from trainees 
and customer center employees, and also following the 
increase of the air-conditioning cooling load from the 
rise in telecommunications use, there was an increase 
in cooling tower supplementary water, and therefore 
water consumption in 2015 was 757,658m3, a 8.9% in-
crease from the previous year. 

3.4 waste and recycling
waste discharge volume is estimated based on sK 
telecom’s 26 company buildings, and does not in-
clude consumption by subsidiaries and supply chains. 
the intensity of waste discharge is calculated by divid-
ing the total waste discharge volume by sK telecom’s 
parent-only revenues (data coverage). As of 2013, 
waste production is classified into domestic, food, 
large-size, recyclable and designated wastes.

in 2015, the waste discharge volume was recorded at 
1,763 tons, a 9.4% increase compared to the previous 
year. large-scale and domestic waste increased due to 
office and warehouse organization, and in the case of 
food waste, due to an increase in drinking water con-
sumption and in-house dining at some company build-
ings, the amount of waste increased.

direct consumption (tJ)

natural gas (nm3)

diesel (liter)

Kerosene (liter)

indirect consumption (tJ)

electricity (mwh)

steam consumption (GJ)

total energy consumption (tJ)

Building management (mh)

natural Air-conditioning 

system (mwh)

total power consumption 

reduction (mwh)

new renewable energy Gen-

eration Facilities (mwh)

intensity (tJ/Krw billion)

2013

163

1,610,880

116,984

509,323

14,426

1,502,377

3,318

14,589

3,901

39,857

46,487

2,729

1.13

2014

121

1,561,961

66,000

439,182

15,150

1,577,830

3,192

15,254

3,143

39,857

45,729

2,729

1.17

2015

146

1,912,250

279,084

495,790

13,954

1,453,265

2,692

14,081

2,145

39,857

44,731

2,729

1.12

energy consumption

waterworks Usage

Groundwater Usage

Annual water consumption

intensity (m3/Krw billion)

2013

623,429

59,908

683,387

53.14

2014

632,304

63,421

695,725

53.46

2015

687,087

70,571

757,658

60.34

water consumption (Unit: m3)

14
,5

89

15
,2

54

14
,0

81

1.13 1.17
1.12

energy 

consumption

2013 2014 2015

68
3,

38
7

69
5,

72
5

75
7,

65
8

53.14 53.46

60.34

Annual water consumption (m3)
intensity(m3/Krw billion)

water consumption

2013 2014 2015

total energy 
consumption (tJ)

intensity(tJ/Krw billion)

md&A ON NON-fiNANciAL STATEmENTS md&A ON NON-fiNANciAL STATEmENTS
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domestic waste

large-sized waste

recyclable waste (B)

Food waste

designated waste

total waste (A)

recycling rate (B/A) (%)

intensity (ton / Krw billion)

2013

556

85

583

373

29

1,646

36

0.126

2014

685

79

548

416

33

1,763

31

0.135

2015

648

91

666

505

18

1,928

35

0.154

waste volume (Unit: ton)

(Unit: ton)

SK TELEcOm

ANNUAL REPORT 2015

1,
64

6

1,
76

3 1,
92

8

36 31

35

waste volume and rate of recycling

2013 2014 2015

the device retrieval rate was calculated by dividing the 
number of devices sold by the total annual devices re-
trieved. in 2015, the device retrieval rate was 4%, a re-
duction of 0.9%p compared to 2014. the main reason 
for the decrease was that the operation of sK telecom’s 
discarded phone recycling business was turned over 
from ‘Happy eco-phone’ to the sK Group.

devices sold (in thousands)

devices retrieved (in thousands)

device retrieval rate (%)

2013

9,838

785

8.0

2014

8,133

370

4.5

2015

9,063

326

3.6

device retrieval rate

total electronic Bill subscribers 

(in thousands)

rate of subscription (%)

2013

17,861

69.4

2014

19,604

77.0

2015

21,328

83.9

electronic Billing service subscription trend
3.7 environmental investment and cost 
the environmental investment and cost is estimated 
on sK telecom’s parent-only basis. Green purchase 
cost refers to the cost of purchasing products with an 
energy efficiency grade, high-efficiency energy certifi-
cation, high-quality recycled product certification, en-
vironmental mark certification, environmental product 
declaration, etc. 

in 2015, the total environmental cost, excluding green 
purchases, has increased. the main reasons for the 
higher environmental cost include increases in educa-
tion/training expenses, charges for facilities environ-
mental improvements such as company building and 
network equipment as well as expenses for responding 
climate change. due to the expansion of green certi-
fication centered on high-price equipment purchases, 
green purchases increased 12.1 times compared to last 
year.

waste disposal service 

education & training cost

miscellaneous

recycling service

external nature conservation 

cost

charges & taxes

energy saving and climate 

change response cost

total environmental Unit cost 

(excl. Green purchases)

2013

94

35

0

29

18

148

197

521

2014

101

13

0

24

7

123

207

475

2015

95

24

0

20

0

328

242

709

total environmental cost (excl. Green purchases)

* Beginning with this year’s report, following a change in the calculation of the 
environmental cost (including energy saving and climate change response), 
the data from the past year’s report has been correctly written together.

(Unit: Krw million)

number of measurements conducted at Base stations

3.8 electromagnetic Fields
in terms of electromagnetic fields, following the im-
plementation of mandatory electromagnetic fields 
measurements since June 2007 until the present, 
sK telecom has been fulfilling this regulation, and 
in 2015, a total of 37,504 cases of electromagnetic 
fields at wireless stations have been measured. the 
measurement results show that the actual measure-
ment of sK telecom’s wireless stations is less than 
merely 1/10 of the standard for human protection, 
and more than 99.9% of the measured wireless sta-
tions have received a judgment of a level one stan-
dard in the electromagnetic field rating system, and 
since the implementation of the system (since Aug. 
2014), almost all of the wireless stations have been 
recorded at the safest level, level one.

Along with this, sK telecom has been supporting the 
five-year research project on electromagnetic fields’ 
human impact conducted by the Korean institute of 
electromagnetic engineering and science since Au-
gust 2014. the project is currently in its second year 
and the company is bearing 50% of the Krw 1.5 
billion won total cost.

18
,9

28 30
,6

06

2013 2014 2015

37
,5

04

3.5 resources
the total number of electronic bill subscribers in-
cludes customers who receive their bills via smart 
phone, email or mms. the rate of new subscription 
indicates customers who subscribe to the electronic 
billing service.

since the introduction of the smart billing service 
in 2010, the number of subscribers to the electronic 
billing service has increased at a steady pace. By 
the end of 2015, the total number of electronic bill 
subscribers reached approximately 21.32 million, an 
8.8% increase from 2014. the electronic billing ser-
vice has the benefits of improved security of person-
al information and reduced usage of resources such 
as paper. For these reasons, the number of elec-
tronic bill subscribers has been steadily increasing 
over the years. the new electronic bill subscription 
rate has also been increasing continually and it was 
recorded at 83.9% in 2015, a 6.9p% increase com-
pared to last year.

total waste(A)recycling rate(B/A)

2013 2014 2015

1,
22

6

74
3

1,
46

0

1,
17

4 1,
49

2

1,
74

8

environmental volunteers environmental volunteers
environmental volunteer Hours
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3.7 social GHG reduction 
in terms of reducing social GHGs, sK telecom refers to 
using ict services to reduce the GHG emissions that re-
sult from daily life. sK telecom’s t map navigation ser-
vice contributes to the reduction of fuel use and GHG 
emissions by informing drivers of optimal routes that 
take into account the distance and real-time road con-
ditions between the user’s current location and des-
tination. the amount of social GHGs that sK telecom 
reduced in 2015 are estimated to be 1.31 million tons, 
and the company is setting mid-term goals for 1.60 in 
2016, 1.95 in 2017 and 2.40 in 2018. 

Annual social GHG reduction  

(tcO2e million) 

2013

-

2014

-

2015

1.31

social GHG reduction

(Unit: Krw million)

Green purchase cost

2013 2014 2015

6,
08

4

7,
36

8

89
,1

25

2015 2016 2017

1.
31 1.

60 1.
95

2018

2.
40

Annual social GHG reduction target
targets
performance

(Unit: tcO2e million)
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Other disclosures
sK telecom is committed to complying with regulations of the supervising agencies including the Fair trade 
commission (Ftc), Korea communications commission (Kcc) and ministry of science, ict and Future planning 
(msip), and undertakes management activities, while actively reflecting demands made by stakeholders and 
the government, which expect fair market competition. despite these efforts, however, sK telecom was sub-
ject to the following sanctions from Kcc in 2015, and corrective actions were taken accordingly.

list of sanctions and corrective measures

march 12, 2015

Fine of Krw 934 million and corrective action order in relation to the “case of correction in relation to the violation 

of the mobile device distribution improvement Act related to the ‘Used phone prior compensation system’ ”  by Kcc. 

paid the fine and reported the corrective measures to Kcc by April 2015

march 26, 2015

Fine of Krw 23.5 billion and corrective action order in relation to the “case of correction in relation to the violation 

of the mobile device distribution improvement Act” and a 7-day new subscription suspension by Kcc. paid the fine 

and reported the corrective measures to Kcc by may 2015. carried out the 7-day new subscription suspension in 

October 2015 (October 1st to 7th, for seven days)

may 28, 2015

Fine of Krw 350 million and corrective action order in relation to the “cases of correction in relation to acts reducing 

user benefits regarding false/exaggerated advertising of bundled products” by Kcc. paid the fine by August 2015. 

reported the result of the corrective measures to Kcc by October 2015

december 10, 2015

Fine of Krw 560 million and corrective action order in relation to the “cases of correction in relation to acts reducing 

user benefits regarding false/exaggerated advertising of bundled products” by Kcc. paid the fine and reported the 

corrective measures to Kcc by February 2016

date of sanction

sanctions and 

corrective measures

date of sanction

sanctions and 

corrective measures

date of sanction

sanctions and 

corrective measures

date of sanction

sanctions and 

corrective measures

independent auditors’ report

to the Board of directors and shareholders
sK telecom co., ltd.:

we have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statement of sK telecom co., ltd. and its subsid-
iaries (the “Group”). which comprise the consolidated statement of the financial position as at december 31, 
2015 and 2014, the consolidated statement of income, comprehensive income, changes in equity and cash 
flows for the years then ended, and note, comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other 
explanatory information.

management’s responsibility for the consolidated Financial statements
management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated financial state-
ments in accordance with Korean international Financial reporting standards, and for such internal control 
as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial statements that are 
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditors’ responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audits. 
we conducted our audit in accordance with Korean standards on Auditing. those standards require that we 
comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about 
whether the consolidated financial statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the con-
solidated financial statements. the procedures selected depend on our judgment, including the assessment of the 
risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. in making 
those risk assessments, we consider internal control in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in 
the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal 
control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness 
of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated 
financial statements.

we believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our 
opinion.
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third-party assurance statement

Opinion 
in our opinion, the consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated 
financial position of the Group as at december 31, 2015 and 2014 and of its consolidated financial perfor-
mance and its consolidated cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with Korean international 
Financial reporting standards.

Other matter
the procedures and practices utilized in the republic of Korea to audit such consolidated financial statements 
may differ from those generally accepted and applied in other countries.

Seoul ,  Korea    

februar y 23, 201 5

k pMG samjong account ing corp.

this report is effective as of February 23, 2016, the audit report date. certain subsequent events or circum-
stances, which may occur between the audit report date and the time of reading this report, could have a 
material impact on the accompanying consolidated financial statements and notes thereto. Accordingly, the 
readers of the audit report should understand that the above audit report has not been updated to reflect the 
impact of such subsequent events or circumstances, if any.

introduction
sK telecom inc. (hereinafter referred to as “sK telecom”)  commissioned dnv Gl Business Assurance Korea 
ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “dnv Gl”), part of  dnv Gl Group, to undertake independent assurance of the 
sustainability report 2015 (the “report”). 

the directors of sK telecom have sole responsibility for the preparation of the report. the responsibility of 
dnv Gl in performing the assurance work is to the management of sK telecom in accordance with the terms 
of reference. dnv Gl’s assurance engagements are based on the assumption that the data and information 
provided by the client to us as part of our review have been provided in good faith.

scope of Assurance
the scope of assurance included a review of sustainability activities and performance data over the reporting 
period 1st January to 31st december 2015. this included: 

·  evaluation of adherence to Accountability principles provided in AA1000 Accountability principles standard 
(Aps) 2008 with type 2, moderate level of assurance as stated in AA1000 Assurance standard (As) 2008.

·  verification of disclosures to check the report is prepared ‘in accordance’ with the Gri Guidelines G4 (com-
prehensive option) (Aggregated level of data from the period between January and december in 2015).

·  evaluation of the process for determining material aspects for reporting and the management approach to 
material issues and the process for generating, gathering and managing the quantitative and qualitative 
data in the report.

Basis of our opinion
we performed our work using AA1000As(2008) and dnv Gl’s assurance methodology verisustaintm , which 
is based on our professional experience, international assurance best practice. we applied the moderate 
level  of assurance  with type 2. the audit was carried out in may and June 2016. the site visits were made 
to sK telecom Head office in Korea.  we undertook the following activities as part of the assurance process:

·  challenged the sustainability-related statements and claims made in the report and assessed the robust-
ness of the underlying data management system, information flow and controls;

· interviewed representatives from the various departments;
·  conducted document reviews, data sampling and interrogation of supporting databases and associated 

reporting system and associated reporting systems as they relate to selected content and performance data;
· reviewed the outcomes of stakeholder consultation report and the materiality assessment report.
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limitations
the engagement excludes the sustainability management, performance and reporting practices of sK tele-
com’s subsidiaries, associated companies, suppliers, contractors and any third-parties mentioned in the 
report. dnv Gl did not interview external stakeholders as part of this Assurance engagement. economic 
performance based on the financial data is cross-checked with internal documents, the audited consolidated 
financial statements and the announcement disclosed at the website of Korea Financial supervisory service 
(http://dart.fss.or.kr) as well as sK telecom’s website (http://www.sktelecom.com). 

these documents, financial statements and the announcements are not included in this Assurance engage-
ment. limited depth of evidence gathering including inquiry and analytical procedures and limited sampling 
at lower levels in the organization were applied. the baseline data for environmental and social performance 
are not verified, while the aggregated data at the corporate level are used for the verification. dnv Gl ex-
pressly disclaims any liability or co-responsibility for any decision a person or an entity may make based on 
this Assurance statement.

Opinion and Observation
On the basis of the work undertaken, nothing comes to our attention to suggest that the report does not properly 
describe the adherence to the AA1000 AccountAbiltiy principles in AA1000Aps(2008) nor is prepared ‘in accordance’ 
with Gri G4 comprehensive option. Further opinions with regards to the adherence to the following principles, as 
set forth in the AA1000Aps(2008) are made below;

the Foundation principle of inclusivity
sK telecom has identified stakeholder groups such as customers, suppliers, employees, local communities 
· nGOs, shareholders and Governments. the stakeholder engagement policy and process have been estab-
lished and is clearly described in the report. various channels are used to engage stakeholders by respective 
business units and material issues are reported to the corporate citizenship committee under the Board of 
directors. 

materiality
the report presents the materiality assessment process. the relevant issue pool was formed by analysing key 
issues from various information sources and material issues were determined based on the relevance and im-
pact of projects and stakeholders. the audit team has not noted that the material information is intentionally 
omitted that may influence the decision making process of stakeholders during the engagement. the audit 
team has judged that nine material issues are properly identified and prioritized based on the stakeholder’s 
concerns and expectation through the materiality assessment process.

responsiveness
material issues selected through the materiality assessment process covers economic, environment and social 
impacts of sustainability and the report is prepared to properly respond to the views, interests and expec-
tations of stakeholders. contexts of material issues provide the background information to understand the 
business strategy and performance of sK telecom and 3 years quantified data help to understand the trend 
of sustainability performance. 

Accuracy and reliability
Any errors and misstatements identified during the engagement were corrected prior to the report being 
published. data and information contained in the report has been described as an accurate and reliable way 
on the basis of sample checked, other reported information and other available evidence. 

Findings in relation to specific sustainability performance information:
dnv Gl has evaluated the nature and extent of sK telecom’s adherence to the AA1000 Accountability princi-
ples as described above. in addition, the reliability of data and information is evaluated for type 2 Assurance. 
dnv Gl has interviewed the personnel responsible for the data and information in order to figure out the 
generation, aggregation and processing of data and information and reviewed the relevant documents and re-
cords based on which the statements in the report are addressed. especially the in-depth review is conducted 
on the reliability of data and information with regard to water consumption, waste generation, Accident rate 
and ethics & compliance for type 2 Assurance. 

the reporting of the management performance presented in the report make it possible to understand the 
company’s impact in economic, social and environmental areas, as well as the company’s achievements in 
those regards. sK telecom has developed an effective methodology for gathering the specific information 
and data respectively for reporting. the data owners interviewed are able to demonstrate to trace the origin 
and the data source of the specific data and information are identifiable. From our analysis of the data and 
information, and sK telecom’s processes, we conclude that the data and information included in the report 
are the results of stable and repeatable activities.
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Greenhouse Gas assurance statement

competence and independence
dnv Gl Business Assurance is part of dnv Gl Group and a global provider of certification, verification, assess-
ment and training services, helping customers to build sustainable business performance. Our environmental 
and social assurance specialists are present in over 100 countries. the assurance work was performed by in-
dependent team which meets dnv Gl’s competence requirements. dnv Gl was not involved in the preparation 
of any statements or data included in the report except for this Assurance statement.

terms of engagement 
this Assurance statement has been prepared for sK telecom.

lloyd’s register Quality Assurance ltd. (lrQA) was commissioned by sK telecom to assure its GHG inventory 
report for the calendar year 2015 (hereafter referred to as “the report”) and the GHG data summarised in 
table 1 below. the report has been prepared in accordance with GHG target management scheme for quan-
tification and reporting of GHG emissions in Korea. the report relates to direct GHG emissions and energy 
indirect GHG emissions.

management responsibility
the management of sK telecom is responsible for preparing the report and for maintaining effective internal 
controls over all the data and information disclosed.  lrQA’s responsibility was to carry out an assurance 
engagement on the report in accordance with our contract with sK telecom.

Ultimately, the report has been approved by, and remains the responsibility of sK telecom.

lrQA’s Approach
Our verification has been conducted in accordance with GHG target management scheme in Korea: specifica-
tion with guidance for verification of greenhouse gas assertions to reasonable level of assurance.

in order to form our conclusions we have:
·  visited sites and reviewed processes to control the data and records regarding GHG emissions and energy 

uses
·  interviewed the relevant persons responsible for managing and maintaining raw and consolidated data
·  verified the historical data and information back to source for the calendar year 2015.

level of Assurance & materiality
the opinion expressed in this Assurance statement has been formed on the basis of a reasonable level of 
assurance and at a 2.5% level of materiality.

lrQA’s Opinion
Based on lrQA’s approach we have found that the GHG and energy data  presented in the report are mate-
rially correct, subject to the following qualifications:

·  the GHG emissions from some small devices of which electricity consumptions have not been monitored 
have been estimated using data from similar devices. those GHG emissions are so small that don’t affect 
our conclusions. it is noted that the number of small devices of which GHG emissions have been estimated 
is not reported here according to sK telecom’s request for confidentiality

dNv GL BUSiNESS A SSUR ANcE KORE A LT d.

countr y Representat ive in k yoon aHn

13 June 2016

Seoul, Republic of Korea
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ON BEHA L f Of L LOY d’S REGiS T ER 

QUAL iT Y A SSUR ANcE LT d.

s anG-k eun yoo

31 march 2016

scope (as defined within GHG target management scheme in Korea)

direct GHG emissions

energy indirect GHG emissions

total GHG emissions

lrQA reference: seO 601712

Year 2015

8,431

677,687

686,118

table1. GHG emissions reported in the report

this document is subject to the provision below:

this Assurance statement is only valid when published with the report to which it refers.

lloyd’s register Quality Assurance limited, its affiliates and subsidiaries and their respective officers, employees or agents 

are, individually and collectively, referred to in this clause as the ‘lloyd’s register Group’.   the lloyd’s register Group as-

sumes no responsibility and shall not be liable to any person for any loss, damage or expense caused by reliance on the 

information or advice in this document or howsoever provided, unless that person has signed a contract with the relevant 

lloyd’s register Group entity for the provision of this information or advice and in that case any responsibility or liability is 

exclusively on the terms and conditions set out in that contract.

Because of the inherent limitations in any internal control it is possible that fraud, error, or non-compliance with laws and 

regulations may occur and not be detected.  Further, the verification was not designed to detect all weakness or errors in 

internal controls so far as they relate to the requirements set out above as the verification has not been performed contin-

uously throughout the period and the verification carried out on the relevant internal controls were on a test basis.  Any 

projection of the evaluation of control to future periods is subject to the risk that the processes may become inadequate 

because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with them may deteriorate.  

the Korean version of this statement is the only valid version. the lloyd’s register Group assumes no responsibility for 

versions translated into other languages.

copyright © lloyd’s register Quality Assurance limited, 2016.  A member of the lloyd’s register Group.

17th Floor, singsong Building, 67 Yeouinaru-ro, 

Yeongdeungpo-gu, seoul, 07327, Korea

data is presented in tonnes of cO2 equivalent.
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Under the SKmS principle, “for the company’s continuous development, the 

company creates value for customers, employees, and shareholders, fulfills a 

key role in social and economic development, and makes contributions to the 

happiness of mankind,” SK Telecom aims to accomplish its business goals while 

fulfilling its social responsibilities and codes of conduct. The company’s social 

responsibilities defines its human rights duties towards customers, employees, 

partner companies, and the community.

SK Telecom, as a company that practices a high level of awareness of global 

citizenship, respects the basic rights of all stakeholders that it encounters through 

products, services, contracts, purchases, and other business activities.

SK Telecom declares its support for the human rights principles stated in the UN 

Universal declaration Human Rights and the UN Guiding Principles on Business 

and Human Rights, and the Ruggie framework and pledges to fulfill its human 

rights responsibilities. SK Telecom will make every effort to prevent human rights 

abuses involving business and avoid complicity in such abuses. furthermore, the 

company will ensure governance with integrity to take measures and provide 

communication regarding an organization responsible, under the UNGc Human 

Rights / Labor Principles, the operating structure, the monitoring process, and 

incidents. SK Telecom will exercise due diligence to assure compliance with the 

policy within the whole supply chain as well as SK Telecom and its subsidiaries.

Specifically, SK Telecom, as an icT provider, is aware of potential human rights 

risks in the following aspects and will do its utmost to prevent any problems that 

may occur:

01)  Human rights of employees and partner companies    

(Human rights in the Workplace)

•  fundamental prevention of wrong labor practices, such as child and forced labor

•  Prevention of discrimination by gender, ethnicity, religion, disability, and race

•  Political, religious, and physical freedom, and respect for civil rights

•  Other labor principles recommended by the international Labour Organization 

(iLO) and endorsed by the government: safety/health, working hours, etc.

ANNUAL REPORT
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02) Human rights in privacy policies

•  demanding minimum personal information, recording and saving to comply  

 with laws

•  Notification prior to saving information, fiduciary duty, and ability to freely  

 delete information

•  Optimal security system for preventing leaks, including data encryption

•   Limited and responsible use of personal information for service/marketing  

 purposes

03) Human rights in access to information & freedom of expression

•   Obligation to ensure equality of access to services regardless of class/

disabilities

•   Efforts to bridge the digital/smart divide: education, rate plans, and systems

•  Responsibility for distributed information to protect minors, including children 

and adolescents

•   fundamental support for freedom of expression

04)  prevention of Misuse of technologies, services, and data (Human rights in  

technology)

•  Refusal to use technologies, electronic devices, and data for dual purposes

•  Prevention of misuse of technologies, such as wiretapping, signal interference, 

or hacking

SK Telecom always keeps the channels of stakeholder communication open 

to prevent any human rights violations. if you have witnessed or experienced 

incidents of such violations, please inform the company through the appropriate 

channel. (http://sktelecom.com/en/sktelecom/csr/csr04_02.jsp)

SK Telecom is committed to fulfilling its social responsibilities and pursuing 

the happiness of stakeholders and pledges to take the lead in advocating and 

complying with the Human Rights principles.

may 2016

SK TELEcOm

ANNUAL REPORT 2015

d O n G - H Y U n  J A n G

SK Telecom President and cEO
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compliance with Human rights 

due diligence 

sK telecom upholds the utmost respect of all indi-
viduals’ basic human rights in its managerial and 
business operations. through shared communica-
tion and exchange of information between individ-
uals via ict, sK telecom believes that communica-
tions technology can make valuable contributions to 
the progression of human rights as well as societal 
wellbeing, openness, and knowledge, leading to an 
overall improvement in people’s quality of life.  in 
line with these beliefs, the company is striving to 
integrate the values prescribed in the Universal dec-
laration of Human rights, and Un Guiding principles 
on Business and Human rights into its comprehen-
sive corporate structure.

1. Applying the Un Guiding principles on 
Business and Human rights

the Un Guiding principles on Business and Human 
rights provide companies and shareholders with a 
corporate framework to promote human rights. By 
understanding and cultivating principles related to 
human rights protection, respect, and remedy, com-
panies are expected to hold themselves accountable 
for respecting the rights of others and eliminating 
any negative influences that would constitute a 
possible rights violation. in order to implement a 
company-centered approach to human rights, sK 
telecom established its own Human rights poli-
cy following a Gap Analysis with the Un’s Guiding 
principles, in order to determine essential rights 
relevant to sK telecom’s business model. Among 
those selected include 1) the human rights of all 
sK telecom employees and business partners, 2) 
the protection of personal information and privacy, 
3) the right to access information and freedom of 
expression, and 4) the prevention of the ill-use of 
technological services and data as central elements 
of the company’s human rights value system.

Furthermore, as human rights issues become further 
integrated with the due diligence process, a com-
prehensive analysis is also required to determine 
the current status of human rights within new mar-

ket expansion projects as well as implementation 
of new products and services. From 2015 to 2016, 
sK telecom carried out company-wide human rights 
monitoring operations to evaluate compliance and 
strengthened relevant company policies set in place 
to protect the rights of emplyees, partners and cus-
tomers.

2. Human rights due diligence and Analysis 
results

2-1. the Human rights of sK telecom empoy-
ees and  Business partners
sK telecom values the rights of all its company em-
ployees (both directly empoyed and indirectly em-
ployed through the supply chain) and ensures the 
protection of all employees’ universal human rights. 
the company’s code of ethics and practice Guide-
lines assert sK telecom’s respect for employees 
as individuals and its promise to repect their hu-
man rights. sK telecom has a zero-tolerance policy 
on any kind of discrimination towards or amongst 
workers.

As dependence on global suppliers rises, the risk of 
growing human rights violations or unsuitable work 
and labor conditions within the supply chain sub-
sequently increases. to encourage fair/transparent 
trade and actualize csr engagement through sus-
tainable management principles, sK telecom has 
enforced mandatory levels of compliance in relation 
to work and labor rights protection as well as safety 
and health standards in communication with its sub-
sidiaries including through the csr practice Agree-
ment. please refer to the “supply chain report” on 
pp.121-125 for further information on supply chain 
sustainability and compliance monitoring. 

2-2. personal information and privacy protec-
tion
Over the course of its business processes, sK telecom 
has handled the personal information of over 22 mil-
lion people, including resident registration numbers, 
addresses and phone numbers, as well as call logs 
and histories. the company keeps and manages such 
information on servers, and at contact points with cus-
tomers such as online and offline channels, the infor-
mation is managed through store personnel. in order 
to prevent personal information and privacy viola-
tions, all of sK telecom’s distribution partners undergo 
regular audits and receive corrective measures in the 
case of leakages. in 2015, sK telecom implemented 
inspections and audits of about 4,700 stores (100% of 
the total number of stores) in marketing and solutions. 
sK telecom also remotely implemented regular audits 
related to information leakage of 20,000 store pcs 
annually, gave professional development training to 
auditors (once monthly) and enhanced relevant guid-
ance through regular information protection training 
activities for stores (once per quarter). not only this, but 
because sK telecom carried out activities to enhance 
customer information protection at stores in advance, 
the company maintained zero (0) cases of personal 
information leakages. sK telecom sought to install 
personal information detection solutions on the com-
puters of individuals handling personal information, 
enabling the company to prevent the risk of personal 
information leakages in advance.

Furthermore, 100% of products and services have 

undergone audits regarding information protection 
in 2015. As a result, sK telecom has discovered 322 
cases that call for security improvement, for which it 
will take measures at the appropriate time. through 
efforts such as this, the company is doing its utmost 
to prevent the occurrence of human rights violations 
stemming from personal information leakages. 

2-3. the right to Access of information
inability to exercise one’s right to access the inter-
net or information is an infringement of one’s social 
and political rights. sK telecom believes that the 
right to equally access information is a crucial hu-
man right in the modern world and works diligent-
ly to improve people’s access to information. the 
company has taken steps to improve information 
access by bolstering 1) Access through Affordability 
2) Access through education and 3) Access through 
technology, by taking steps to enhance infrastruc-
ture of outdated networks and increase technologi-
cal access to information. please refer to “Access to 
service” on pp.96-97 to see what efforts are being 
taken and what progress has been made to enhance 
people’s right to access information

children’s rights are an invaluable part of human 
rights. sK telecom supports general laws and regu-
lations (restriction to adult material, illegal content) 
implemented to keep children safe as they access 
internet content. therefore, sK telecom has enact-
ed a policy related to children’s internet access and 
safety. various steps have been taken in order to 
supply responsible content and ensure the safety 
in internet browsing. the company has integrated 
a self-regulating monitoring system to scan for ille-
gal or potentially illicit content, and the “t teenager 
safety service” is also provided to block harmful 
content at its source.

2-4. prevention of technology, service and 
data Abuse
sK telecom principally opposes the abuse of tech-
nology for criminal use, citing criminal acts as a hin-
drance to overall progress and wellbeing of society. 
in 2015, there were no reported company cases of 
technology abuse that resulted in the need for com-
prehensive oversight.

number of store Assessments on customer 

information protection in distribution network   

rate of Assessments conducted Among total 

stores (%)

2014

1,800 

41.9 

2015

4,700 

100 

customer information protection in stores

number of Audits on products/services  

information protection management  

rate of Audits conducted Among total  

products/servieces (%)

number of security violations Found

number of cases - short-term measures 

completed

2014

- 

- 

-

- 

2015

224 

100 

502

194 

Audits on products/services information protection 

management
number of newly regis-

tered suppliers

number of registered 

partners screened for 

Human rights, ethics, and 

social issues

rate of Assessment

2013

346 

346 

 

 

100%

2014

712 

235 

 

 

100%

2015

706 

706 

 

 

100%

notes

  

* service/

construction/

equipment/

Goods partners

supply chain risk Assessment (screening)

(Unit: company)
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supply chain report

competitiveness through  

a responsible value chain

1. context

this report discloses sK telecom’s supply chain sus-
tainability management policies and processes, and 
has been written to provide information to stake-
holders related to responsibility and assurance for 

the products and services value chain. in the pro-
cess of its business operation, sK telecom depends 
upon a variety of suppliers for the development and 
spread of network devices, building and operating 
the network infrastructure as well as providing and 
developing platform content. this report contains 
information regarding sK telecom’s efforts to review 
and resolve significant risk factors of suppliers in 
the supply chain as well as support enhancement of 
the abiltiy to discover possible opportunities.

processes for responsible supply chain management at sK telecom

awareness Guidance & Monitoring action

· code of conduct
· procurement
· Gudileines

·  registration  
requirements

· contract provisions
· evaluation
· Audit

scM 

risk profile
policy Monitoring

corrective 

measures

contract 

termination

Global Guidelines and 
standards
· UnGc principle
· Oecd mne Guidelines
·  Un Business & Human right principles
· eicc, etc 

stakeholder engagement 
channels
· Annual stakeholder survey
·  Business partner meetings (win-win 
conference, 1-on-1 meetings, voice of 
partners)

· Business parter survey

internal risk Management 
processes
· rm working Group
· procurement review

2. Analysis of supply chain risk exposure

sK telecom has identified the core supply chain 
through the task of procurement analysis, and ana-
lyzed the key supply chain risks. the areas analyzed 
have been categorized into procurement categories 
that include equipment (network and infrastruc-
ture), services (software and solution development), 
goods, and construction partners, which account for 
100% of the amount of procurement. sK telecom has 
designated a ‘critical supplier’ group having com-
prehensively considered the impact on the compa-

ny’s continued operations as well as the degree to 
which the company depends upon the transactions.

sK telecom’s critical suppliers are comprehensively 
considered, categorized and managed according to 
their 1) relevance to the company’s core businesses 
and reliability, 2) high level of transaction amounts, 
3) possession of proprietary technology for which 
substitution is not possible. Accordingly, as of 2015, 
325 companies are categorized into the critical sup-
plier group out of a total 2,346 registered partners.

3. Additional Human rights issues that may 
require Attention

3-1. land Use
violations of land, property and indigenous rights 
can occur, if not monitored, when expanding the 
scope of a business site or entering a new market. 
For telecommunications companies, who regular-
ly conduct construction and infrastructure expan-
sion activities, the risk of violating indigenous land 
rights can become a problem. sK telecom has as-
sessed that latent risk of violating indigenous rights 
abroad in overseas markets currently remains low, 
as 95% of the company’s revenue orginates in the 
republic of Korea. the company is diligently work-
ing to prevent violation of citizens’ human rights 
when expanding business or network infrastruc-
ture by conducting preventative assessments, and 
also processing and handling customer grievances 
through existing channels such as the customer cen-
ter while continuing operation of the csr opinion 
collection channel. 

3-2. e-waste
According to Un data, developed countries collect 
tremendous amounts of technological waste such as 
mobile phones, laptops, tablets and cameras, which 
they then dispose of in developing nations. the ma-
jority of e-waste contains toxic materials such as 
mercury, lead and cadmium, all requiring intensive 
oversight in their process and handling, and end up 
negatively impacting the environment, air quality, 

and the human rights of citizens in developing na-
tions. sK telecom is working to legally and safely 
handle waste materials through programs such as 
“Happy eco-phone,” a collection service for used 
cellphones. However, additional research is needed 
to provide insight into the way sK telecom may be 
impacting developing nations and cooperative effort 
and attention is needed from the telecommunica-
tions industry to address this widespread problem.

3-3. conflict mineral
conflict minerals, mainly gold, tungsten, tin, and 
tantalum, have emerged as a major issue within the 
electronics industry after the existence of armed 
rebels within the democratic republic of congo us-
ing conflict minerals to extract personal funds was 
revealed to the global community. products that are 
of major concern in relation to conflict minerals in-
clude electronics such as mobile phones and lap-
tops. while sK telecom does not personally manu-
facture electronic materials, the company evaluates 
all purchased materials, equipment and parts by 
utilizing the conflict minerals reporting template 
(cmrt) provided by the eicc (electronic industry cit-
izenship coalition) and Gesi (Global e-sustainabil-
ity initiative) to identify the country of origin and 
conduct due diligence regarding conflict minerals. 
According to the 2015 origin report, no additional 
need for conflict mineral due diligence was found 
within sK telecom’s supply chain. 

 

Employees’ and Business 

Partners’ Human Rights

Personal Information and 

Privacy Protection

Access to Information Rights

Technology, Service and Data 

Abuses  

 

Related Group

General, Child,  

Migrant Labor

General 

Genral, Child

General 

 

 

Risk Level

Moderate 

High 

Moderate

Low 

 

Assessment 

and Due Diligence

100% 

100% 

100%

- 

 

 

Notes

 

 

 

Specific grievances are received 

and assessed through grievance 

resolution channles

HuMAN RIGHTS RISK ASSeSSMeNT AND Due DILIGeNCe
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3. identification of Key supply chain risks

sK telecom comprehensively reflects the risk factors 
discovered through internal risk processes includ-
ing business partner surveys such as the biannual 
win-win Growth satisfaction survey, partner com-
pany meetings, listening to the voice of partners 
and risk management working groups, and reviews 

4. policy and engagement

the identified risk factors have been formalized 
in the ‘supply chain esG policy’ and ‘csr practice 
Agreement for Fair trade’ and apply to 100% of sK 
telecom’s registered suppliers. while sK telecom 
requires compliance with these principles in the 
contract process, it also takes a variety of steps 
including requesting corrective measures and con-
tract termination through the long-term monitoring 
process.

4.1 policy
sK telecom’s supply chain esG policy is composed 
of three parts including scope, risk management 
process and policy. the supply chain esG policy 
applies to all business partners that have contract 
relationships with sK telecom. All business partners 
are requested to apply the principles to their sub-
contractors as well. sK telecom further requests its 
partner companies to ensure that suppliers and busi-

the results of the risk gap analysis of each supplier 
group and risk mapping by supplier at the monthly 
‘procurement performance analysis and improve-
ment meeting.’ sK telecom defines the main risks 
that may occur in the supply chain as follows, and 
reflects these in the supply chain sustainability pro-
cess.

ness partners are also in compliance with the agreed 
upon principles. items that compose the supply 
chain esG policy, including 1) anti-corruption, 2) fair 
trade compliance, 3) data privacy and protection, 4) 
financial transparency, 5) appropriate participation 
in public policies, 6) respect for customer value, 7) 
environmental protection, 8) employees’ welfare and 
safety, 9) community involvement, and 10) human 
rights, are disclosed through sK telecom’s homep-
age (http://www.sktelecom.com/supplychain.)

4.2 screening
the csr practice Agreement for Fair trade is an offi-
cial document that requests compliance and agree-
ment with the supply chain esG policy. sK telecom 
requests that all partner companies comply with 
such policies across the contract process through 
the csr practice Agreement for Fair trade on the 
Open2U system (an online contract system) regard-
ing the company’s supply chain policies.
 

 

risks

economic  

risks 

 

 

social risks 

 

 

environmental 

risks 

 

 

main risk Factors

ethical and Anti-corruption principle violations in 

the contract process

collusion or Other Unfair trade practices

delayed payment to subcontractors 

Unsound Financial structure (low credit rating)

violation of ilO labor regulations and reasonable 

labor practices (compliance with work hours, wage 

payment, and other labor rights)

conflict minerals

violation of environmental regulations

High GHG emissions

Failure to Adopt an environmental management system 

 

risk level

High 

High

High

High

moderate 

 

low

moderate

moderate

low 

 

sourcing Group

All suppliers 

All suppliers

All suppliers

All suppliers

service partners 

construction partners 

equipment partners

equipment partners

equipment partners

construction partners

equipment partners

 rate of tier 1 suppliers 

risk exposure 

100% 

100%

100%

95% 

 

23%

23%

23%

40% 

supply chain risk identif ication (2015)

4.3 reflection in contracts
sK telecom’s contracts with partners all reflect prin-
ciples of compliance with the official supply chain 
policy. Furthermore, the company is also extending 
compliance with sK telecom’s code of conduct to 
partners’ transactions with sub-suppliers and within 
their overall business practice. 

4.4 cooperative initiatives with nGOs such as 
3rd parties and international Organizations
As a representative company of UnGc leAd, sK tele-
com reflects the UnGc principles in its supply chain 
guidelines, on the foundation of its UnGc leAd ac-
tivities. sK telecom’s supply chain guidelines refer 
to the global e-sustainability initiative e-Gesi’s JAc 
(Joint Audit cooperation) Guidelines.

5. risk Assessment and evaluation, monitor-
ing and measures

5.1 Advance monitoring
in 2015, 100% of newly registered partner companies 
were screened according to the csr practice Agree-
ment for Fair trade through Open2U, sK telecom’s 
electronic contract system.

5.2 Ongoing monitoring, diagnostics and As-
sessments
sK telecom’s is confirming the key diagnostic and as-
sessment activity indicators of the proportion of reg-
istered partners that have undergone written surveys 
and on-site surveys. in 2015, among the 2,346 tier 1 
suppliers, 1,270 have done written surveys, 212 have 
undergone on-site surveys (includes separate visits 
and meetings with partners and 1-on-1 meetings). 
Among these, the partners that were judged to be 
exposed to ‘high risk’ in the risk identification process 
were given 100% risk assessments to prevent risks in 
advance. in 2015, additional 100 partners that were 
candidates for mutual growth cooperation participat-
ed in a third-party external review conducted by the 
Korean commission on cooperative partnership. the 
company is also currently applying its supply chain 
policy and performance indicators to both domestic 
and international suppliers. due to the majority of 
sK telecom’s total procurement amount (Krw 4.38 
trillion) being made up of domestic suppliers, with 

international procurement making up roughly 0.46% 
at 18.5 billion Krw, performance indicators are also 
managed with a focus on Korea.

5.3 incentives, support, corrective measures
every year, based on the results of diagnostics and as-
sessments, programs for capability improvement and 
various incentive programs are implemented for exem-
plary partners. programs to improve capabilities include 
technological support such as technology transfer and 
Open collaboration as well as security activities, and 
also include the sK win-win Academy, where partners 
can engage in ceO seminars, mBA courses and training  
support for risk reduction.
risk reduction training includes topics such as mu-
tual growth partnerships and includes training re-
garding procurement policies and policy compliance. 
For outstanding partners, the details of the incentive 
and support programs include unit price adjustment, 
funding (financial) assistance, technology and training 
support, and welfare.

in the event of a partner company failing to meet sK 
telecom evaluation standards, sK telecom creates a 
plan for corrective measures and requests that part-
ner companies make effort to improve their esG per-
formance. despite these efforts, in 2015, a total of 
2 companies received corrective measures according 
to the diagnosis and assessment results, and due to 
the seriousness of their policy violations including fair 
trade violations, and occurrence of unethical issues, 
a permanent suspension of transactions was imple-
mented against the two companies.
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total number of registered partners
number of partners surveyed in 
writing (Audit)
number of partners surveyed On-site 
(Audit) 

number of partners surveyed by 
third-parties 

Average number of days to pay 
sub-suppliers
number of suppliers that improved the 
management environment through 
mutual Growth partnerships

notes

 

*  includes separate discussions 

with construction/equipment 

partners and 1-on-1 meetings 

* partner experience survey 
conducted by the Korean com-
mission for corporate partnership

notes
 

 
 

2013
1,496
974 

162 
 

- 
 

2013
8.7 

201 
 

2014
1,510
815 

205 
 

- 
 

2014
7.1 

291 
 

2015
2,346
1,270 

212 
 

100 
 

2015
8.7 

323 
 

2016 target
2,567

more than 1,200 

250 
 

100 
 

2016 target
8.7 

204 
 

supply chain risk Assessment (Audit)

supply chain esG performance management indicators

suppliers who received corrective 
measures
Banned temporarily 
Banned permanently

notes
reviewed by the procurement review com-
mittee 
2 year suspension
permanent suspension 

2013
2 

1
1

2014
2 

1
1

2015
2 

0
2

risk-related corrective measures for partners 

total number of newly registered 
partners
number of Human rights·environment 
· ethics · social Assessments
rate of Advance Assessments

notes
 

* service/construction/equip-
ment/Goods partners

 

2013
346 

346 

100%

2014
712 

712 

100%

2015
706 

706 

100%

2016 target
710 

710 

100%

supply chain risk Assessment (screening) (Unit: company)

(Unit: company)

to long-turm procurement expense analysis including 
pre/post investigation, maintenance and compensa-
tion expenses. in particular, regarding companywide 
integrated expense efficiency, the company has carried 
out supply chain expense analyses in 2015 and has re-
duced expenses (Krw 300 million) by simplifying the 
donor development for the high-capacity repeater (mi-
Bos) and also reduced new investment expenses (Krw 
7.6 billion) by recycling idle repeaters and products in 
warehouse storage.

in addition, sK telecom has integrated affiliated busi-
nesses such as electricity, air-conditioning, fire extin-
guishing systems, rectifiers, uninterruptable power 
supply (Ups) generators with the main business and re-
duced maintenance expenses (Krw 2 billion) by carry-

ing out batch ordering from multiple small businesses, 
and achieved a total annual expense reduction of Krw 
11 billion from efforts including the reduction of Krw 
500 million through signing annual integrated con-
tracts for 15 repeat-purchase items such as distribution 
network visual merchandisers.

in terms of qualitative results, sK telecom has improved 
business relationships by building supply chain rela-
tionships on the basis of long-term cooperation such 
as batch ordering/integrated ordering for exemplary 
businesses. it has also contributed to an efficient pro-
curement process by discovering potential suppliers as 
well as reducing time and expenses for maintenance 
and compensation.

6. case study- procurement strategy and sup-
ply chain sustainability

the priorities of sK telecom’s procurement strategy are 
1) gaining competitiveness by improving the procure-
ment structure through tcO (total cost Ownership), 2) 
revitalizing strategic integrated procurement through 
a ‘procurement synergy consultative group’ with sK 
subsidiaries and invested companies, 3) improving cost 
efficiency by checking the production cost structure 
from the zero-base perspective, 4) optimizing and en-
hancing business-friendly procurement processes, and 
5) creating an environment for advance procurement 
risk management and fair trade compliance. through 
this strategy, sK telecom ensures that its partners and 
the company maximize their creation of resources, 
while removing any inefficient practices, formalities 
or procedures from the procurement processes. next, 
the following business case will explain how responsi-
ble supply chain risk management can manifest itself 
to create strategic procurement achievements for the 
company.

Business case 1. cost reduction through re-
use/cycle of Unused Antennas
in 2015, sK telecom implemented recycling projects 
involving its unused antennas by melting down and 
selling aluminum and plastic modules, and reusing 
brackets when installing new antennas in an effort 
called the ‘scm re-Use/cycle initiative,’ effectively 
lowering costs. Quantitative achievements added up 
to a 30% profit for partner suppliers, raw material 
conservation of up to 8% for antenna suppliers, and 
a 30% recorded improvement in cost efficiency for 
sK telecom’s sales and procurement departments. 
in terms of qualitative achievements, partner suppli-
ers were able to improve their eco-friendly image by 
supporting and participating in environmental initia-
tives that utilized government-approved technology 
and superior recycled materials.

Business case 2. executing competitive pro-
curement by improving tcO
As sK telecom’s procurement expenses are not one-
time transaction expenses, the company is pursuing 
risk management and cost efficiency through a mid-

As a party to a transaction with sK telecom, we, the undersigned hereby agree to actively cooperate with 
sK telecom’s csr practice Agreement (corporate social responsibility), which includes ethical manage-
ment, and to enable a fair and transparent transaction culture to take root, we agree to the following.

1.  regarding transactions with sK telecom, we will not offer any bribes, entertainment or convenienc-
es either directly or through a third-party in order to influence transactions including to influence 
the transaction’s establishment or to set favorable transaction conditions.

2.  in the case that an sK telecom employee requests offers such as bribes, entertainment or conve-
nience during transactions, we will promptly report it to sK telecom’s ethical counseling center 
(http://www.sktelecom.com, tel.080-801-6262, Fax. 080-801-6272).

3.  regarding sK telecom’s management information including subscriber information made known 
to us during transactions with sK telecom, we will not use such information for transactions with 
other businesses without prior consent, nor share the information with any third-parties.

4. we will not engage in unfair trade practices including collusion practices.

5.  we will actively participate in practicing csr in transactions with sK telecom.
 1) we will prohibit wrongful labor practices including forced/compulsory labor and child labor.
 2)  we will prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex, race, religion, disability and maternity.
 3) we will respect political, religious, physical freedom as well as civil rights.
 4)  we will recognize our responsibility regarding environmental protection and pursue the devel-

opment of eco-friendly technology.
 5) we will cooperate in enabling fair and transparent trade and the spread of mutual growth.
 6)  we will comply with all labor principles that the international labour Organization (ilO) recom-

mends and that which the government ratifies refarding safety, welfare and work hours.

6.  in the case that we violate this agreement, we agree to accept responsibility for the measures sK 
telecom may take, including limiting the volume of transactions and contract termination, accord-
ing to the degree of the violation and internal standards.

csr practice aGreeMent for fair trade / transparent

transactions (2015)
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strategy and Analysis stakeholder engagement

G4-1

G4-2

ceO message

Key impacts, risks and opportunities 

●

●

√

√

pp.20-23

pp.20-23, pp.66-67

G4-24

G4-25

G4-26

G4-27

stakeholder groups engaged

Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders

Approach to stakeholder engagement

Key topics and concerns raised by stakeholders, and how the 

organization has responded to those topics

●

●

●

●

√

√

√

√ 

pp.62-63

pp.62-63

pp.34, 62-63

pp.34, 62-63

report profile

G4-28

G4-29

G4-30

G4-31

G4-32

G4-33

reporting period

date of most recent previous report

reporting cycle (Annual, biennial)

contact point

‘in accordance’ option

policy and current practice with external assurance

●

●

●

●

●

●

inside front cover

inside front cover

inside front cover

p.142

inside front cover

inside front cover

√

√

√

√

√

√

Organizational profile

Governance

G4-34

G4-35

 

G4-36

 

G4-37

 

G4-38

G4-39

G4-40 

G4-41 

G4-42 

 

G4-43

 

G4-44 

Governance structure of organization including the highest 

governance body and its committee

process for delegating authority for economic, environmental, 

and social topics from the highest governance body to senior 

executives and other employees

whether the organization has appointed an executive-level 

position or positions with responsibility for economic, envi-

ronmental and social topics

processes for consultation between stakeholders and the 

highest governance body on economic, environmental and 

social topics

composition of the highest governance body and its com-

mittee

whether the chair of the highest governance body is also an 

executive officer

nomination and selection processes for the highest gover-

nance body and its committees

processes for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts 

of interest are avoided and managed

Highest governance body’s and senior executives’ roles in 

the development, approval, and updating the organization’s 

purpose, value or mission statements, strategies, policies and 

goals to economic, environmental and social impacts 

measures taken to develop and enhance the highest gover-

nance body’s collective knowledge of economic, environmen-

tal and social topics

processes for evaluation of the highest governance body’s 

performance with respect to governance of economic, envi-

ronmental and social topics

●

● 

●

 

●

 

●

●

● 

● 

● 

 

●

 

●

 

pp.54-57

pp.56-59 

pp.56-59 

p.61 

p.57-59

p.56 

pp.56-57 

pp.56 

pp.57, 61 

 

pp.61 

pp.57 

√ 

√ 

 

√ 

 

√ 

 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

 

 

 

√ 

 

√ 

 

G4-3

G4-4

G4-5

G4-6

G4-7

G4-8

G4-9

G4-10

G4-11 

 

 

G4-12

G4-13

G4-14 

G4-15

 

G4-16

name of the organization

primary brands, products, and services

location of the headquarters

number and name of countries the organization operates

nature of ownership and legal form

markets served (geographic breakdown, sectors served, and 

types of customer and beneficiaries)

scale of the organization

total number of employees

percentage of total employees covered by collective bargain-

ing agreements 

 

Organization’s supply chain

significant changes during the reporting period regarding the 

organization’s size, structure, ownership, or its supply chain 

whether and how the precautionary approach is addressed

externally developed economic, environmental and social 

charters, principles or other initiatives to which the organiza-

tion subscribes 

memberships of associations

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

  

 

●

●

●

●

●

sK telecom co., ltd. 

pp.24-25

sK-t tower, 65, eulji-ro, Jung-gu, seoul 

pp.24-25, 141

p.142, corporation 

pp.24-25

pp24-33, 92

p.92

p.95, As stated in Article 35 in the 

labor Union & labor relations Act, 

100% of the target for the collective 

bargaining agreement is covered with 

50% of labor union membership)

p.121

pp.26-33

 

pp.20-23, sKt supports precautionary 

principles, and responds to large risks 

through UnGc leAd activities, al-

though climate change is unpredictable

p.63

 

inside front cover

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

 

 

√

√

√

√

√

identified material Aspects and Boundaries

G4-17

G4-18

G4-19

G4-20

G4-21

G4-22

G4-23 

entities included in the organization’s consolidated financial 

statements, and whether any entity is not covered by the 

report

process for defining the report content and the Aspect 

Boundaries and the application of reporting principles on the 

process

list of all material aspects identified in the process 

Aspect Boundary within the organization limitation related to 

the Aspect Boundary within the organization 

Aspect Boundary outside the organization limitation related 

to the Aspect Boundary outside the organization 

Any restatements of information provided in previous reports, 

and the reasons

significant changes from previous reporting periods in the 

scope and Aspect Boundaries

●

●

●

●

●

●

●  

pp.31-33, the entities list is included on 

p.6 of the 2015 Business report 

pp.34-37 

pp.34-37

pp.34-37

pp.34-37 

specific attention indicated as notes 

if necessary 

specific attention indicated as notes 

if necessary  

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Gri G4 General standard disclosures

indicator reporteddescription
cross reference/

direct Answer/Omission
3rd party 

Assurance

● reported / ○ not reported

indicator reporteddescription
cross reference/

direct Answer/Omission
3rd party 

Assurance

● reported / ○ not reported
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ethics and integrity

G4-45 

 

G4-46 

G4-47 

 

G4-48 

G4-49 

G4-50 

 

G4-51 

 

 

 

G4-52 

 

 

G4-53 

 

G4-54 

 

 

G4-55 

 

 

Highest governance body’s role in the identification and 

management of economic, environmental and social impacts, 

risks, and opportunities 

Highest governance body’s role in reviewing the effectiveness 

of the organization’s risk management process

Frequency of the highest governance body’s review of 

economic, environmental and social impacts, risks, and 

opportunities

Highest committee or position that formally reviews and 

approves the sustainability report

process for communicating critical concerns to the highest 

governance body

nature and total number of critical concerns that were 

communicated to the highest governance body, and policy to 

resolve the concerns

remuneration policies for the highest governance body and 

senior executives and remuneration policy performance 

criteria and highest governance body and senior executives’ 

relevance to economic, environmental and social goals 

the process for determining remuneration (participation of 

remuneration advisory committee, independent manage-

ment performance, relationship of remuneration advisory 

committee with organization)

How stakeholder’s view and sought and taken into account 

regarding remuneration (includes vote result and suggestion 

for remuneration policy)

ratio of the annual total compensation for the organization’s 

highest-paid individual to the median annual total compensa-

tion for all employees (excludes the highest- paid individual) 

ratio of the percentage in annual total compensation for the 

organization’s highest-paid individual to the median percent-

age increase in annual total compensation for all employees 

(excludes the highest- paid individual)

● 

 

● 

● 

 

● 

● 

● 

 

● 

 

 

 

● 

 

 

● 

 

● 

 

 

● 

 

 

p.57 

 

pp.57, 61  

pp.57, 61 

 

p.61 

pp.58-59, 61 

pp.58-59 

 

pp.57, 60 

 

 

 

pp.57, 60 

 

 

pp.57, 60 

 

pp.57, 60 

 

 

pp.57, 60 

 

 

√ 

 

√ 

√ 

 

√ 

√ 

√ 

 

√ 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

√ 

 

√ 

 

 

√ 

 

 

G4-56

G4-57

G4-58

values, principles, standards and norms of behavior such as 

codes of conduct

internal and external mechanisms for seeking advice on ethical 

and lawful behavior

internal and external mechanisms for reporting concerns 

about unethical or unlawful behavior (system report, whistle 

blow system, hot line etc.)

● 

● 

● 

 

p.68 

p.70 

p.70 

 

√ 

√ 

√ 
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Gri G4 specific standard disclosures

 economic

 environmental

economic performance

G4-dmA

G4-ec1

G4-ec2 

G4-ec3 

 

G4-ec4

disclosures on management Approach

direct economic value generated and distributed

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities due 

to climate change

coverage of the organization’s defined benefit plan obliga-

tions 

Financial assistance received from government

●

●

● 

● 

 

●

p.36

p.63

pp.37, 59-51, 66-67 

Applied to all full-time employees 

as defined constructions or defined 

Benefits

p.63

√

√

√ 

√ 

 

√

indirect economic impacts

G4-dmA

G4-ec7 

G4-ec8

disclosures on management Approach

development and impact of infrastructure investments and 

services supported

significant indirect economic impacts

●

● 

●

pp.37, 46-48

pp.46-48 

pp.39, 46-48

√

√ 

√

market presence 

G4-ec5 

 

 

 

 

 

G4-ec6 

ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared to 

local minimum wage 

 

 

 

 

proportion of senior management hired from the local 

community

● 

 

 

 

 

 

● 

sK telecom provides entry level wages 

higher than the local minimum wage 

in all regions and operations, and there 

is no discrimination due to employee’s 

gender. However, details were not 

disclosed due to internal information 

policies.

 

√ 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

energy

G4-dmA

G4-en3

G4-en4

G4-en5

G4-en6

G4-en7

disclosures on management Approach

energy consumption within the organization 

energy consumption outside of the organization 

energy intensity

reduction of energy consumption

reductions in energy requirements of products and services 

●

●

●

●

●

●

pp.37, 49-51

p.103

p.51

p.37

p.103

pp.51, 66-67

√

√

√

√

√

√

water

G4-en8 total water withdrawal by source ● p.103 √

* sK telecom Gri G4 material aspects : economic performance, indirect economic impacts, energy, emissions, supplier environmen-

tal assessment, employment, training and education, supplier assessment for labor practices, supplier human rights assessment,  

supplier assessment for impacts on society, product and service labeling, marketing communications, and customer privacy

indicator reporteddescription
cross reference/

direct Answer/Omission
3rd party 

Assurance

● reported / ○ not reported



emissions

G4-dmA

G4-en15

G4-en16

G4-en17 

 

G4-en18

G4-en19

G4-en20

G4-en21

disclosures on management Approach

direct greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (scope 1)

energy indirect greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (scope 2)

Other indirect greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (scope 3) 

 

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions intensity

reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions

emissions of ozone depleting substances (Ods)

nOx, sOx, and other signicant air emissions

●

●

●

● 

 

●

●

○

○

pp.37, 49-51

p.102

p.103

pp.50-51,sKt reduces social GHG 

with ict technology (t map, ems and 

smart city) 

p.102

p.102

not applicable

not applicable

Supplier environmental Assessment

G4-dmA

G4-en32 

G4-en33 

disclosures on management Approach

percentage of new suppliers that were screened using 

environmental criteria

signicant actual and potential negative environmental 

impacts in the supply chain and actions taken

●

● 

● 

pp.121-125

pp.122-124 

p.123 

√

√ 

√ 

√

√

√

√ 

 

√

√

√

√

euents and waste

G4-en23 total weight of waste by type and disposal method ● pp.103-104 √

Products and Services

G4-en27 extent of impact mitigation of environmental impacts of 

products and services

● pp.51, 66-67 √ 

compliance

G4-en29 

 

monetary value of signicant nes and total number of non-

monetary sanctions for non compliance with environmental 

laws and regulations

● 

 

0 cases, no fine or penalty paid 

 

√ 

 

Overall 

G4-en31 total environmental protection expenditures and invest-

ments by type

● p.105 √ 

environmental Grievance Mechanisms

G4-en34 

 

number of grievances about environmental impacts 

led, addressed, and resolved through formal grievance 

mechanisms

● 

 

p.62 

 

√ 

 

employment

G4-dmA

G4-lA1 

G4-lA2 

G4-lA3 

disclosures on management Approach

total number and rates of new employee hires and em-

ployee turnover by age group, gender, and region

Benets provided to full time employees that are not provid-

ed to temporary or part time employees

return to work and retention rates after parental leave, 

by gender

●

● 

● 

● 

pp.92-93

pp.92-93 

p.93 

p.93 

√

√ 

√ 

√ 

  social - labor practices and decent work

Occupational Health and safety

G4-lA6 

 

type of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, 

lost days, and absenteeism, and total number of work  

related fatalities, by region and by gender

● 

 

p.95 

 

training and education

G4-dmA

G4-lA9 

G4-lA10 

 

G4-lA11 

 

disclosures on management Approach

Average hours of training per year per employee by gen-

der, and by employee category

programs for skills management and lifelong learning that 

support the continued employability of employees and 

assist them in managing career endings

percentage of employees receiving regular performance 

and career development reviews, by gender and by 

employee category

●

● 

● 

 

● 

 

pp.94-95

pp.94 

p.94 

 

p.95 

 

√

√ 

√ 

 

√ 

 

supplier Assessment for labor practices

G4-dmA

G4-lA14 

G4-lA15 

disclosures on management Approach

percentage of new suppliers that were screened using 

labor practices criteria

signicant actual and potential negative impacts for labor 

practices in the supply chain and actions taken

●

● 

● 

pp.121-125

pp.122-123 

p.123 

√

√ 

√ 

diversity and equal Opportunity

G4-lA12 

 

 

composition of governance bodies and breakdown of em-

ployees per employee category according to gender, age 

group, minority group membership, and other indicators 

of diversity

● 

 

 

pp.54-55, 92 

 

 

√ 

 

 

√ 

 

labor practices Grievance mechanisms

G4-lA16 

 

number of grievances about labor practices led, 

addressed, and resolved through formal grievance  mecha-

nisms

● 

 

p.62 

 

√ 

 

child labor

Forced or compulsory labor

G4-Hr5 

 

G4-Hr6 

 

 

Operations and suppliers identied as having signicant risk 

for incidents of child labor, and measures taken to contrib-

ute to the eective abolition of child labor

Operations and suppliers identied as having signicant risk 

for incidents of forced or compulsory labor, and measures 

to contribute to the elimination of all forms of forced or 

compulsory labor

● 

 

● 

 

 

pp.116-120 

 

pp.116-120 

 

 

√ 

 

√ 

 

 

  social - Human rights

130 131● reported / ○ not reported ● reported / ○ not reported

indicator reporteddescription
cross reference/

direct Answer/Omission
3rd party 

Assurance
indicator reporteddescription

cross reference/
direct Answer/Omission

3rd party 
Assurance
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supplier Human rights Assessment

supplier Assessment for impacts on society Assessment 

G4-dmA

G4-Hr10 

G4-Hr11 

G4-dmA

G4-sO9 

G4-sO10 

G4-Hr9 

disclosures on management Approach

percentage of new suppliers that were screened using human 

rights criteria

signicant actual and potential negative human rights impacts 

in the supply chain and actions taken 

disclosures on management Approach

percentage of new suppliers that were screened using criteria 

for impacts on society

signicant actual and potential negative impacts on society in 

the supply chain and actions taken

total number and percentage of operations that have been 

subject to human rights reviews or impact assessments

●

● 

● 

●

● 

● 

● 

pp.121-125

pp.122-123 

p.123 

pp.121-125

pp.122-123 

p.123 

pp.118-120 

√

√ 

√ 

√

√ 

√ 

√ 

labor practices Grievance mechanisms

Grievance mechanisms for impacts on society 

G4-Hr16 

 

G4-sO11 

 

number of grievances about impacts on society filed, ad-

dressed, and resolved through formal grievance mechanisms 

number of grievances about impacts on society filed, 

addressed, and resolved through formal grievance 

mechanisms

● 

 

● 

 

p.62 

 

p.62 

 

√ 

 

√ 

 

product and service labeling 

G4-dmA

G4-pr3 

 

G4-pr4 

 

G4-pr5

disclosures on management Approach

type of product and service information required by the 

organization’s procedures for product and service information 

labeling

total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations 

and voluntary codes concerning product and service infor-

mation labeling

results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction

●

● 

 

● 

 

●

pp.36, 45

pp.98-99 

 

p.106 

 

p.45

√

√ 

 

√ 

 

√

marketing communications

G4-dmA

G4-pr6 

G4-pr7 

disclosures on management Approach

sale of banned or disputed products 

total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations 

and voluntary codes concerning marketing communications

●

● 

● 

pp.36, 45

0 cases. sK telecom does not sell 

any banned or disputed product

p.106 

√

√ 

√ 

customer privacy

G4-dmA

G4-pr8 

disclosures on management Approach

total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches 

of customer privacy and losses of customer data

●

● 

p.36, 45

p.98 

√

√ 

compliance 

G4-pr9 

 

monetary value of signicant nes for non compliance with laws 

and regulations concerning the provision and use of products 

and services 

● 

 

p.106 

 

√ 

 

 social - product responsibiltiy

local communities

G4-sO1 

 

 

G4-sO2 

percentage of operations with implemented local community 

engagement, impact assessment, and development programs 

 

Operations with significant actual and potential negative 

impacts on local communities

● 

 

 

● 

community engagement was focused on 

Korea, where over 95% of the revenues 

are generated, and sKt did impact assess-

ments and development programs 

no significant potential/actual/negative 

impacts on local communities found 

√ 

 

 

√ 

Anti-corruption

G4-sO3 

 

 

G4-sO4 

G4-sO5

total number and percentage of operations assessed for 

risks related to corruption and the signicant risks identied   

 

communication and training on anti corruption policies and 

procedures 

o conrmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

● 

 

 

● 

●

p.68, there is a companywide ethical 

management diagnosis process; the 

corresponding number and percent-

age is not applicable 

p.69 

√ 

 

 

√ 

√

public policy

G4-sO6 total value of political contributions by country and recipient/ 

beneficiary

● p.70,  no donations to political parties 

or politicians

√ 

G4-sO7 

Anti-competitive Behavior

total number of legal actions for anti competitive behavior, 

anti trust, and monopoly practices and their outcomes 

● p.106 √ 

compliance 

G4-sO8 

 

monetary value of signicant nes and total number of 

non monetary sanctions for non compliance with laws and 

regulations  

● 

 

p.106 

 

√ 

 

 social - society

indicator reporteddescription
cross reference/

direct Answer/Omission
3rd party 

Assurance

● reported / ○ not reported

indicator reporteddescription
cross reference/

direct Answer/Omission
3rd party 

Assurance

● reported / ○ not reported
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134 unGc index

UnGc Headquarters

UnGc Korea

UnGc leAd

 may 2007

sept. 2007

Jan. 2011

involvement in the global csr initiative activities helped advance the internal 

csr system and gain a better reputation in csr at home and abroad  

UnGc Activities

Associations / initiatives  Joining date purpose / remarks

As the first among Korea’s top four companies to join the Un Global compact (UnGc) in 2007, sK telecom 
participated as a founding member and steering committee member of UnGc Korea, a local association of 
UnGc, undertaking a variety of activities in an effort to solve domestic and international social issues and to 
spread global csr trends. 

sK telecom is adhering to the 10 principles in 4 sectors including human rights, environment, labor and 
anti-corruption, and advocating for a wide range of the Un’s development plans including the sustainable 
development Goals, and it became the first Korean company to be designated as a UnGc leAd in January 
2011. As Korea’s first company to participate in leAd, sK telecom has offered the Board program (a csr ed-
ucation program for board members) to the corporate citizenship committee and took the initiative to apply 
the global csr best practices to Korea.  in 2014, sK telecom actively participated in major events hosted by the 
UnGc Korea such as the Y-csr conference and Korea-china-Japan round table talks. By undertaking such diverse 
activities, sK telecom is gaining recognition as a leading company in csr.

in particular, sK telecom declared its support for the Universal declaration of Human rights and the human 
rights principles in the Un Guiding principles on Business and Human rights: ruggie Framework, and sK 
telecom’s ceO affirmed that the company would fulfill its responsibility related to respect for human rights. 

cross reference / direct AnswerUnGc Advanced criteria

criterion 1 

criterion 2

pp.20-23, 63 

pp.63, 116-117, 121

commitment to integrate the UnGc 10 principles into business function and 

units

practicing the UnGc 10 principles across the value chain 

Un Global compact Advanced criteria index 

cross reference / direct AnswerUnGc Advanced criteria

Fulfillment of the UnGc 10 principles in strategy and Operation

criterion 3

criterion 4      

criterion 5 

pp.116-117

pp.118-120 

pp.118-1120 

Human rights commitment, strategy, and policy

effective management system to incorporate the human rights principles into 

business and management procedures

monitoring and evaluation mechanism to ensure compliance with the human 

right principles in the business and management procedures 

definite Human rights policy and procedure

criterion 9

criterion 10 

 

criterion 11 

pp.20-23, 49-51

pp.49-51, 102-105 

 

pp.49-51, 102-105 

environment commitment, strategy, and policy

effective management system to incorporate the environmental principles mon-

itoring and evaluation mechanism to ensure compliance with the environmental 

principles in the business and management procedures 

monitoring and evaluation mechanism to ensure compliance with the environ-

mental principles in the business and management procedures

definite environmental policy and procedure

criterion 6

criterion 7 

 

 

criterion 8 

 

p.95

p.95, through the trade union and collective 

bargaining, the labor principles are integrated 

and the labor management council holds 

regular meetings

pp.62, 95, the labor-management council holds 

regular meetings and operates the grievance 

channel for employees 

labor commitment, strategy, and policy

effective management system to incorporate the labor principles into business 

and management procedures 

 

monitoring and evaluation mechanism to ensure compliance with the labor 

principles in the business and management procedures 

definite labor policy and procedure

criterion 12

criterion 13 

criterion 14 

pp.68-70

pp.68-70 

pp.68-70 

ethics commitment, strategy, and policy

effective management system to incorporate the ethical principles into business 

and management procedures

monitoring and evaluation mechanism to ensure compliance with the ethical 

principles in the business and management procedures

definite ethics and compliance policy and procedure

criterion 15 

criterion 16 

criterion 17 

criterion 18 

pp.46-51 

pp.46-51, 101 

pp.46-51, 63 

pp.63 

contribution through key businesses to help achieve the Un objectives and goals 

strategic community investment and charity work to help achieve the Un objec-

tives and goals

public engagement and communication to help achieve the Un objectives and 

goals

partnerships and outside initiatives to help achieve the Un objectives and goals 

 Activities to support the more Broad and comprehensive Un Objectives and Goals

criterion 19

criterion 20 

criterion 21

pp.20-23

pp.58-59, 63 

pp.61-62

ceO’s sustainability commitment and leadership

the Board of directors’ selection and oversight of sustainability agenda items 

stakeholder engagement

Governance and leadership for sustainability

SK TELEcOm
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136 sasB index non-consolidated financial statements

wireless subscribers 

wireline subscribers

Broadband subscribers

network traffic, percentage on cellular network, and percentage on fixed network

network bandwidth capacity, percentage leased 

 

 

 

total energy consumed, percentage grid electricity, percent-

age renewable energy; amount of energy consumed by (a) 

cellular and (b) fixed networks

discussion of policies and practices relating to collection, 

usage, and retention of customer information and personally 

identifiable information

percentage of users whose customer information is collected 

for secondary purpose, percentage who have opted-in

Amount of legal and regulatory fines and settlements associ-

ated with customer privacy

number of government or law enforcement requests for 

customer information, percentage resulting in disclosure

number of data security breaches and percentage involving 

customers’ personally identifiable information

discussion of management approach to  identifying and 

addressing data security risks

materials recovered through take back programs, percentage 

of recovered materials that are (a) reused, (b) recycled, and 

(c) landfilled

Average interruption frequency and average interruption 

duration 

description of systems to provide unimpeded service during 

service interruptions

Amount of legal and regulatory fines and settlements associ-

ated with anti-competitive practices

environmental Foot-

print of Operations 

data privacy 

 

 

 

 

 

data security 

 

 

 

 

product end-of-life 

management 

managing systemic 

risks from technolo-

gy disruptions 

 

Fair competition 

tc0301-A

tc0301-B

tc0301-c

tc0301-d

tc0301-e 

 

 

 

tc0301-01 

 

tc0301-02 

 

tc0301-03 

tc0301-04 

tc0301-05 

tc0301-06 

tc0301-07 

tc0301-08 

 

tc0301-09 

 

tc0301-10 

tc0301-11 

p.30

p.33

p.33

p.97

pp. 47-48, sK telecom directly owns the 

networks in the domestic mobile telecom 

business; it rents lines to mvnO businesses 

as required by the telecommunications 

Business Act

pp.102-103 

 

pp.98-99 

 

- 

no data privacy fines 

no data privacy fines 

no information security violations 

p.98 

pp.103-104 

 

- 

 

p.65 

p.106 

Activity metric

disclosure metric

Accounting metric

Accounting metrictopic

code

code

page

page

SK TELEcOm

ANNUAL REPORT 2015

32nd

 

2,713,529

431,666

121,500

92,262

1,528,751

47,741

264,741

7,505

80,926

92,220

45,991

226

0

20,433,411

10,062

726,505

8,810,548

7,442,280

1,306,236

1,766,069

35,080

29,802

166,656

139,923

250

23,146,940

31st

2,689,913

248,311

143,000

197,161

1,559,281

67,989

305,990

6,354

51,619

86,070

23,694

444

0

20,022,549

69

608,797

8,181,769

7,705,906

1,306,236

1,928,169

38,457

28,551

156,807

67,728

60

22,712,462

30th

2,817,782

448,459

166,000

102,042

1,513,138

72,198

388,475

5,682

9,112

82,837

24,596

1,576

3,667

20,009,637

7,569

729,703

8,010,121

7,459,986

1,306,236

2,239,167

39,925

23,007

152,057

41,712

154

22,827,419

Assets

 current Assets 

  cash and cash equivalents

  short-term financial instruments

  short-term investment securities

  Accounts receivable - trade, net

  short-term loans, net

  Accounts receivable—other, net

  Accrued revenue

  Advance payment

  prepaid expenses

  inventories, net

  Advanced payments and other

  Assets classified as held for sale

 non-current Assets

  long-term financial instruments

  long-term investment securities

  investments in associates and joint ventures

  property and equipment, net

  Goodwill

  intangible assets, net

  long-term loans, net

  long-term prepaid expenses

  Guarantee deposits

  long-term derivative financial assets

   Other non-current assets

 total Assets

non-consolidated statements of Financial position (Unit: Krw million)
the 32nd  As of 2015.12.31

the 31st  As of 2014.12.31

the 30th  As of 2013.12.31
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32nd

3,491,306

927,170

50,100

607,690

540,770

375,189

10,014

0

37,551

230,000

592,637

120,185

5,876,174

5,033,495

72,554

550,964

2,768

4,006

89,296

20,055

56,274

46,762

9,367,480

44,639

369,446

13,418,603

(53,228)

13,779,460

23,146,940

31st

 3,378,046

1,086,485

39,148

801,119

615,488

91,315

92,783

0

50,456

200,000

211,863

189,389

5,792,195

4,655,137

80,147

657,001

19,544

15,555

130,889

27,676

144,876

61,370

9,170,241

44,639

433,894

12,996,790

66,898

13,542,221

22,712,462

30th

 

4,288,073

1,556,201

43,599

574,166

653,742

104,564

178,569

21,170

66,559

260,000

622,703

206,800

5,223,938

4,014,777

85,125

828,721

50,894

22,886

100,210

19,537

44,601

57,187

9,512,011

44,639

433,894

12,665,699

171,176

13,315,408

22,827,419

liabilities and equity

 current liabilities

  Accrued payables—other

  Unearned revenue

  withholdings

  Accrued expenses

  income tax payable

  prepaid income

  Unearned income

  derivative financial liabilities 

  current liabilities

  short-term borrowings

  current long-term borrowings

 non-current liabilities

  debentures 

  long-term borrowings

  long-term payables-other

  long-term unearned revenue

  defined benefit obligations

  derivative financial liabilities

  Other non-current liabilities

  deferred tax liabilities

  Other non-current liabilities

 total liabilities

equity

 share capital

 Other paid up capital

 retained earnings

 reserves

 total equity

total liabilities and equity

non-consolidated statements of Financial position (Unit: Krw million)
the 32nd  As of 2015.12.31

the 31st  As of 2014.12.31

the 30th  As of 2013.12.31 32nd

12,556,979

12,556,979

10,898,203

694,666

5,102,723

2,155,531

720,879

358,031

175,776

403,317

462,256

825,024

1,658,776

246,394

314,191

15,277

132,993

3,819 

1,469,444

362,683

1,106,761

 

15,233

15,233

31st

13,012,644

13,012,644

11,275,484

588,635

5,591,245

2,095,702

771,786

370,549

213,605

377,112

457,049

809,801

1,737,160

82,276

293,338

37,422

184,177

57,593 

1,321,750

293,209

1,028,541

14,262

14,262

30th

12,860,379

12,860,379

10,890,695

598,885

5,333,869

2,006,896

770,125

412,217

237,291

362,659

399,810

768,943

1,969,684

81,196

422,764

47,618

417,252

37,685 

1,220,797

310,640

910,157

12,837

12,837

Operating revenue

 revenue

Operating expense

 labor cost

 commissions paid

 depreciation and amortization

 network interconnection

 leased line

 Advertising

 rent

 cost of products that have been resold

 Other operating expense

Operating income

Finance income

Finance cost

Other non-operating income

Other non-operating expense

Gain (losses) related to investments in subsidiaries, associates and 

joint ventures, net 57,593 37,685

profit before income tax

corporate tax

net profit for the term

earnings per share

Basic earnings per share (in won)

diluted earnings per share (in won)

non-consolidated income statement (Unit: Krw million)
the 32nd 2015.01.01 to 2015.12.31

the 31st  2014.01.01 to 2014.12.31

the 30th  2013.01.01 to 2013.12.31

32nd

1,106,761

(119,740)

386 

386

(120,126)

(121,528)

1,402

987,021

31st

1,028,541

(118,086)

(13,808) 

(13,808)

(104,278)

(66,103)

(38,175)

910,455

30th

910,157

22,515

5,927 

5,927

16,588

4,795

11,793

932,672

net profit for the term

Other inclusive gains and losses

  items not reclassified as a profit or loss during the follow-up 

period

  remeasurement factors of defined benefit systems

  items reclassified as a profit or loss during the follow-up period

  Gain or loss from appreciatio of tradable financial assets

  Gain or loss from appreciation of derivative products

total inclusive gains and losses for the term

non-consolidated statements of income (Unit: Krw million)
the 32nd 2015.01.01 to 2015.12.31

the 31st  2014.01.01 to 2014.12.31

the 30th  2013.01.01 to 2013.12.31



2013.01.01 (Basic capital)

payment of dividends

changes in other capital

issuance of hybrid bond

interest on hybrid bond

Acquisition of treasury stock

proceeds from treasury stock

total income

2013.12.31 (end of term capital)

2014.01.01 (Basic capital)

payment of dividends

changes in other capital

issuance of hybrid bond

interest on hybrid bond

Acquisition of treasury stock

proceeds from treasury stock

total income

2014.12.31 (end of term capital)

2015.01.01 (Basic capital)

payment of dividends

changes in other capital

issuance of hybrid bond

interest on hybrid bond

Acquisition of treasury stock

proceeds from treasury stock

total income

2015.12.31 (end of term capital)

44,639

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 

0 

44,639

44,639

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 

0 

44,639

44,639

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 

0 

44,639

the 32nd 2015.01.01 to 2015.12.31

the 31st 2014.01.01 to 2014.12.31

the 30th  2013.01.01 to 2013.12.31

share 
capital

retained 
earnings

reserves total equity

capital 
excess of 
par value

total Other 
paid Up 
capital

loss on 
disposal of 

treasury 
stock

treasury 
stock

Hybrid 
Bond

Other

equity

 Other paid up capital

(18,855)

0

0

0

0

0

768

0 

0 

(18,087)

(18,087)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 

0 

(18,087)

(18,087)

0

0

0

0

0

18,087

0 

0 

0

2,915,887

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 

0 

2,915,887

2,915,887

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 

0 

2,915,887

2,915,887

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 

0 

2,915,887

0

0

0

398,518

0

0

0

0 

0 

398,518

398,518

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 

0 

398,518

398,518

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 

0 

398,518

12,413,981

(655,946)

0

0

(8,420)

0

0

910,157 

5,927 

12,665,699

12,665,699

(666,802)

0

0

(16,840)

0

0

1,028,541 

(13,808) 

12,996,790

12,996,790

(668,494)

0

0

(16,840)

0

0

1,106,761 

386 

13,418,603

(2,410,451)

0

0

0

0

0

270,768

0 

0 

(2,139,683)

(2,139,683)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 

0 

(2,139,683)

(2,139,683)

0

0

0

0

(490,192)

369,249

0 

0 

(2,260,626)

(722,741)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 

0 

(722,741)

(722,741)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 

0 

(722,741)

(722,741)

0

0

0

0

0

38,408

0 

0 

(684,333)

154,588

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 

16,588 

171,176

171,176

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 

(104,278) 

66,898

66,898

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 

(120,126) 

(53,228)

(236,160)

0

0

398,518

0

0

271,536

0 

0 

433,894

433,894

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 

0 

433,894

433,894

0

0

0

0

(490,192)

425,744

0 

0 

369,446

12,377,048

(655,946)

0

398,518

(8,420)

0

271,536

910,157 

22,515 

13,315,408

13,315,408

(666,802)

0

0

(16,840)

0

0

1,028,541 

(118,086) 

13,542,221

13,542,221

(668,494)

0

0

(16,840)

(490,192)

425,744

1,106,761 

(119,740) 

13,779,460

statements of changes in equity
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net of income continued 

operations

Other continued compre-

hensive income

net of income continued 

operations

Other continued compre-

hensive income

net of income continued 

operations

Other continued compre-

hensive income

32nd

2,947,129

3,219,373

1,106,761

2,811,718

(699,106)

18,786

59,462

(221,309)

(129,183)

(2,062,182)

745,965

105,158

21,500

387,922

7

22,106

185,557 

23,372

343

0

0

0

(2,808,147)

0

364,687

10,000

296,254

306,382

1,752,804

77,830

190

0

31st

3,221,433

3,580,032

1,028,541

2,886,389

(334,898)

20,954

13,048

(224,119)

(168,482)

(2,622,617)

319,389

0

30,500

197,925

2,522

54,218

0 

25,677

1,127

3,667

3,660

93

(2,942,006)

94,802

195,700

2,522

28,801

210,060

2,319,016

91,060

0

45

30th

3,022,473

3,315,722

910,157

3,120,427

(714,862)

29,695

20,641

(246,632)

(96,953)

(2,393,763)

531,208

0

13,300

279,815

0

29,762

1,808 

3,148

965

190,393

11,727

290

(2,924,971)

45,031

275,913

7,500

9,313

206,791

2,201,354

179,069

0

0

cash flows from operating activities

 cash generated from operating activities

  net profit for the term

  Adjustment for income and expenses

   changes in assets and liabilities related to operating activities

 interest received

 dividends received

 interest paid

 income tax paid

cash flows from investing activities

 cash inflows from investing activities

  decrease in short-term financial instruments, net

  decrease in short-term investment securities, net

  collection of short-term loans

  decrease in long-term financial instruments

  proceeds from disposal of long-term investment securities

   proceeds from disposal of investments in associates and joint 

ventures

  disposition of tangible assets

  proceeds from disposal of intangible assets

   disposition of non-current assets scheduled to be disposed of

  collection of long-term loans

  proceeds from disposal of other non-current assets

  cash outflows for investing activities

  increase in short-term investment securities, net

  increase in long-term financial instruments

  Acquisition of long-term investment securities

  Acquisition of investments in associates and joint ventures

  Acquisition of property and equipment

  Acquisition of tangible assets

  Acquisition of intangible assets

  increase in other non-current assets

  increase in long-term loans

non-consolidated statements of cash Flows (Unit: Krw million)
the 32nd 2015.01.01 to 2015.12.31

the 31st  2014.01.01 to 2014.12.31

the 30th  2013.01.01 to 2013.12.31
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sk telecom  Global network

sK telecom co., ltd. tokyo Office

8F, nBF Hibiya Bldg., 1-1-7, Uchisaiwai-cho, chiyoda-ku, tokyo 

100-0011, Japan

tel : 81-3-3591-3800 

JApAn

sK telecom Americas

310 de Guigne drive, sunnyvale, cA 94085

tel : 1-408-328-2900

FAx : 1-408-328-2931

U.s.

sK telecom co., ltd. new York Office

10F, 55 east 59th street, new York, nY 10022, UsA

tel : 1-646-737-3462

U.s.

the representative Office of sK telecom co.,ltd. in Ho chi minh 

city, vietnam

Unit 1212A, 12F, diamond plaza, 34 le duan street, Ben ngha 

ward, district 1, Ho chi minh city, vietnam

tel : 84-8-3822-9145

sK telecom (china) Holding co., ltd.

25F, sK tower, no. 6 Jia, Jianguomenwai Avenue, chaoyang 

district, Beijing 100022, china 

tel : 86-10-5920-7777

FAx : 86-10-5920-7724

cHinA

vietnAm

sK malaysia representative Office

suite 53A, level 53, vista tower, the intermark, 348 Jalan tun 

razak, 50400 Kuala lumpur, malaysia

tel : 603-2166-9011 

mAlAYsiA

32nd

(701,420)

927,204

30,000

0

0

897,029

175

(1,628,624)

0

12,814

190,134

250,000

668,494

490,192

16,840

150

183,527

248,311

(172)

431,666

31st

(798,911)

801,035

0

3,552

0

797,364

119

(1,599,946)

60,000

12,814

207,668

629,940

666,802

0

16,840

5,882

(200,095)

448,459

(53)

248,311

30th

(436,749)

1,529,858

0

96,455

398,518

1,014,859

20,026

(1,966,607)

70,000

457,110

161,575

621,976

655,946

0

0

0

191,961

256,577

(79)

448,459

cash flows from financing activities

 cash inflows from financing activities

  proceeds from short-term borrowings

  proceeds from long-term borrowings

  issuance of hybrid bond

  issuance of debentures

  cash inflows from derivative transactions

 cash outflows for financing activities

  repayment in short-term borrowings, net

  repayment of long-term borrowings

  repayment of long-term non-trade payables

  repayment of debentures

  payment of dividends

  Acquisition of treasury stock

  interest on hybrid bond

   Outflow of cash due to transaction of derivative products

net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

cash and cash equivalent at beginning of the year

effects of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents

cash and cash equivalents at end of the year 

non-consolidated statements of cash Flows (Unit: Krw million)
the 32nd 2015.01.01 to 2015.12.31

the 31st  2014.01.01 to 2014.12.31

the 30th  2013.01.01 to 2013.12.31
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144 145investor information contacts

sK telecom co., ltd.

11, euljiro 2-ga, Jung-gu, seoul 100-999, Korea

82-2-6100-2114

http://www.sktelecom.com
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